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In ancient Egypt, it was 

common practice to have your 

internal organs removed 

and your brain pulled out 

through your nose. 

Of course ancient Egyptians were 

lucky enough to be dead first. 



Gould the next tomb Lara Croft 

enters be herown? Find out in 

Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation 

her latest adventure. With 

seamlessly integrated gameplay and 

FMV sequences,new skin 

and 3-D texture mapping, diabolical 

new puzzles and a totally new 

inventory control system this is a 

totally new Tomb Raider. 

tombraider.com 
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Remember, the only thing to fear is fear 

itself. Especially in this deadly mercenary 

mission where your own emotional 

responses determine what happens next. 

So go ahead, make your move. Just be 

sure to keep your fear in check. 
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DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT INC. 

eidos.com 
Playstation 

Non-interrupted 

gameplay for more 

debilitating action 

and power. Comes 

in handy for the 

THREE RUTHLESS 

MERCENARIES 

whose destinies 

you control. 

Breakthrough 

suspense/action 

adventure game. 

Beyond your 

realm of fear. 

Beyond any 

3rd person 

game created. 

Tip-.iSF'l -SlPfK'fc Motion FX 

Technology. 

Ui. m Pre-rendered, 

fully animated 

Sm " ^ 'ÜH backgrounds 

i**fo*^^ • j creating a 

frighteningly 

real world. 



YOU KNOW1 
THEY KNOW. 

THEY KNOW WHAT 
YOU KNOW. 

YOU KNOW THAT 
THEY KNOW 
WHAT YOU KNOW 

BUT, DO THEY KNOW 
THAT YOU KNOW 
THAT THEY KNOW 
WHAT YOU KNOW? 
©1 999 InterAct Accessories, Ine. A RECOTON COMPANY. SharkWirg 

|AII Rights Reserved. Fop more information, go to www.sharkwire.com. 
s a trademark of InterAcc Accessories, Ine. 
jjntendo® 64 is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America Ine. 
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An arcade game? On the cover? Are you 
mad...?!" was the initial reaction by upper man¬ 
agement to the idea that we might put a quarter 

cruncher on the cover. See, they worry about sticky lit- 
tle issues like sell-through, audits, ad pages and so on 
that us Creative types regularly scoff at and decry with 
all the fury we can muster. After all, why let a niggling 
little thing like our profitability get in the way of a real- 
ly cool game, right? However, after a calm explanation 
wherein it was made clear that the game was also 
based on a recognizable property and would probably 
cause the 'casual gamer' to snag umpteen copies, they 
relented (yep, those accounting types are a surly lot). 
So, why exactly an arcade game when there are a pile 
of cover-worthy console games available? Well, if for 
no other reason than l'd get the chance to rant about 
the current state of the arcade business. 

For those of us that didn't start seriously playing games 
with Playstation (there's a lot of you, I know), you may 
recall the golden years of the arcade game. A time spent 
wiling away hot summer days, not at the local beach or 
amusement park, but huddled within the dank recesses 
of the local quarter crunching pit eschewing healthy 
doses of sunshine for a more, um, earthy existence. 
While our more socially-adroit compatriots were learn- 
ing the migration patterns of the fairer sex, and engaging 
in something called 'sports,' we were busy memorizing 
arcane 'Easter eggs'; earning our stripes on games like 
Afterburner, Toobin', Stun Runner (and further removed 
than that, Defender, Tempest and Asteroids); and, of 
course, burning up our allowances and part-time job 
money faster than it could possibly be replenished. 

However, something has gone completely awry with 
the current state of the arcade biz—a dark cloud has 
descended on this once mighty behemoth and nearly 
laid it low. Blame it on manufacturers for the rampant 
proliferation of high-end, hugely expensive deluxe 
machines designed to stay one step ahead of the 
encroaching console empire spawned at the height of 
the NES's popularity. Blame it on gamer apathy, where¬ 
in they'd rather stay at home and play games on 
Playstation rather than the perceived less-than-welcome 
confines of their worst '80s flashback nightmare (l'm 
there weekly...'tis a scary place) rather than the ultra- 
high end Gameworks and 'low-end but cool' Nickle City 
arcades. Or maybe it's simply the fact that arcades had 
their time in the sun and belong to a different age; one 

MADE IN THE USA 

that passed on some time ago (if not for the miracle of 
Street Fighter II, l'd be playing Taps right now). 

Ah, but not all the blame lay with us. Nope, a hefty 
chunk of that falls squarely on the laps of manufactur¬ 
ers and the folks that run arcade chains such as 
Gameworks (though they're not alone in this) charging 
too much for their games. While it can be fun to hang 
out at the local arcade on a weekly basis, the simply 
fact is that if they're going to stick around they need to 
start charging less than a dollar a play. ril spare you 
the "When I was young, no game cost more than a 
quarter" rant, but suffice it to say the insane amount of 
money required to spend more than a half hour on a 
'quarter cruncher' these days can get just a little expen¬ 
sive. When a night at the movies is going to be jeop- 
ardized by the cost of a half-hour outing at the arcade, 
I can see where some might balk. 

So what do we do? Well, we could throw up our hands 
and let the arcade go the way of the dinosaur. After all, 
nearly the same thrills can be had at home, albeit on a 
smaller scale. And with the painful proliferation of 
redemption games it's certainly not going to keep me 
coming back. Perhaps if more arcades put an emphasis 
on the games, and less on décor (thus keeping costs 
down) a lot of us would be compelled to spend more of 
our valuable time and hard-earned cash on them. And to 
the manufacturers: How 'bout some games that don't fit 
into the driving, shooting, and fighting molds? Wouldn't 
that be something to see... 

l'm sure the arcade could make a comeback. After 
all, I still see them jammed on Friday and Saturday 
nights down at UCLA and Pak-Mann in Pasadena. And 
it's not just a California thing, as I also seem to recall 
many late (and busy) 
nights at arcades in NYC 
and Buffalo as well (not to 
mention Weir's Beach in 
sunny New Hampshire— 
about as out-of-the-way as 
arcade gaming gets). 
Nope, it's still a viable form 
of entertainment. Now if 
only I could convince the 
rest of the world... 

Eric Mylonas 

GameFan (ISSN#: 1092-7212) Volume 
8 Issue 1 January 2000. Published 
monthly by Shinno Media Corp. 6301 
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tion (12 issues) is $24.99. Foreign 
and Canada add $10 per year. Please 
remit in U.S. funds only. Please allow 
60 days for your first issue. 
Periodical Postage Rates Paid at Los 
Angeles, CA and at additional mailing 
offices. POSTM ASTER: Send change 
of address form to: Shinno Media 
Corp. 6301 DeSoto Avenue Unit E, 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367. 



Nintendo 64 

Game Boy 
Color 

Coming so 
to other 
platforms 

lap t/a 
$30oas 
27 MPH 

Available Summer 1999 
Huge assembly of different power-ups and weaponry 
including car bonuses and zombie effects. 

Total freedom to race, chase and annihilate 
anywhere on the map. 

Zombie pedestrians and psychotic opponents 
challenge players' skill and abilities. 

Single player and multi-player action. 

Out-race and out-smash your opponents in the 
newest installments in the award-winning motorized 
mayhem Carmageddon™ franchise. There are no 
rules - just drive to survive! 

Choose from over 20 different vehicles, each with 
unique handling characteristics. 

Over 30 explorable levels and tracks plus all new 
areas to be explored. 

Carmageddon ©1997-1999 SCI (Sales Curve Interactive) Ltd. All rights reserved. Carmageddon, 
Carmageddon 64, SCI and the SCI logo are trademarks of SCI (Sales Curve Interactive) Ltd. Interplay, the 
Interplay logo and "By Gamers. For Gamers." are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. 
Nintendo, Nintendo 64, the ’N* logo, Game Boy and Game Boy Color are trademarks of Nintendo of America, 
Ine. All rights reserved. BY GAMERS. FOR GAMERS. 
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Publisher: Square EA 
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1) Final Fantasy VIII - PS 
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1) Chrono Trigger - PS 6) Final Fantasy VIII - PS 
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Developer ’s Top Ten 

THE GAME SYSTEM OF YOÜR 
CHOICE! ENTER TODAY! 
Au YOU HAVE T0 DO TO ENTER THE DRAWING IS WRITE DOWN A LIST OF 

TOUR TOP 10 FAVORITE GAMES AND THE 10 GAMES YOU WANT THE MOST 

THAT AREN’T OUT YET, ON A PIECE OF PAPER OR A POSTCARD THEN SEND 

them ra: GAMEFAN TOPTEN, 6301 DeSoto Ave., Suite E, 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

GameBoy 

COLOR 

YOUR CHOICE OF ONE OF THE PlCKS 

OF THE MONTH IN VlEWPOINT. 

A FREE year OF GameFan! 

The best magazine in the universe! 

TO LAST MONTH’S WINNERS: 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: 

Robert Mercer Stan Datz Winston Chang 

Atlanta, GA Worchester, MA 

DRAWING IS LIMITED TO ONE (1) ENTRY PER PERSON PER 

DRAWINGS WILL BE HELD ON THE 21ST OF EACH 

MONTH. The THREE (3) WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY 

MAIL AND USTED ON THIS PAGE. FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF 

RULES AND REGULATIONS WRITE: GAMEFAN TOP TEN 

WITH SELF-ADDRESSED & STAMPED ENVELOPE. 

1. Final Fantasy (series) - PS 
2. Mario Kart 64 - N64 
3. Metal Gear Solid - PS 
4. Crash Bandicoot 2 - PS 
5. Star Control 2 - 3DO 
6. Dungeon Master - Atari ST 
7. Donkey Kong Country 2 - SNES 
8. Lunar Silver Star 

Story Complete - PS 
9. Road Rash - 3DO 
10. Banjo-Kazooie - N64 

This Month’s Guest: 
Brian Hastings 

Vice President, Technology, Insomniac Games 

Final Fantasy VIII 

ski w - 'M 

m I 
„j i & 

Publisher: 
Square EA 

"The PS Final Fantasy titles (especially VIIIJ represent the finest story- 
telling and character development in the history of games flVIGS and 
Lunar are also excellent in those departments). Star Control 2 and 
Dungeon Master are two of the most original and perfectly executed 
games ever. The rest of them are just plain, solid, addictive fun." 

IWWW.GAMEFAN.COM 



Get set to throw dov 
Fatal Fury: Wild Ambition 
Playstation® game console, 
core fighters, dazzling graphii 
amazing moves electrify the bal 
Four different modes am 
multiple endings will keep 
you coming back for more. 
The brawl is on and no 
cream puffs ailowed. Feel , 
the aches, Feel the pain, 
Feel the fury. 

SNK Corporation of America, (877) 341-8286 or visit www.snkusa.com. ©1999 SNK. All Rights Reserved. SNK, SNK logos, Fatal Fury Wild Ambition, 
and Fatal Fury Wild Ambition logos are either registered trademarks or trademarks of SNK Corporation of America. Playstation and the Playstation 
logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine.. The rating icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Playstation 
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www.gamefan.com Since we know not all of you are long-time readers for the past eight years (shame 
on you!), we feel it's important that you become familiar with our staff and tastes. 
After all, GameFan's always been about personality, and we're just one big, happy 
family... that's always bickering and trying to beat each other up. 

ECM loves his shooters. Only when dancing 
with Death does he truly feel alive. Because 
in shooters, unlike real life, being small is 
beneficial. Hmm... maybe this explains his 
cavalier, 'one man against the world' attitude 
in real life—think Napoleon, only shorter. 

THEJUOGE 
The Judge is all about strategy games. If it 
has "Tactics" or "Sid Meier's" in the title, he's 
all over it. But all those lost hours won't help 
him 'strategize' a way to get a date on Friday 
night. Perhaps it's his aversion to 'real time' 
scenarios... Check out the all-new 

Eggo is the resident RPG guy. Only in a role- 
playing game can he instantly grow six inch¬ 
es, get the babe, and swagger around town 
carrying a big sword <cough>. But 40 hours 
later... he returns to his trivial existence at the 
lowliest of positions—GameFan's copy editor. 

REUBUS For Fury, it's not what genre he likes the best, 
but which he likes the least: RPGs. Probably 
because his life mirrors them far too closely: a 
coming of age story, fraught with peril, intrigue 
and danger—only there are no heroes, no 
happy endings... and way too many "dudes." 

If it's got four wheels, Reubus will 
play it. If it's got two wheels, 
Reubus will play it. Lemme 
guess... the driving game guy? 
No, he gets the table scraps and 
Dirt which nobody wants... 

Waka used to play all games, espe- 
cially RPGs... and then he met the 
love of his life. Now happily married, 
his relationship with Everüuestis still 
going strong, and with the expansion 
pack coming soon, his fate is sealed... 

Dangohead is a jack-of-all-trades (racing, 
fighting, strategy, action, etc.), master of 
none. For all the talk you hear of his love 
for Virtual On, it's a shame we never men- 
tion how "The People's Dango" routinely 
gets spanked at VOOTin the local arcade. 

TM[6thMhM Tao doesn't have a favorite genre, but 
he's psycho enough to log over 200 
man years in Monster Rancher 2. That 
dips into the disturbing realms of 
sausage-dom if you ask me. Do not let 
this man get near Donkey Kong 64\ 

GameFan's intern, the 6th Man, is a regular 
target for abuse... partially because he's the 
"new guy," but more importantly, he plays 
nothing but Mario Golf all day... too bad he's 
not very good at it. Guess that nickname of 
UMF is well deserved after all... 
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IHIorms: flnnaaeJdün 
Height: 4.81 in. 
Weight: 1.27 lb. 
Blood Type: B+ 

Special Abilities: 
Holy Hand Grenade 

As our editorial deadline fast approaches. 
Armageddon has struck! The GF cave has been complete- 
ly overrun by Worms! More specifically, Infogames' 
Worms: Armageddon for the N64 and the PC version by 

Hasbro. While editors should be churning out articles and 
art guys should be designing page layouts, the reality is 
that almost every screen on every computer or TV in this 
frickin' place has a Worms game running on it. Searching 
every nook and cranny, there's not a screen in this cave that 

hasn't been infested by the dreaded Worms Armageddon... 
What makes the game so fun? Other than the obvious 

multi-player madness and trash-talking that ensues when 
multiple ed's get into a game, Worms: Armageddon is a 
riot because more often than not, worms are killed due to 
owner ineptitude (i.e., worms dying by our own hand). 
Brings back memories of the Worm-ocaust of '99... <shiv- 
er> Who would've thought a single Holy Hand Grenade 
could do so much? Or the time The Judge fired off a super 
sheep in a tunnel, only to have it rebound and kill him? 
Nothing's worse than self-inflicted death by sheep... 

Curse you, Infogrames and Hasbro! Your mad cow has 

ruined us! 

CHICKEN OF= 
irHE MONirH 

B/C Humuee & General lee 
Infogrames sure knew how to get our attention... giving 

away a radio controlled Humvee to promote Test Drive-Off 
Road 3\ Sounds like a shoe-in for Chicken of the Month. 
Since we're all a bunch of kids at heart at GameFan, any 

large, remote-con- 
trolled vehicles 
which we could 
have never owned 
as a kid (unless we 
had parents like 
The Sixth Man's... 
"a Porsche? Sure, 
why not? You're 
12... you deserve 
it!") score big 
points with us. 
The only problem 
is the Humvee 
looks so pretty in the box, nobody wants to take it out. It's 
one of those "showpiece chickens"... 

Honorable mention goes to the die-cast General Lee, 
which we received c/o Southpeakforthe upcoming Dukes of 
Hazzard game. Who doesn't respect the General Lee? 
Well... maybe Fury, who commented, "What was that Dukes 
of Hazzard car called again? The Emerald Jewel or some- 
thing?" Even after we stopped laughing, we still couldn't 
figure out what the heil he was talking about... 

This nwnth in GameFan's 

ECM had the idea of doing boxouts for games that were amal- 
gams of each other for the Spawn feature this issue. But due to 
space constraints and his tendency to ramble till the cows came 
home (no wait, that's just El Nino), that idea was cut... until we 
resurrected it in Box O' Fun! This month, we look at how devel- 

opers can take two different games, and with a little alchemical 
magie, mix them together to form gold... 

What do you get when you mix a fruity Japanese dating sim with a 
fruity Japanese RPG? A fruity, butcool RPG known as Thousand Arms. 

Mix Metal GearSolid with an ECM-sized budget? Koei's Winbackl 

Tomb Raiderbox-pulling meetscannibalistic vampires... in SoulReaver. 

Armored Core combines with Monster Rancher for a truly unique offer- 

ing from From Software—Frame Gride. 

Gather the best ideas from Virtua Fighter and Tekken, add a 
tremendous heaping of eye candy, release an arcade version that 
doesn't look as good by comparison, and you have Namco's Soul 

Calibur on Dreamcast. 

Mix a marketing exec and a bad idea... and you get Pepsiman\ 

sausace o/= 
in-ie MONirH 

Nick Rox cries when he 
gets alternate endings to 
FFVU, Eggo cries when he 
gets fan mail. Introducing 
our SotM, Laura Landolf— 
hard-core gamer and long- 
time GameFan reader. She 
recently E-mailed our 
'ninja' gamer to let him 
know how much she loves 

RPGs, his reviews, and 
Final Fantasy II—her favorite game of all time 
(Yes! Someone who knows what a good Final 
Fantasy is... <cough> Square EA <cough>). 
Laura's an aspiring artist who hopes to one day 
work in the industry, either for 
Square or GameFan. She even drew 

a SD-like version of herself to match 
Eggo's. So what's to cry about? 
"Umm... so how old is she again?" 
16! cheart stops> Don't worry, 
man. She'll be married someday... 

If you'd like to be Sausage of 
the Month, send in a picture and 
sob story citing how you're a 
Super Sausage, worthy of this dis- 
tinction. Direct all entries to 
Posty's address. 
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terrifying game experience ever 
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Few games have the look and | , 
feel of 40 Winks. It reminds 
me a lot of Little Nemo, and 
with good reason—it's a simi- K 
lar theme. I like the idea, but HEriiS 
having to kill enemies instead iiÉJjgjH 
of avoiding them isn't my WmMUÊBm 
thing. Lush visuals, cute gameplay, decent 
sound all adds up to a game that ain't bad. 
Sadly, this isn't my kind of game—I need 
less thinking and more action. 3D adventure 
games have never been my cup of 
tea and this one is just that. 

Admittedly the kiddy theme \ 
isn't appealing, and the scav- LjflÉQ 
enger hunt gameplay is strike ■ 
two... Strike three? The cam- 
era spins around so quickly L^MSUHpl 
that I get sick! OK, I may have 
a lower tolerance for jerky k’WhfraW 
camera movements than most, but there's 
nothing worse than playing a game that lit- 
erally gives you a headache. If I want to 
scavenger hunt, there's Donkey Kong 64 or 
Spyro 2. I'll refrain from ending this 
with some bad sleeping pun... 

l'd been waiting a while for 
this one, and while it isn't quite 
the game I was hoping for (it jS} 
came with one of those, "It's 
for kids, so be gentle" tags) it's 
still a solid platforming adven- 
ture. Since 40W doesn't have BJmbEsJH 
as much competition on the PS, it stands out 
a bit better than it otherwise would have. 
Alas, the ability to change characters is half- 
baked at best, but this is the game Rascal 
should have been. Now, if only I 
could catch 40 myself... 

40 Winks 
Playstation 

GT Interactive 
Platformer 

Reviewed page 36 

Well, well, what do we have JHÊKÊÊÊÊÊÊ 
here? An actual original idea 
for a puzzle game?! My jaded BPESSfl ^ 
little heart be still. Don't let Hl 
the inclusions of colored mar- '4 
bles fooi you into thinking that 
this is simply a rip on Taito's 
Bust-A-Move series (Fury was a little puz- 
zled at first—he's a little on the slow side). It 
took me about 2-1/2 minutes of play time 
before I was completely hooked. Without a 
doubt, Infogrames' best game this 
year... maybe even ever. 

Bust-A-Move is perhaps one 
of the best puzzle games ever BMEjL : 
made. Infogrames could've MfQttS 
easily just produced a run-of- 
the-mill ripoff and sold tons. 
Ballistic, on the other hand, is \$Miïï&W A 
an excellent addition to the 
world of super fast-paced puzzlers. Imagine 
Bust-A-Move on a circular loop and shot 
through a Rytalin dispenser... and you've got 
Ballistic. An excellent 2-player "Vs." game, 
and if you do have a multi-tap, l'm 
on my way over... 

Ballistic 
Playstation 
Infogrames 

Puzzle 
Review page 47 

I really wanted to like this HHHHBH 
game... I mean it. Problem is, 
it's the same game we played M 
last year which equals snooze- . jSjSJsS] 
time after about an hour of BMjfegg-V* i 
play. While some of the new MmHIJ 
ideas were somewhat cool BiNflHHfli 
(the different gangs, et al) this still ranks as 
the worst game that DMA has ever produced 
(and I wasn't the biggest fan of Uni Racers). 
Repetitive, monotonous, in fact I think I may 
have found the perfect way to grab 
those 40 winks I needed. 

My biggest gripe about the 
original has been addressed! 
Thanks to improved graphics, ■ 
it doesn't hurt any more to 
look at this game. Sure, it's L^nHp 
not the prettiest game on the 
Playstation, and it's definitely kSËflLOSa 
not one you'd want to bring home to 
Mother... unless Mother enjoys carjacking, 
cop-killing, and running people over with an 
ambulance. Definitely worthy of the Mature 
rating, and not for Little Timmy. 
But fun nonetheless... ^ÊÊÊk 

I was a hugefan of the original 
and was thrilled to get my " 
sticky fingers on a copy of this BBtt 
puppy. Big-ass missions, vio- 
lence out the wazoo, and 
some great gameplay make H 
this a joy. I can teil you that 
running from the pigs and mowing down 
John Q. Public in your hot wheels has never 
been more fun. Be warned, though, that if 
your mom catches you playing this game, 
it's straight to your room without 
supper! And then we get mail... MÊÊ^ 

Grand Theft Auto 2 
Playstation 

Rockstar 
Crim Sim 

Review page 39 

The theme: brilliant. The exe- HHHHMI 
cution: not so brilliant. While 
all the ideas that went into this ^ 
game were solid, I simply can't 
play any more first person 
shooters on PS. Yeah, yeah, 
call me biased but with the 
ugly textures and a nastily steep learning 
curve, this game isn't winning any accolades 
from me. Sure Fury liked it, but any game 
where he can shoot Nazis is a good game in 
his book... as for The Judge, he's 
still trying to get over the War... JttÊÊk 

Gonna kill me some 
Hessians... oh wait, wrong U[HpP^lra|| 
century. Medal ofHonortakes jSfi 
you behind the lines at the 
height of WWII. What I 
thought would totally suck ■ 
actually turned out to be one 
of the most impressive first person shooters 
for the Playstation. Cool levels, top-notch 
enemy Al, and lots of guns and grenades... 
and consultation work by The Man himself, 
Dale Dye, to boot. Nazi killing... 
those were the days... J/Kftk 

Any game that allows me to 
take out an army of Nazi sol- 
diers is a good game in my MOttS 
book! Although I expected 
more from a title that has 
Speilberg's name in the open- 
ing credits, I was still quite wÊÊÊLjfcmÊ 
impressed with Dreamworks' WWII FPS. 
Graphically, however, MoH could have defi¬ 
nitely benefitted from some cleaner textures 
and the control requires a bit of getting used 
to. Between the cinemas and Nazi 
bodycount, l'm hooked! 

Medal of Honor 
Playstation 

Electronic Arts 
First Person Shooter 

Review page 38 

OK, the game is still fun, butHHHHHK| 
l'm starting to have a real 
problem with 60 fps gameplay 
versus anything less. I can 
overlook the fact that the mod- m 
els took a hit; the color took a 
hit; and the overall presenta-kBbKsJB 
tion took a hit, but after going to the startling 
world of 60 fps, it's real hard going back. 
Now that games are back to where they 
were during 16-bit (with ace control thanks 
to the high frame-rate) it's a bitter 
pill to swallow... 

I didn't care for R2R on DC, 
and little brother on PS is 
much the same. The game- H 
play's just too basic, and it's 
not very fun pummeling each 
other without much strategy. 
Granted, compared to Knock- 
out Kings and Contender, R2R comes out 
smelling like a rosé. But l'd rather play the 
import Boxer's Road... or even some SNES 
Super PunchOut (yes, I still play that game) 
before getting ready to ruuuumm- ... 
mmmbleeeeeeeeü! 

Ready 2 Rumble 
Playstation 

Midway 
Boxing 

Review page 41 



Sorry, l've already played the 
Nintendo 64 version, and l'm 
not impressed. Hey, if you've pfl 
got nothing but a Playstation, 
then this game deserves yourj^H^g^H 
attention. As for me, l've 
played Quake and Quake II for MMIBUbUI 
everything else, plus I don't want to frag 
three friends at 2 frames per second, gimme 
that N64 version. Who really finds it even 
remotely amusing to wander through corri¬ 
dors without anything or anyone to 
shoot at? I pass... 

Quake 2, my favorite PC game i . 
of all time, goes under the 

results are visuaily not as bad JBF§5j|H|| 
as l'd feared. But Q2 has 
always been about multi-play- ^ 
er fraggin' (just look at Q3). 
When I say multi-player, l'm not talking four 
people; l'm talking '16 players on a server 
railgun practice/ something which consoles 
like the N64 and PS cannot do. Although DC 
has the potential... The single-play- 
er game has never been a draw. 

11 don't own a PC and if I did, it ^H 
iwouldn't be to play games (l'd 
buy it for the nifty calculator). MraflX 
So needless to say, l've jSSKuill 
admired Quake 2 from afar, 
and while I was impressed WSÈ&WM 
with the N64 version, found WÊÊÈLjÊLmË 
the PS rev to be, well—are ya ready for 
this—more of the same. If you don't have a 
multi-tap, you're screwed as far as multi-play 
is concerned. Simple fact is, if you don't 
own a PC, the N64 or PS version is 
the next best thing—fragalicous! JÊH^ 

Quake II 
Playstation 
Activision 
Shooter 

What happened here? I liked 
the first game. Not since VF-^M^yWjU 
X2 has a sequel offended me 
this much. Vandal Hearts II is 
a pile of poop (that's the PG 
version). I can't recommend 
you play this, let alone buy it. 
The Playstation has become the system of 
choice for RPGs and with that said, don't 
waste your money on this. There's so much 
better out there—even if it is something like 
FFVIII. Pray that Konami stops this _ 
series now or makes it all better. 

Am I supposed to want to play g"~TjjZ“%3gg 
this game? Any sane gamer 
(if you can count Cerberus as MQpK 
sane) would teil you that the 
original Vandal Hearts was IBHHRrJ 
about a million times better... 
no, scratch that, you can't 
even compare the two! In a sea of amazing 
PS RPGs (FF8, Grand ia, Jade Cocoon) VHII 
stands out like a red-headed stepchild... no, 
scratch that as well, it stands out like Fury at 
a GF softball game—so how many 
swings do I get anyway? 

called us the 'crazy ones'). 
However, it's quite clear that NI 
not be playing this game any- 

! more. I don't know if it's because of FF Tactics, 
\ but games like this need to bring more to the 
table these days. However, the poor graphics 
and lackluster gameplay aren't going to help 
this one stand out from the over- 

I crowded RPG field this time around. 
Vandal Hearts II 

Playstation 
Konami 

Strategy RPG 

For every GoldenEye there's a 
dozen other sub-par licensed 
titles... and then there's HHBBff.'jjB 
Warpath. Words cannot ade- HÉ* 
quately describe exactly how BHb|£'\T^ << 
poor this game is. Let's see, 5p?dRjij|||| 
throw the masses a pretty- ÉJyHKSdH 
looking game with NO gameplay and they'll 
eat it up because they don't know any better. 
This is the nuclear bomb of cash runs: 
nobody does it bigger or better. Keep 
milkin' that license, EA, I can taste 
the strawberry milk from here... 

Yikes! What the heil happened 
here? I'm a sucker for anything 
with dinosaurs in it (I actually Epfl .JSyjjp': 
was able to play Primal Page 
for a whole hour before I H| 
puked!), but I have to draw the H 
line somewhere. This game is HHHHHH 
a disaster. The dino models look great, but 
the play mechanics are some of the worst 
ever. Fact of the matter is, fighting games 
with animals never work... ever. Brutal Pawis 
the only time it has come close... 
and this game is no Brutal Paw. 

Wow, after the Primal 
series lost its wee share of the |||^PB||1 
fighting game market, I 
thought l'd never see another HHj 
Vs. dino game. Only this time 
around, we're left with a pseu- HBH 
do clone of PR, and a bad one HHHËI 
at that. While the graphics are sharp and a 
few of the moves are kind of interesting to 
pull off (the first couple of times, mind you), 
I just can't get into this one. If you want a 
good dino game try Dino Crisis. I'll 
pass on this one. ^ÉH^ 

Warpath 
Playstation 

Electronic Arts 
Fighting 

Review page 46 

Believe it or not, one of my all-.JHÉËüiH 
time favorite arcade games is ImPH 
Capcom's Quiz Dragons (also 
one of the only quarter games 
left). Trivia games—if done HBfNH 
correctly—can be loads of fun, IwÊÊ&érA 
and Chefs Love Shack is no HHCZHI 
exception. Maybe it was the fart jokes (gotta 
love them) or the bagging on a certain sexu- 
al preference that had me rolling on the floor. 
Either way, I haven't lost interest in Matt and 
Trey's brain child, even in a sea of 
lame merchandising tie-ins. 

While Fury is mad, ril a^s0 MHMHHi 
admit to being a quiz 9ame 
junkie when I used to beat my HPwPlf.-v9 
friends senseless at Jeopardy HjLM 
back on the good ol' C64. 
Problem here is that if you 
don't watch a lot of South Park, BJHHXiH 
you may have a slight problem with a great 

| deal of the questions. The mini-games are 
ivery cool (they're no Mario Party, though) 
j and some of the questions are tough, but this 
lis still Jeopardy meets SP. Your 
| mileage may vary. JHk 

l'm not much of a South Park 
fan, at all. The humor is okay 
in small doses, but anything 
beyond five minutes and I 
start to get a headache. Enter 
Chefs Luv Shack— I love this 

The pop culture refer- game. 
ences combined with the bathroom humor 
we know so well make this a perfect party. 
Who wants to play GoldenEye when you 
and your friends can watch Cartman's Anal 
Probe. A must for South Park fans 
and a must play for anyone else. 

Chef’s Luv Shack 
Nintendo 64 

Acclaim 
Party 

Review page 58 

OK, here's where I stand on 
DK64: fantastic game, brilliant 
graphics, more hours of game¬ 
play than you can shake a can 
of monkey spit at... and it's still 
second best. See, 

I hate to say this, but DK is a I 
great game. It's not my sort of 
thing, but it's amazing. Sure 
we're controlling primates, but H 
I can have fun with this. I've 
added 10 points because of the 
presence of old school Donkey WÊ^mBH9 
Kong. That's right, an old Donkey Kong 
machine is hidden somewhere in this mas- 
sive land. Once you find it, you can play to 
your heart's content. We spent at least two 
hours trying to get past that damn 
pie factory. Play this until Zelda... 

Maybe they call their games «&. 
Rare because they come out IgEjL * 
so infrequently. l've waited a 
looong time for a 64-bit DKC 
and now that it's here, l'm |Hg|H^^J 
wondering if I really have the WÊËË&fA 
time to play through it—all of 
it! Though you'd be crazy to say that DK64 
is really a different game than Banjo, you'd 
also be crazy to say you weren't impressed 
with it. This puppy is too immense and 
good-looking not to sell in the mil- 
lions. Long live the King... Kong. J0HÈL 

if there 
wasn't a Rayman sequel float- ualHSJii 
ing around out there right now, this pseudo- 
sequel to Banjo (believe me, you'll be reeling 
from deja vu) would have rated better. Still, it's 
a LONG and DEEP game, but it's still a scav- 
enger hunt, and I prefer my games to 
be a little something more. 

Donkey Kong 64 
Nintendo 64 

Nintendo 
Platformer 

Review page 56 

Where have all the sane peo-fi 

superstars, should not have HL.# JjfegfS 

going to turn out this painful. 
Busted cameras, unrespon- ImKUA 
sive control, ugly visuals, and the biggest 
sin: a lousy sense of humor, all conspire to 
make me question what goes through the 
minds of some developers. If you can't do it 
right (i.e. Zelda, Sonic, Mario, etc.) 
DON'T DO IT AT ALL. 

Please stop the madness. No 
one really cares about EWJM^H 
anymore. It doesn't help that 1|||H| 
the original team disbanded HH 
last millennium either. The 
visuals are bunk, and game is 
simply boring. Some of the 
'puzzles' are a chore. EWJ is not a good 
license or game for that matter. Maybe, and 
I say maybe, Jim would have some hope if 
this was a 2D adventure but there's no room 
for an annelid with a robot suit in 
the world of 3D adventure games. ^HÉk 

2D is where it's at, people! HO|HHH 
While some games can make BMIHE 
the often rough transition MHjK 
from the world of 2D to 3D,! \ 
Jim unfortunately has not- 
Let's just say that Doug 1 m 
TenNapel would be turning HHC^ÜnH 
over in his grave—if he was dead of course. 
I suspect even Dave Perry finds this one a bit 
painful—sad that Earthworm Jim 3D is not 
affiliated in any way with Shiny. Imagine the 
Wild 9 engine implemented on a 
Jim game... should I start crying? 

Earthworm Jim 3D 
Nintendo 64 

Rockstar 
Platformer 

Review page 59 
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Having logged at least two 
summers' 

PC gamers get Quake III; con-1 
sole gamers get a rehash of a 
year-old game. Now there's ■ i 
bots so you can fine-tune those 
multi-player skills when you're 
alone. But does that warrant 
another $50? I don't think so... TiUfmê^Bê 
especially with Perfect Dark looming in the 
near future <crossing fingers>. Only if you 
regularly have Friday night GoldenEye 
should you even consider this, because you 
already own Turok 2: Seeds of Evil 
already, right? ...RIGHT?! 

Um, well, uh... I was hoping 

instead? It's a decent game 
but that's about it. Problem is, HLft 
the fact that this game isBHftjjuipl 
multi-player oriented and it 

GoldenEye. Tm stopping short of callin' this 
one a cash run, but just short. The frame- 
rate is decent, but the level design leaves 
much to be desired and this comes off as 
feeling like nothing more than 
placeholder for a true sequel. JÉ 

worth of play on ; 
GoldenEye, I can teil you right 
now that Rage War is the next 
best thing (in terms of multi-MgSHKH 
player games) on the N64.1 
The level design is tops (espe- 
cially the Tron-inspired stage). Combine 
that with an awesome weapon selection, 
crisp visuals on par with PC games, and the 
result is one of the best multi-player-only 
games on console! Butwhat?! No 
Cerebral Bore?! 

Turok: Rage Wars 
Nintendo 64 

Acclaim 
Shooter 

Review page 62 

I hate to say it, but the original 
Genesis version of Toy 
was a much bettergame. The PJEÉM 
level design and stage objec- HbBH 
tives just didn't grab me this 
time around compared to the 
the last TS. These characters 
are simply too cool not to star in a grade A 
title. Though kids will certainly stand beside 
this one, l'm too overloaded with Rare's 
Magilla Gorilla to find the hours for Buzz and 
company. I can't wait for the film 
but Til save the game for li'l Tim. JÉÉtak 

This is for kids. Plain and sim- HHHHHI 
ple (and I didn't even need a || 
PR person to teil me so—they RPonBI.^ 
know it, I know it). That being Hyg. 
said, the game is moderately i 
fun, but l'm gonna side with 
Fury on this one in saying that HlfraflBmfll 
I preferred the old Genesis/S NES Travel Iers 
Tales rev to this one. It's not that it's a bad 
game, it's that it's for little Tlmmy, not big 
Bobby. Solid graphics with very basic game- 
play make this something your little 
brother might like... I pass. ^fltata 

sell on name-recognition 
alone. Great graphics, stellar 
play mechanics, tight control? [wBim 
Bah! Whoneedsit? We'vegot 
"Buzz Lightyearto the rescue!" 
In case that low-flying sarcasm went over 
your head, TS2 lacks solid visuals, gameplay, 
or control—all things you should demand 
out of a 3D platformer/scavenger hunt. 
Di$ney's poisoned the waterhole! 
DK64 is a far better choice. 

Toy Story 2 
Nintendo 64 

Activision 
Platformer 

One of the best N64 games °f 
the year... and no, that's not a 
joke. We've been playing this Jjj 
one virtually non-stop since 
landed at the office and it's not 
hard to see why. While the 
graphics are simpte, the UhHlmI 
Scorched Earth-style gameplay (also remi- 
niscent of Saturn Death Tank) makes for an 
incredibly addictive masterpiece from Team 
17. Best yet, it's also coming to PS and DC 
as well! Grab some friends and 
kiss your free time goodbye! ^fptak 

Whew! So glad I finallv found 1 I 
a game I liked this month. It 
was lookin' pretty grim for a H 
while there... Worms-fever BHPlPpHB 
has infected the office, and the OritaflHfSl 
more the merrier! This strate- 
gy game requires skill and 
thinking. Throw in a bunch of personality 
and humor, and you've got a guaranteed 
classic. OK, maybe it's not the visual mas¬ 
terpiece you envisioned for N64, but how 
can you argue with super sheep, 
mad cows, and homing pigeons? dflBk 

l'll admit, l've never played 
Worms before playing it on 
the N64. I can't believe whatSHHaB^i 
l've been missing. A four- K 
player game without tiny^^^^Jj 
sereens? Count me in! This 
one reminds me of Cannon HBHHH 
Fodder, but better. A huge cache of 
weapons, tons of stages, and cute animation 
make this one accessible for anyone. C&C 
and StarCraft have nothing on Worms. If 
you're looking for a man's strategy 
game, look no further. J0Ê&k 

Worms: Armageddon 
Nintendo 64 

Infogrames 
Strategy 

Review page 61 

Though I don't generally like fÊTMÈ&ÈÊM 
RPGs, I do have a soft spot in 

Compared to the rest of the |HK 
DC's RPGs (in Japan) this one 
stands out like a sore thumb. IWÈEjÊrji 
While the character design 
truly top-notch and the story will keep you 
interested throughout your journey, I expect- 
ed more in the visual department. While the 
graphics are the best you'll find in terms of 
DC RPGs at the moment, l'm still 
holding out for Eternal Arcadia. 

Granted, this is the best RPG 
but is that 

Evolution is the RPG that the 
Dreamcast needs—or should I y&ÉÉËI3|^\. 
say wants? Evolution is above gUJLRfiLTI 
average and that's it. H 
Evolution isn't an evolution 
for the RPG genre, but it'll do, 
with its world, story, and 
rather boring interface. I honestly can't 
speak badly of Evolution, but don't plan on 
me playing through this one. The characters 
don't have that spark that's necessary for 
extended play. And as with any 
RPG, that's muy importante. 

on Dreamcast. 
saying much at this point? H 
There's a lot to like about 
Evolution: good graphics, 
long term play value, and 
sound gameplay foundation. 
But at the end of the day, this is still a ran- 
domly-generated dungeon RPG, and l've 
never liked randomly-generated dungeon 
games (except for Diablo on PC)... Even 
Chocobo's Mysterious Dungeon 
suffers from this as well. 

Evolution 
Dreamcast 

Ubi Soft 
RPG 

Review page 66 

We all know how I feel about HHjHHR| 
racing games (don't like 'em, for 
the newbies)—strike one. We 
also know how I feel about PC- HL 
to-console ports (don't like 'em, 
for the newbies)—strike two. 
We all know that I don't like&SyflHUtai 
games that aren't any fun (figure it out, new¬ 
bies)—strike three. After playing through a 
very solid racing game in Tokyo Xtreme Racer, 
Ubi's gonna have to do a lot more to fill up my 
tank on this sub-par racer. There's 
always Rayman 2, however... ^ÉfpÉ^ 

Let loose the floodgates! The 
DC is fast becoming the con¬ 
sole of choice for racing 
games. Too bad l'm not realiy 
into them. 

It's a well known fact that I 
love racing games. It's also a 
well known fact that I don't 
like Speed Devils. I don't go to 
the extremes and play sims, 
but you won't catch me play- 
ing Cru is'n either. Speed ^j 
Devils looks great and plays okay, but the 
courses drag on and bore the heil out of me. 
The selection of vehicles is also a downer. I 
don't want to ride in some beat-up old mus- 
cle car. Gimme an Audi TT any day 
of the week over this... J/ÊÊ^ 

Call me snobby, 
but l'll only play the best rac- 
ing games, and right now that 
remains Tokyo Xtreme Racer. Speed Devils 
falls in the decidedly average category. 
Looks nice, Controls all right... it's just not 
very fun. Considering the many racing 
games to come, this isn't a must- . 
have title... just Cruis'on by... 

Speed Devils 
Dreamcast 

Ubi Soft 
Racing 

Review page 68 

Unique is the name of the 
game when you're talking jjfldHta 
about Toy Commander. The MmpX 
French have come through in a 
big way with TC— easily one of HBHKn 
the most Creative and fun DC l'mÊÊÊ&jrM 
titles yet to surface. Graphics, mÊÊLjMjM 
gameplay, level variety... this one has it all! 
Somehow Ubi Soft must have missed out on 
this one (probably busy acquiring the rest of 
the world's games) cause it's landed as an offi¬ 
cial Sega product. This is what Toy 
Story 2 should have been like! 

Hey, let's play Army Men on 
the Dreamcast without 
license! That's how I feel 
when I play Toy Commander. R 
It's like being in Toy Story or RRRflHjg 
Army Men without the nifty hSq 
characters—this isn't some- ■HHHRi 
thing that you want to try at home. Without 
the gimmicky characters, I have no interest. 
How about Sega giving us an Afterburner or 
Space Harrier before forcing us to fly 
through kitchens and bathrooms. I 
guess I don't like cute games... 

recognition, but l'd much 
rather play this than Toy Story H 
2 on N64. Sure, there's a 64- 
bit difference between sys- 
tems... but TC has all those 
elements which TS2 lacked— 
great visuals, solid play mechanics, and slick 
control. The only thing missing is long-term 
play value. TCs a game you can piek up and 
play right away, but I doubt you'll be playing 
two weeks later. A good rental... 
unless you have money to burn. jBlfci 

Toy Commander 
Dreamcast 

Sega 
Action 



• Licensed Motorcycles 
• 6 unique track layouts (with day, sunset and night races 

weather effects) - Redwood Forest, Egyptian Ruins, Florence 
Italy, etc. 

• Proprietary track generation system retains optimum level of 
track detail and highest frame rate. 

• 3 difficulty levels - Beginner, Intermediate, and Expert. 
• 2 physical variations on each track - Road Curves and Hills 

geometries will be completely new. 
• Controller Pak Compatible 
• Expansion Pak Compatible 
• Rumble Pak Compatible 
• Mp3 music system tor tuil length near CD-quality 
• Fully animated riders with realistic stunts and bone crushing 

crashes. 

Player Modes: 
• Championship Mode: 1-4 players. Player races through a 

series of tracks that get progressively harder. 
• Single flace (Arcade) Mode. Player enjoys top speed racing 

solo or with friends on the tracks (and weather conditions) 
previously opened. 

• Time Attack Mode with Ghost Bike. Player is to beat their own 
best time (saved on the Controller Pak). 

• Stunt Mode. Player pulls off as many radical stunts as 
possible to accumulate points while racing around the dirt 
track. 

Copyright ©1999 Vatical Entertainment. All Rights Reserved. 

© 1999 KEMCO. 
TOP GEAR is a registered trademark of KEMCO. All images and contents copyrights of KEMCO 

Game Boy, Game Boy Color, Nintendo 64 and the 3-D "N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. © 1996 Nintendo of America Ine. 
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"The Dreamcast handles Evolution'sbeautiful 

3D world with ease, providing visual splendor 

that...puts Final Fantasy VIll's otherwise 

amazing aesthetics to shame," 

mm 

JOIN MAG LAUNCHER IN HIS &ATTLE 

AGAINXT THE flTH EMPIRE & DISCOVER 

THE MYSTERIES OF ANCIENT PANNAMN AND 

“CYFRAME” TECHNOLOGY. REVOLUTIONARY 3D 

GRAPHICS AND LIGHTENING ÖUICK 

ANIMATIONS AND COMfcAT DEMONSTRATE 

THE POLIER OF THE SEGA DREAMCAST™. 

EVOLUTION, THE FIRST RPG FOR THE SEGA 

DREAMCAST™, TAKES THE RPG GENRE INTO THE 

NEXT, NEXT GENERATION. 

..... 
Licensed from ESP by Ubi Soft Entertainment Original game © SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD / ESP / English / French / German Translation © 2000 Ubi Soft Entertainment. 1999 Ub» Soft Entertainment. Ubi Soft Entertainment is a trademark of Ubi Soft, Ine. The Ubi Soft logo is a registered trademark of 
Ubi Soft, Ine, AH rights reserved; Evotution: The Worid of Sacred Device is a registered trademark of Ubi Soft ® Entertainment. All other trademarks belong to their respective holders. Sega, Dreamcast, and the Dreamcast logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 

"Evolution is a shining example of 

Dreamcasfs power." 
-SegaDreamcast. net 
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W Ahi but "" 

there's a way to almost cir- 
cumvent this nasty malady: 
Instead of basing a game 

on the flavor of the year, take two good ideas 
and put them together; it's the gaming ver¬ 
sion of chocolate and peanut butter and 
tastes great/less filling (two phrases that 
should never have anything to do with some- 
thing labeled 'lite,' I might add). What you'll 
get is a game that might be a little harder to 
classify and even <gasp!> a tad original. 

Now if I had it my way (it's not as bad as it 
sounds), l'd create a game that was equal 
parts fighting game and first person shoot- 
er—only you'd have to toss the first person 
part to implement the hand-to-hand fight¬ 
ing; maybe something like Power Stone 
meets Quake. Combine the elegant simplic- 
ity of PS with the ultra-destructive weapon- 
ry of id's finest hour; retain the 'more than 
2-player' aspect of the latter; set it in some 
amazingly designed levels; and voila! You 
might just get something worth writing 
about. Apparently Capcom feit the same 
way, as they've gilled us with a game that 
may just save arcade games as we know it: 
Spawn, The Demon's Hand. 

If I Was a Game 
Designer: A Story in 

Th ree Paragraphs by ECM 
iJ|r If you're an aspiring game 

designer, you may have noticed 
that there is a serious dearth of 

original ideas left to be 'baby 
sealed' to death—for example: 

"Hey! There's some life in that Tetris 
thing. Get it!!!" As is the sad case 

with movies and books, all the original 
ideas were used up by Shakespeare circa 

the late 16th, early 17th century. Now gam¬ 
ing has fallen into the same ugly trap; 
thankfully we can't point to any one culprit 
in gaming's case (but I bet if Shakespeare 
was alive...). Since every original idea had 
been done ad nauseam by the early '90s, 
it's only natural that you may have had a 
hard time coming up with something that 
wasn't based on, however loosely, some¬ 
thing else. Not that l'm not one for a com¬ 
plete lack of innovation—some of my 
favorite games are complete re-treads with 
about as much originality as "Dangohead 
has a giant cranium" and "ECM is about as 
tall as one of his action figures" jokes (I 
firmly deny the latter, naturally). 



A Brief Appetizer to MMhet the Palate 
l've never been a fan of Todd McFarlane's Spawn. I came 

from the pre-lmage Comics school of thought that, except 
for rare occasions (John Byrne, Mike Mignola, Jim 
Starlin), artists should never be writers. They're two dif¬ 
ferent crafts and just because you excel at one does not 
mean you'll automatically be good at the other. However, 
there's no question that the character designs in Spawn 
were stunning. Sure, Spawn was an amalgam of Todd's 
work on The Amazing Spiderman (Spiderman himself, 
and more importantly, the Prowler), but he added a whole 
new level of detail and intricacy to the characters he made 
his mark on. And while I also wasn't the biggest fan of the 
art style (anatomy? Who needs anatomy?!), I could 
appreciate the imagination that went into them. 
Unfortunately, just about every arena of pop culture out- 
side of comics has been cruel to Spawn: movies, car¬ 
toons, and even video games. Up until now, Sony had 
been the sole licensee of the character and they churned 
out two decidedly lackluster efforts (once again, my diplo- 
macy skills are 'go'): one on SNES and one on PS (the lat- 
ter being the more horrific of the two). There's also the 
Game Boy Color rev from Konami but l'm 
not even going to open that gateway to jf 
Heil. Ah, but what could one of the J 
most incredible game developers W 
in the world do with some of the 
most incredible character / ( 
designs in the world? mÊÈk 

Magie! f MM 
The statement above about zf JS 

Spawn saving arcades as we 
know it may seem bold (or even / 
very GameFan-like (we're never l 
gonna shake that rap, are we?)), but 
let me assure you that it isn't used ,; 
altogether lightly. Where Capcom 
saved arcades once before with fe* 
the godsend that is Street Fighter v'jp 
II, they now have a chance to \ j «f 
work that magie again. As / v f 
arcades fall off in droves, some- <' > ~ 
thing is needed to bring the peo- 
ple back; something that can rekindle 
that dying ember into a raging infer¬ 
no. Spawn is that game. 

All artwork, characters and logos are © & ™ of Todd McFarlane Productions 1999. 
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The level design in Spawn is cur- 
rently a mixed bag: while certain lev- 
els are unbelievable, others are pretty 
average. However, one of the arenas 
is simply one of the best-designed to 
ever grace a video game. It features a 
giant rotating room interconnected 
by a series of tunnels that lead to a 
rooftop 'drop in' point for nasty 
ambushes and other assorted dis- 
memberment and mayhem. 

And that's where this game truly 
excels.' While the one-player contest 
was still quite early in the rev we pre- 
viewed, the multi-player game is 
where the action is really at. Two-on- 
two teams or 'every man for him (or 
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of Heaven 
to piek a starting point from which 

relay exactly what makes Spawn so 
utterly enthralling: graphics, gameplay, 
level design, etc. However, NI piek the 
crowd-pleasing favorite to go with first— 

graphics (like l'm the only one that ever 
skipped to the graphics paragraph in a 
game review... right). 
Simply put: unbelievable. In light of the 
recent revelation of Sony's PS2 hard¬ 
ware, you'd think that we'd be falling 
all over ourselves with statements like: 

"lf this game had been around before 
PS2, then..." or "wow, this looks really 
good... for NAOMI," but no, you'll find no 
such nonsense here (maybe further into 
the preview, but definitely not here). 

The 
texture- 
work is 
utterly 
a m a z - 
ing. The 
amount 

of time and effort expended on each and 
every surface conveys the same sense of 
reality as those crazy wooden steps in Sonic 
Adventure's Mystic Ruins—architecture 
which the DC/NAOMI handled so well. While 
the texturing on the character models is fair- 
ly awe-inspiring (check out Brimstone for a 
perfect example of this), it's the actual envi- 
rons that receive the most intricate detail. In 
fact, although the levels didn't have names at 
the time of this preview, there was one con- 
nected by stone-work tunnels that was com- 
pletely and utterly stunning (naturally this 
was showcased in the demo mode). 

Special effects are rife throughout this 
comic booky world. The flame effects 
deserve special note as they're the most 
realistic yet realized on NAOMI (and pre- 
sumably, Dreamcast) hardware. 
Spawn is truly a masterwork, and yet anoth- 

er high watermark for a hardware setup that 
cranks out new high watermarks on a month- 
ly basis—even in light of Playstation 2 and 
thousand dollar plus computers equipped 
with the latest 3D accelerators. 

her) self/ the gameplay is incredibly 
addicting. Not surprising when you 
combine something like Quake and 
Power Stone into a nearly seamless 
whole. Anybody that's played a 
game of Quake knows exactly how 
intense an adrenaline-rush can be 
garnered from the head-to-head 
play. Throw in fighting game 
mechanics and it takes on a whole 
new level of addiction. Running 
around levels, ambushing foes 
with M-60s, flaming swords, 
and sawed-off shotguns certain- 
ly makes for a visceral experi- 
ence... all the while covering 
you in viscera. 



:V-/ 

DC-Bound? ^ ^ 

While it's typically a no-brain- jfe; ^ 
erthat a NAOMI game equals a 
Dreamcast port, Capcom still would- 
n't comment on it being a "sure 
thing." It seems the major sticking 
point is the simple fact that while this 
game has a perfectly serviceable sin- 
gle-player experience, it's really all 
about the 4-player game. Ugly little 
sticking points like latency (between 
four separate opponents) could 
potentially make for some very rocky 
play over the DC's stock 56k modem. 
Perhaps some form of direct-dial or a 
4-player link cable could remedy that 
(in my wildest dreams)? Suffice it to 
say, it's coming; let's just hope they 
can iron out the multi-player kinks. 

Is That All? % 
I apologize for the brevity upon 

which each of the above elements are 
dealt with; after all, I only had four 
pages to partially convey the true scope 
and grandeur of this game (while 
including a heaping of sereens and art). 
And yes, it's very probable that this 
game will set a new level of excellence 
for arcade games—who says console 
games get all the glory? Heek, l'm still 
surprised that someone is making com- 
pletely original arcade games. If I have 
to play one more racing or fighting 
game, I may just have to turn in my 
arcade gamer credentials. ECM 

All artwork, characters and logos are © & ™ of Todd McFarlane Productions 1999. 
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Imagine the battle: Spider-Man vs. Mega Man... Incredible! Or, who would stand 

in Strider vs. Captain America? Amazing! Now Capcom's #1 smash arcade fantasy fighter 

comes to the Sega Dreamcast! Experience the world's most amazing battles between 

your favorite legendary Capcom characters and super heroes of the Marvel Universe. 

^ Supports 4-player simultaneous play for 

the most explosive tag-team matches ever! 

Dreamcast 



§ i > xm J‘ Kain and Raziel return for an encore engagement on the poly-dripping 
Dreamcast. We scored a sneak peek at this sure-fire DC hit, and here's what 
we thought... Our time with the exclusive playable was limited, but more than 

adequate for us to realize what Eidos is trying to accomplish here. A week with 
Soul Reaver may not seem that brief, but prying the controller away from these 
rabid gamers was a feat in and of itself... 

I can already hear the detractors mumbling "I don't wanna play the PC version 
on my DC!" Harsh words from people who have yet to play the game. Sounds like 
FFVIII syndrome all over again—passing judgment on a game before playing it. 

At this time, Soul Reaver for the DC is nothing more than the Playstation game 
on amphetamines and a six-pack of Red Buil. Even with a hi-res mode and a boost- 
ed 60 frames per second with artificial draw-in, Soul Reaver for the DC still screams 
like a turbo-charged, V8 beast. When I say fast, I mean SuperSonic-at-the-real-end- 
of-Sonic-Adventure fast. Teleporting from the Material Plane to the Spectral Plane 
and back takes less than a second. In fact, the increased speed lessened the 
grandeur of this revolutionary effect. Eidos has assured us that the game will use 
a speed limiter to keep the pace down to playable standards. 

Draw-in is an oddity on the DC. It's a given that the DC has more polygon-push- 
ing power than anything out there right now. That gargantuan Hitachi processor 
gives the DC the power to avoid using fog. But the Kain team plans to add 'hand- 
drawn/ volumetric fog. Whatever fog is added will look much more believable and 
should add to the mood of the game. We've been told that the fog will have the same 
rolling-patch effect that real fog does on highways. Right now, Soul Reaver uses arti¬ 

ficial draw-in to limit what the player sees. 
What fun is it if the suspense is broken? 

Expect nearly everything in the DC 
~ version to see some improvement over its 

teut- PS sibling—including lighting, water, and 
other effects. Memory-consuming special 
effects that caused the Playstation to 

mk g j chug or that weren't implemented in the 
/HU PC port will shine once again in Soul 

\ Reaver DC. Even in its present, steroid- 
Mêmjkf 1 pumped PlayStation-like state, Soul 

Reaver looks utterly fantastic. Fire and 

pryi 
- (•■ 
,p»«" t , - k 

fS j/ 
r . Hl”v CERBERUS: Raziel, you are Developer - Crystal Dynamics 1 Player i 

Ai Jj WORTHY — ERR, WORTHIER... Publisher - Eidos Available Ist Qtr.I 
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vampires burn with unheard of quality. Torches illuminating dark corridors are almost 
photo-realistic. Grab one off the wall and carry it around, and the effect is just as good. 
Water is equally impressive. Enter the Vortex that plays host to the Lake of the Dead... 
but I hope you're wearing your Depends, because you're going to wet yourself. 
Though not fully optimized yet, the Vortex never looked so amazing. Every nook and 
cubbyhole of this massive waterfall is easily viewable from the central platforms. 

Structures at long last appear in the state that the Crystal D architects wanted 
them in. Each of the Pillars of Nosgoth can be seen as Raziel walks forward to meet 
his maker. Buildings and their inner workings won't change drastically. Sharper tex- 
tures are guaranteed, but otherwise expect the same design. Organic areas are much 
more repulsive since the walls look like living, breathing flesh... Disgusting? Yes. 
Cool? Heil yeah! 

What remains to be changed are the character models in the game. Raziel, Kain, 
and every other resident of Nosgoth are scheduled to undergo a 128-bit facelift. 
Raziel's original model shows the shortcomings of Sony's system when seen on DC 
hardware. I can't wait to see how he shapes up with a couple hundred more polys 

. and a decent texture job. If 
the designers and artists 
on Soul Reaver are real- 
ly smart, they'll add lip 
movement to each 

v ^ of the characters in 
the game's many 

I 

cut-scenes. Think Shen Mue or 
Soul Calibur and imagine what 

\ the in-game cinematics could 
potentially be here... 

Players that hated the ending 
— are going to hate it still. Eidos 

has no plans to advance the 
ly/ story. The contents may get a 

cleanup of sorts, but don't hold 
your breath for a rendered end¬ 

ing or a real ending for that matter. The rest of the story will apparently be advanced 
in Soul Reaver's sequel. Inconsistencies like why Turel has a tomb in the Serapham 
mausoleum, while appearing nowhere in the game, will remain. The glyphs will be 
as unimportant as before. This isn't a director's cut, but more like what Namco did 
with Soul Calibur—the same game with better visuals and more. 

There's not many games that I want to play twice. Normally, I don't have the time 
nor the desire to blast through a game again. But I must play Soul Reaver again. If 
only for the ride, I want to see Nosgoth in all its newfound glory. I know what awaits 
at the end of the tunnel, but ril close my eyes when I get there. C 
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Stage i Ghost ’N Goblins 1985 

4. & 4 , A 

iliwfïllf fïi 
WH 

Six games and 15 years later, Arthur's as strong as can be. Who knows where he'd be if it weren't for MegaMan (just kidding). Capcom 
has no plans for a next-generation adventure for Arthur, but we can make do with games that aren't terribly difficult to find. Here's a list 
of Arthur spottings in the last decade and a half. In case anyone's interested, Ghosts 'N Goblins, Ghouls 'N Ghosts and Super Ghouls 'N 
Ghosts are available on the Capcom Generation series, Volume 2. 
Aside from the games mentioned here, Arthur's also had a cameo in Marvel Vs. Capcom and a rarely-seen import puzzle game. Most 

recently, Arthur's been seen in Makaimura for Wonder Swan (Makaimura roughly translates as Devil World Village). Pretty much an orig- 
inal game, Makaimura combines everything seen in previous games into one black-and-white melting pot. 

PtAT] 
ld games are making a 

of sorts; U comeback 
whether they're found in 

arcades that house older classics 
or emulators on PCs. Forsomeof 
us, these old games remind us of 
old friends, places, or days gone 
by. The sad thing is that some- 
times these games which we love 
so much have aged about as well 
as Kathleen Turner, Ted Danson, 
and Harrison Ford. Have you 
played any of your older 
favorites and seen how time has 
treated them? Sometimes not so 
well... I know this, and the team 
behind RetroFX Ghosts 'N 
Goblins does too. 

Using proprietary coding tech- 
nology (and a wee bit of Visual C 
and assembler). Dirk and his 
team have managed to more than 
faithfully recapture the heart and 
soul of Ghosts 'N Goblins without 
messing anything up. To put it 
bluntly, the game is identical; 
nothing has been changed—well, 
Arthur can turn around while 
crouching now, but that's it. Each 
stage has been adorned meticu- 
lously with enhanced visuals. 
Hopefully enough to attract and 
entertain the ADD-ridden 
Generation Y. Arthur, now a pre- 
rendered sprite, has never looked 
so good. Arthur's not the only 
character sporting new duds; 
everything from graveyard zom¬ 
bies to simple items and anima- 
tions has been re-created perfect- 
ly. Not limited by sprites, tiles, 
animation, or anything else that 
bogged down 

fiMpciTd’iM rno« 

GAME OVER 

old arcade games, Ghosts 'N 
Goblins has multiple layers of 
scrolling, true rendered anima- ^ 
tions, and more sound effects 
than you can shake a magie wand 
at. I teil ya, it's more than I can ^ 
take in my old age. So what O 
could make this a better game 
than it already is? Well, unfortu- 
nately, features like 2-player “ 
simultaneous gameplay and new ^ 
levels and weapons would only (/) 
compromise the authenticity of O 
the Ghosts 'N Goblins experi- 4Z 
ence. Maybe an original effort (9 
beyond this one is what ECM and 
everyone else would like. 
Wouldn't be a bad idea consider- ö 
ing that this engine has enough 2 
muscle to sport little details like ** 
grass rustling in the wind, real- 21 
time lighting, transparencies, par- ■ 
ticle systems, and what not. 

When do we see and play 
Ghosts 'N Goblins for our PC? 
That's still up in the air. If 
Capcom or any publisher for that 
matter has the foresight to nab 
this one, we could be in business 
before the upcoming E3. If not, 
RetroFX Ghosts 'N Goblins 
might forever remain a demo 
and proof that anything is 
possible. Wouldn't it be 
cool to see more old clas¬ 
sics redone with 

> L.)'I *• 

some 
sweet eye-candy? Is that 
Rabbit Punch I hear? C 

CERBERUS: Where’s 

my RetroFX Sidearms? 

Developer - RetroFX 1-2 Players 

Publisher - TBA? Available TBA | 



GameFan managed to track down Dirk 
Stevens, founder of RetroFX and lead 
programmer on Retro FX Ghosts 'N 
Goblins. Dirk and his team have been 
cranking away for nearly two years, 
adding new twists to Capcom's 1985 
game, Ghosts 'N Goblins. Besides Dirk, 

GameFan Interviews the graphics done. Music is done 
for a large portion of the game. 
Our musicians Martin Freij and 
Andre Boule really tried hard to 
keep the style found in the older 
tunes, and just revamp it. 

the team consists of Rene 'Ray' Boutin 
(graphic artist), Anthony 'AntMan' Sisneros 
(graphic artist), Andre Boule (musician), 
Martin 'NightHawk' Freij (musician) and 
Ronnie 'Design' Viklund (graphic artist). This 
small team of old-school gamers wants to 
pay homage to a classic game and in the 
process rekindle the magie we once knew. 

GF: Could you please give our readers some 

background? 

GF: How long has it been in the works? 

DS: The project started a little less than 18 
months ago. It started at a time when 
classic gaming began to piek up. I started 
playing Ghosts 'N Goblins again. The 
moment that I played Ghosts 'N Goblins 
again, I was disappointed with the blocky 
graphics. It's like the nostalgie mind 
improves old graphics, until you play 
them again. I created something called 
EAGLE to enhance older games. What it 

Dirk Stevens: My name is Dirk Stevens. I got Dirk AnthOFIV RCFIG MR3y,> does ‘s doublé P‘xe's ar|d smoothen 
my start with the Commodore 64 and have . # graphics. It made my Ghosts 'N Goblins 
been passionate about games ever since, pro- StGVGÜS SlSflGTOS DOUllll o experience a little better. Our team got in 
gramming demos and small games. Though touch because we all loved older games. 
I got a Computer Science degree, I learned most decision. I was fond of Ghost 'N Goblins, but not Originally, we were going to replace the graphics 
computer graphics and programming on my own in the sense that Dirk is. I remember playing it in (that's where we started), but in less than two weeks 
with the C64 and Atari ST where I did tons of the arcade and it was a little too hard for me. I was the project exploded—we wanted to improve every- 
Assembler. Until recently I worked for a large soft- really into Capcom games in the mid-'80s like Black thing. We would do a music engine, and an effects 
ware company in California where I did business Tiger, Commando, but I really became a Ghosts 'N engine. We've been working on and off for a year 
software development. All my life l've been in mul- Goblins fan when it came out for the SNES. I also and a half in our spare time. The first screenshot was 
timedia and games programming more as a garage had the Commodore 64 version <laughs> and taken less than a month and a half into the project, 
games developer, until recently. With RetroFX I played it to death. We had another artist, but he was a copycat ripping 
want to go a lot further. stuff straight from CPS games. It was a setback for 

GF: Did you want to change anything you didn't us because we had to redo his graphics. 

René Boutin: My name is René Boutin; my friends 
call me Ray. I come from Quebec, Canada. I stud- 
ied graphic design for print media, but never 
applied it. Most of my background is in computer 
graphics for games or interactive media. Like Dirk, 
I started in my teens on the Commodore 64, and I 
progressed from there. The bulk of my game 
development experience is from 1990-96. I worked 
at Virgin Interactive as an artist and background 
animator on titles like MC Kids (NES), Cool Spot 
(Genesis), and Robocop vs. Terminator. Then 1 
spent a couple of years at SunSoft of America. I 
was a designer and producer on products like 
Looney Tunes B-Ball, Disney's Beauty and the 
Beast, and Speedy Gonzales. 

GF: Obviously, both of you have been playing 

games for a very long time if you chose Ghost 'N 
Goblins to be your game. Why did you choose 

that, as opposed to something else? 

DS: Well, Ghosts 'N Goblins was one of the games 
I played most in the arcade when I was about 16. It 
had me hooked from the first moment. The game 
concept was so cool and varied. It was revolution- 
ary for me...so well balanced in difficulty and 
design. All my friends and I played it for nearly a 
year until finally almost mastering it. That's where 

like about the original? 

DS: We tried tq adhere very closely to the first one. 
There is only one minor change from the original. 
Back in the '80s in some of the Capcom games you 
couldn't turn around while crouching. Now you 
can, and that's the only thing we changed in game- 
play. We have a lot of ideas on adding cool extras 
to the game and a number of them already made it 
into the game. An example would be having all 
kinds of different zombie types instead of just one 
(e.g., a more deformed zombie or a different col- 
ored zombie). Right now they are all the same. 
Rather than being stuck with generic global effects, 
like one death animation for all sprites, we can 
improve the game. Like if you shoot a zombie with 
fire he burns, or if Arthur falls in water he drowns. 
More improving the effects and look but not really 
changing the feel of the game. 

GF: So why didn't you go to 3D? 

DS: Some people have asked us that. It wouldn't be 
the original anymore. It'd be a different game. 
That's why we went for high end 2D (ECM's Note: 
glad l'm not alone...). 

GF: How far along is the game? 

GF: Has it been more challenging than you origi¬ 

nally anticipated? 

DS: Everything went relatively smooth; some 
things are harder than others. The real-time fire 
took a bit longer. The way I go at code is that I 
build a basic effect and then Ray provides feedback 
on it. That kind of interaction seems to work really 
well, he's great on giving feedback, and on a tech- 
nical level he knows what he wants. 

GF: So where do you see your team a year from now? 

DS: Best case scenario for Ghosts 'N Goblins is that 
it's out on the PC and in the works for a higher end 
console. Like Ray said, there are some other 
games that scream for the RetroFX treatment, like 
Bionic Commando, maybe Commando, and also 
SideArms. Going further with RetroFX is impor¬ 
tant—it'd be a real waste not to go further. If a pub- 
lisher would approach us and told us to go nuts, 
we will give him something spectacular. As it is 
now, RetroFX Ghosts 'N Goblins was made to run 
on a Pentium 200. If any of your readers are inter- 
ested in learning even more about our games, they 
can visit our website: http://www.retrofx.com 

my love for this game sterns from. If I could men- 
tion one game in my life this would be it. DS: Given that we find a publisher, we can finish GameFan would like to thank the team at RetroFX 

this in three months. The game and effects engine as well as wish them the best of luck. Watch these 

RB: The choice of the project is based on Dirk's is all finished and ready. It's a matter of getting all pages for any new RetroFX info. 
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This image is the cover for amano’s newest artbook, Biten (pronounced “bee-ten”), WHICH CAN BE PURCHASED 

from Mr. Amano’s website: http://www.amanosworld.com. We got ours for free... Ha! 
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YOSHITAKA AMANO AND SANDMAN GOD NEIL GAIMAN 

Pbshitaka Amano is one of the most 
famous artists in our industry. Known 
primarily as the character designer for 

the role-playing games, Final Fantasy IV-VI, 
Amano's game credits also include charac¬ 
ter designs for Atlus' Kartia. His vast portfo¬ 
lio extends to the realm of anime, where just 
a few of his works include G-Force (Battle of 
the Planets), Vampire Hunter D, and the cult- 
classic Angel's Egg. Amano was also 
involved in the creation of 1001 Nights, a 
collaboration with composer David 
Newman and the Los Angeles Philharmonic, 
in which Amano's images were animated 
into a CG movie and screened before a live 
audience to the accompaniment of a real 
orchestra. Recently, he illustrated the graph- 

ic novel The Sandman: The Dream Hunters, which he 
worked on with writer Neil Gaiman. 

This past October, Amano opened an exhibit in New 
York at the Angel Orensenz Foundation to reveal his 
newest character, HERO. Amano describes HERO as "a 
legend of the future... a tale of the 
questfor love and a search thattakes 
him 10,000 years into the future and 
through many universes." 

The press release explains it 
better. "HERO is a man who falls 
in love in the twentieth century. 
He is reborn as a prince 10,000 
years and many lifetimes later. 

This prince has an insatiable yearning for someone he loved in his distant past, 
without whom he is doomed to immortality. Accompanied by his mighty 
cyborg companion, he embarks upon a quest to find this lost love." Eggo was 
on hand to check out the exhibit, which also featured drawings from The 
Sandman: The Dream Hunters, video of the CG in Final Fantasy Anthology, 
poramirc kimonos, and a special screening of 1001 Nights. But best of all, we 

chance to speak with The Man himself... 

1001 SUITS MARVELLING OVER 1001 NIGHTS 

.GAMEFAN.COM 

IOth anniversary sandman poster 



same feelings about New York. 

GF: Whattype of work atmosphere do 
you work in? 
YA: I iock myself in a room, and soli- 
tude is important. 

GF: What kind of music do you listen to? 
YA: When there are other people 
around, I like to listen to jazz, classical, 
and 'cool' music. And then when peo¬ 
ple go away, I like to listen to folk 
music and other dumb things, but I 
only listen to that in real solitude. 

■■■Kvi \4T rnmOm Ifm 

The showroom featured paintings, 

CERAMICS, KIMONOS, AND A LARGE 

SCREEN SHOWING 1001 NIGHTS. 

GF: What were some of the inspirations 
for your artwork? Your influences? 
YA: If there's an original story... if Tm 
painting a drawing or something 
based on an original story... I first 
read it of course, and then I interpret it 
visually. And if it's an original work, I 
work rather chaotically, but at the end 
of the process I think there's always a 
thematic link between everything I 
output. 

GF: Are you doing anything for the 
Final Fantasy movie? 
YA: No. 

GF: Would you ever consider doing a 
feature movie of your characters like 
the CG intros to Final Fantasy 
Collection? 
YA: I want to do that with F1ERO. Of 
course I can't do that alone. I want to 
work with many people to create a 
film like that. 

GF: HERO is a lifetime accomplish- 
ment that you've wanted to do for a 
while. Is there anything else you'd 
like to accomplish in your career? 
YA: This is probably the biggest multi¬ 
media project that Tm working on. 
And then maybe after HERO, I would 
like to focus on each medium. For 
example, maybe ceramics... I'd like to 
do a lot more of those. And also the 
kimono-style, I would probably wantto 
continue working in that medium too. 
And then perhaps I would like to work 
on poetry—visualizing poetry—some¬ 
thing Tm interested in... I also want to 
visualize Salome. These are just some 
of the things l'm interested in. 

GF: What kind of materials, paints, or 
objects do you use to create your art¬ 
work? 
YA: For the monochrome stuff, I used 
pen and ink and Indian ink. And I also 
used ceramics for the very first time. 
Also [l've used] a silk kimono, which I 
rendered stuff on. All I care about is... 
as long as there's colors, I have fun. 

GF: You've done so much artwork 
over all this time. How long does it 
take you to do one piece? 
YA: I work fast. For example, those 
gold panels over there, I did nine in 
one day. 

HERO ON DISPLAY FOR THE FIRST TIME. 

GF: Are there any other people like 
Neil Gaiman who you'd like to work 
with? 
YA: Well l'm not sure about other col- 
laborators, but basically l've always 
started with works which have an orig¬ 
inal story, and in the future I want to 
start working with digitals first, and 
then do the story after that. Well, the 
way l'm working right now is to just 
begin working... without really thinking 
about what the whole structure is... 
and then to eventually find the struc¬ 
ture within the work... which is a 
process which takes a lot of time, and 
that is what I do. 

GF: Why didn't you do the character 
design for Final Fantasy VII and VIII? 
YA: l'm on the receptive side. I either 
get an offer or I don't. I really don't 
know why I didn't do that. l'm not an 
employee of Squaresoft. 

GF: Wow! 
YA: It takes me a while to start, but 
when I do, I think l'm one of the faster 
artists. GF: Who would win in a fight, you or 

Tetsuya Nomura? 
YA: Who is Tetsuya Nomura? GF: Definitely. It's been rumored that 

you're working on games for 
Playstation 2 and Dreamcast. l'm 
wondering if you can teil me anything 
about that. 
YA: It's a secret, but yes I am doing 
something. 

GF: The character designer for [Final 
Fantasy] VII and VIII. 
YA: You mean a fight? Fist fight? 

GF: Yeah. 
YA: I haven't slept for several nights 
so if I fought him now, I would proba¬ 
bly lose. It's not a fair time to do it. 

GF: Can you give me any details? 
YA: There are people involved here. 
Do you want me to introducé you? 
There's a person from Capcom here 
today wandering around [ed's note: 
that person was Yoshiki Okamoto, 
interviewed last issue]. You should 
ask him. 

We'd like to thank Mr. Amano for tak- 
ing the time to do this interview, 
because in that same span of time, he 
could've easily whipped out two 
sketches worth a million dollars 
apiece. If you'd like to read more 
about him, or his teaming up with Neil 
Gaiman, visit Mr. Amano's website at 
http://www.amanosworld.com. 
GameFan would also like to thank 
John Martyr, Ann Yamamoto, Jackie 
Becher, and Maya Shioya for making 
this all possible. 

GF: Do you get the chance to play 
video games yourself? 
YA: No, I play very little. 

GF: What is it about New York that 
makes you want to work here? 
YA: l've always had the desire to 
come here to create work and to pres¬ 
ent work. I think there are many peo¬ 
ple around the world who have the 
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Playstation 
Reviews 

Iused to hate kids' games. Most of the time they suffered 
from really bad graphics, lame themes, and—unless they 
were developed by Shigeru Miyamoto or Yuji Naka—tend- 

ed to be... well, boring. Sony's Spyro the Dragon helped 
redefine the look and feel of titles for a younger audience, 
and GTI's upcoming 40 Winks drives the point home: Kids" 
games can rock! 

OK, so the game starts out with an impressive opener and 
the character design is too cute for its own good. I'm a 23-year- 
old gamer—why do I want to play a kids" game? Like any Mario 
game, 40 Winks has that certain user-friendly gameplay that 
makes it a snap to get into. All the characters (even NiteKap, 
the antagonist) have very likable qualities. For example, 
NiteKap's sidekick is a harmless-looking teddy bear—hard to 
hate a guy with Snuggles at his side. 

So which tower is the princess trapped in now? Time and 
time again her whereabouts are the focal point of this type of 
game. Thankfully, 40 Winks attempts to be clever and different. 

All is safe and pleasant in the dream world. Elliot and his 
sister Claris—I mean Ruff and his sister Tumble—are innocent 
kids just trying to get a bit of shuteye. Ho wever, one bedtime 
story in particular doesn't sit well with these little tykes. An evil 
sandman known as NiteKap is bent on captunng all the Winks 
(which inspire good dreams) and replacing ihem with night- 
mares. Entering the dream world, you take control of either 
sibling, and the goal is to return the Winks to their rightful own- 

ers. While the task may seem easy at first, expect an array 
of hostile forces, such as giant Moon Mice and 

Frankensteins, to stand in your way. 
Each of 40 Winks' six worlds (Castle, Space, 

Pirate, etc.) has been injected with loads of per- 
sonality, and the eerie mood the designers craft- 
ed fits the horror/nightmare theme perfectly. 
Levels are fairly straightforward with minimal 
exploration. Instead, you've got lots of switch- 
pulling and item-collecting, namely cogs. Each 
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locked door requires a certain 
amount of cogs to pass, so the 
majority of the game plays out 
like this: unlock door, collect 
cogs and power-ups, repeat... 
(rinse if necessary). 

"When I was a kid... (in my 
best cranky old man's voice) we 
didn't have colorfui graphics like 
these." Whether you're into kids' games or not, 
you have to appreciate the fact that 40 Winks is 
a great-looking game. An impressive CG intro 
(Tm sensing a 40 Winks cartoon) combined with 
a solid 3D engine leads me to believe that 40 
Winks will appeal to a variety of audiences. 

Scattered about the levels are jack-in-the- 
boxes that allow players to change for a short 
period into various creatures. From a knuckle- 
dragging Neanderthal to a /V/GHTS-inspired 
court jester or a sword-wielding ninja, these 
brief costume changes are definitely an awe- 
some feature. Unfortunately, character attrib- 
utes vary little from character to character, so 
the re's greater 
strength—to transform, but it sure looks cool. 
Ruff and Tumble appear just as strong and 
able as the ninja, caveman, etc. 

Granted, 40 Winks won't appeal to an older, 
Metal Gear-loving crowd, but for kids and the 
young at heart, GTI has a real treat in store this 
January. Move over Rug rats and Elmo (prefer- 
ab!y to another country!), the kids have 
demanded more for their buck, and 40 Winks is 
the result. 

Fury suffered from horribie nightmares as a 
chiJd: "Nooooü My savings account, where did 
a!f the money go?" 

FURY: Break out 

THE MELATONIN. 
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Developer - Dreamworks 

Publisher - Electronic Arts 

1-2 Players 

Available Now 

VlEWPOINT • 

Score 

There are two political and religious groups that 
anyone can poke fun at without getting any heat, 
Nazis and devil worshippers. Leave it to Steven 

Speilberg to come up with a game about killing Adolph's 
army. In the process, his talent pool has 'borrowed' 
<cough> virtually everything that made GoldenEye the hit it is 
today. El Niho and I concur that Medal of Honor's premise is 
much more enticing than James Bond's—who doesn't wanna 
take a potshot at a red armband marked with the swastika? 

Premise aside, what makes Medal of Honor a game worthy 
of notice is, well, in a word: everything. Picture this: Your first 
mission has you sneaking through a Nazi-filled forest—cer- 
tain death forthose lacking ninja gamer skills. Checking your 
inventory, you see a couple of hand grenades. Hey, look 
there—a bunch of friendly Nazis. Why not toss 'em a 
grenade? Don't be too shocked when one of the Germans 
reluctantly runs toward the live grenade and tosses it back, 
shouting something like "Verzeihung, aber sie haben ihre 
granate vergessen" (Deutsch for "Excuse me, but you forgot 
your grenade"). On a different occasion, I shot an unsus- 
pecting German soldier; somehow his trigger finger locked 
and he went down shooting. Another mission has you pos- 
ing as a German officer, Indiana Jones-style. After some 
guards ask for your papers, walk behind them and they'll 
occasionally look over their shoulder to make sure 
you're not pulling any funny business. 

Like its primary influence, Medal of Honor has 
objective-based missions. You may have to 
'borrow' some papers from a Nazi officer to get 
into a room where you must flip a train switch. 
Medal of Honor also Controls a lot like 
GoldenEye. The control is very good; the 
jumping could be better, but overall control is 
tight. As a PC player, first person shooters 
don't do it for me on consoles. Not often will 
you find me playing a grandchild of Doom on 
the Playstation or N64, but Medal of Honor is 
too good to ignore. The World War II theme 
pulls you in hard and the refined gameplay 

keeps you wanting more, want- 
ing to see what's next. A rating 
system ensures that you can 
replay the game knowing that 
maybe you'll get those four stars. 

Chalk it up to beginner's luck, 
pass it off as a Tluke, but someone did some¬ 
thing right, very right. Maybe, just maybe, these 
guys know what they're doing because Medal of 
Honor has too much going for it to be luck. 
Good looks, a movie-quality soundtrack and 
effects, Dale Dye Consulting soldier—George C. 
Scott would be proud. 

Cerberus can't think of a cool end line. He's 
pretty sure Reubus will save his ass with 
something witty. (Reubus's note: Not this 
time, Blue-hair) 



CERBERUS: We can 

WORK TOGETHER, KOSAI, 

VlEWPOINT 

Score 

Coming up on a busy intersection, your car comes 
to a complete stop. To your rïght, there's a scruffy- 
looking man Crossing the Street, but you pay him 

no heed as your gaze returns to the road. The man 
approaches your car and aims a Glock at your face. 
Outside the car, you hear him yelling at you to open the 
door. You can't floor it—the cross traffic won't let you 
go—so, fearing for your life, you slowly open the door. 
Before you can open it all the way, he grabs you by the 
collar and slams you to the ground, speeding off in your 
S2000. Welcome to the world of GTA2. 

If you read the preview, you know that DMA has near- 
ly eliminated an ailment known in medical circles as 
Game-us Monotonous. This terminal illness has been 
brought under control with booster shots of good game 
design. Thugs are kept busier than a swarm of killer 
bees with a ton of missions—anything from blowing up 
police cars to offing a weasel. Three rival gangs will 
respect you or despise you depending on where the 
dice fall. I normally side with the Zaibatsu, they're easy 
to please. Knock off a couple of Hare Krishnas and 
they're a thug's best friend. 

lightsourcing fanfare, but there are some 
nice explosions. A city map would have 
been helpful, but sorry, you're on your 
own. Learning the ins and outs of the city 
will undoubtedly be part of the fun. 
Before you know it, you'll be taking that 
annoying SWAT van on a wild goose 
chase as you make your getaway. 

To put it bluntly: You're going to love or 
hate GTA2. Clichés have never meant 
much, but if you liked the first then come 
and play. Hated GTA? You'd better find 
another way of venting your pent-up frus- 
trations. 

An important part of having fun with 
GTA2 is understanding the nature of this 
beast. Like the Dangonator (a.k.a. 
Dangohead), I live for a good arcade-style, 
adrenaline-pumping, fast-paced, gun- 
totin' killathon. GTA2 is an arcade gamer's 
dream come true. 

No deeper than the shallow depths of E. 
Storm's mind, GTA2 will entertain, but not 
like a Monster Rancher 2 or Carnage 
Heart lf you press the 'power' button on 
the Playstation and expect anything more 
than GTA2, then you'd better press that 
button one more time. There's no graphi- 
cal pyrotechnics to lessen the blow, it's all 
bare bones Playstation. Compared to its 
PC brother, GTA2 on the Playstation looks 
like a redheaded stepchild. There's no 

Cerberus has learned to enjoy his two-\ 
hour commute by regularly practicing 
road rage. 
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Publisher - Rockstar Available Now 
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CERBERUS: Where’s Developer - Paradox 

Belladonna and Maruka? Publisher - Activision REVIEW 
WWW.GAMEFAN.COM 

1-4 Players Viewpoint • "7Q 

Available Now Score • / O 

Some things are never meant to be. Thrill Kill is one... and a Dreamcast port of Tekken Tag 
Tournament is another [ECM's note: thank goodness!]. After acquiring Virgin Interactive, EA 
wiped the slate clean. Part of that cleansing process was cutting a four-player fighting game 

known as Thrill Kill. Well, Activision has a little something to offer you conformists by way of Wu- 

Tang Shaolin Style. 
There's not a person alive who's not going to compare Wu-Tang to its daddy, Thrill Kill. So where does 

it stand in the world of sad and successful sequels? Okay, it's not officially a sequel, but for the most 
part, it is (sorry Shidoshi, no thong-wearing gimps on stilts here). The same game engine drives every 
polygon, and most of the design team is intact, with maybe a Tragic' change here and there. What's 
different is the character design, story, music and hub system. Specific missions and enemies must be 
fought to open the Inner Sanctum, which is done through the use of a hub system. The raunchy humor 
and shock factor of TK is gone, replaced by rap-fu and effects lifted from the movie The Matrix. 

The biggest problem with Wu-Tang is that it's based on a game that was primarily a gimmick to begin 
with. This game ups the gimmick factor by adding the Wu-Tang clan and its music. In fact, WT:SS 
shouldn't be listed under fighting game—it's a gimmick game! Another problem is that the character 
models are all the same. Remove a weapon here, add a new hat or outfit there, and viola! A new char¬ 
acter! Adding insult to injury are the models. At this time in the PlayStation's lifespan, no one should be 
coding anything but single-skinned models. What this means is that the characters have visible 
priority issues at the seams. Look at RZA or other characters as they walk; see the polys drop in 
neartheir hips? Naughty Paradox... At least the characters in Thrill Kill differed in size and proportions. 

I've dogged on Wu-Tang, but it does have its strong points. Control is tight and very responsive, 
that detestable crouch button has got to hit the road. Game speed is nearly twice that of TK, which is 
a plus. The combo system is contrived, but it's a lot of fun to find those combos which Ben and Ben 
created. Wu-Tang's story is original and good enough to grace the pages of a comic or even a Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles-style movie. The story—told through nifty rendered cinematics—is what kept 
me playing until I found all 36 of those damn chambers. 

<Beginning in hushed whispers and escalating to loud demonie sounds> "Thrill Kill, Thrill Kill, 
Thrill Kill, Thrill Kill..." That's all I can hear when I 'play' Wu-Tang. Too bad it's not what I' 
ly playing. The shock factor isn't there, and that's where the interest lies. You see, Thrill Kill 
that really cool Voltron toy you always wanted as a kid. It had already been discontinued by 
time you saved enough money for it, so the only thing you could do was buy Voltron II. That's what 
Wu-Tang is, a copy of a really good thing. Take it as you will... 

Cerberus wants the clan to make a licensed citrus drink called Wu-Tang... (the silence is deafening) 



VlEWPOINT 

Score 

Ihaven't boxed since high school. Our 
Physical Education consisted of various 
sports, among them pugilism. It wasn't a 

very pleasant experience—not when I was on 
the receiving end of the leather. The idea of an 
organized sport that requires that contestants 
knock each other senseless is just brutal. Sure 
makes for a great game though, doesn't it? 
Too bad no one's been able to get it right. 
Nintendo's Punch-Outü! series had a certain 
charm that glued me to my SNES, and Final 
Round by Konami was a ton of fun, but it never 
made the trip home. 

And then there's the Playstation... Quite a 
successful console, full of hits in practically 
every genre—fighting, RPGs, adventure, puz- 
zle, racing... ctrips and falls> oh, and then 
there's boxing. Knockout Kings and 
Contender!—just what I want, a slug's pace 
slugfest and a marionette battle! Enter Ready 
2 Rumble for Playstation. Midway's already 

made tsunami- 
sized waves 
with Ready 2 
Rumble on the 
Dreamcast and 
now comes out 
of the corner 
punching with 
round two on 
the Playstation. 
No introduction 
is necessary if you've been following us for the 
past few months. 

Let's face it, graphically speaking, the 
Playstation can't hold a candle to the 
Dreamcast. But for what it is, Ready 2 Rumble 
on the Playstation looks as good as it can. 
Models are impressive for Playstation; the ani- 
mation is smooth, for Playstation; the game is 
impressive, for Playstation. That's what I kept 
telling myself. It's hard to go back after play- 

Developer - Mipway 

Publisher - Midway 

1-2 Players 

Available Now 

CERBERUS: Let’s get 

READY TO... AW, FORGET IT. 
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Cerberus is still waitmg tor some smart ae 
blatantly rip off the Tobal 2 engine for use in 

a boxing game. 

ing R2R on DC. I'm a firm believer that graphics don't make the game, but how do 
you go backwards? Ready 2 Rumble isn't about stunning visuals, but damn, 

they sure help—a lot. 
Where the eye candy goes sour, the control is cranked up. Call it 

love for the Playstation or simply being used to the Dual Shock 
controller, but I feit more at home with Ready 2 Rumble on 

Playstation than on that 128-bit big daddy we like so much. 
Both movement and attacks are just a tiny bit betten That's 
enough for me to notice, and I think it'll be enough for your 
bloodhound senses to detect. 
Ready 2 Rumble falls somewhere between the realistic 
Knockout Kings and the cartoony world of Contender, 

though it still trounces them both and stands as the 
undefeated boxing champ for Playstation. The fun 
factor (ugh, I hate that term) skyrockets when you 
grab a coupie of friends and some Guinness. Better 
piek up the phone and pull out the chilled mugs... 
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After reacking legendary status on tlie PC/ tke Migfit and 

Magie universe is ready to cast its spell on tKe PlayStation. 

-GamePro 

Vc engeance 
Prepare for tlie ultimate kattle of good and evik As Dralce/ a lone mer- 

cenary tougkened ky years of kardsfiip/ you re swept up into tfie midst 

of a Crusade in tlie incredikle 3D fantasy-action lands of Ardon. Your 

only mission is to rid tke land of tlie same vile evil tliat annifiilated 

fainily. Tlieii/ and only tlien/ will you k your tainily* you have your revenge 

4 A unique klend of action and ro!e~playing 

4 Conquer 5 dark and kostile worlds/ over 15 levels in all 

4 Slay your enemies tfirougfi scores of grueling quests 

Oo to kattle armed witfi a variety of wicked vveapons Sc sizzling spells 



. 
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Ü Prima Strategy Guide Available 
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Note: Normally, we wouldn't cover a 'game' like Jurassic Park: Warpath because it's not 
worth it, but we feel this review is necessary as a public service announcement to the 
unsuspecting populace. 

There I was, strapped in a chair, with no way, to escape... from the seventh layer of 
gaming heil—the licensing zone! There would be no escape... Standing before me 
was a giant, red demon with curled black horns bearing a faint resemblance to Tim 

Curry. The walls shook as he spoke—"PICK your poison." Pausing in my struggles, I 
turned in the direction he beckoned, eyes widening in horror at the sight... There, in the 
corner of the room, lay three illuminated television sereens, their contents recognizable 
right away: legendary games which parents used to scare little kids who'd been bad... 
Star Wars Masters of Teras Kasi, Superman 64, and... you guessed it, Jurassic Park: 
Warpath. "NOOOOOOOOOM!!"—my cry echoed through the night until I finally woke— 
a cold, quivering mess. <shiver> What a nightmare! 

Bad games are destined to be one of two things: coasters or best-sellers. The coasters 
are the Criticoms, Bio Freaks, and Deadly Arts of the world—games so bad thatthe programmers them- 
selves shake their heads when you mention their blasphemous names. Rulers of the bargain bin, 
coasters have no redeeming qualities. But there's another breed of bad game out there, something 
much more insidious... licensed games. Nearly everyone's fallen victim to this before. Look! A new 
Star Wars game! Flip over the box, and... "Wow! Those screenshots are amazing!" By the time the 
clerk hands you the receipt, it's already too late... blinded by the pretty pictures, you shake your fist 

impotently at George Lucas. 
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Warpath is the epitome of a license-driven game. A 
flashy, attention-getting box image, complete with daz- 
zling screenshots, a high-profile Jurassic Park logo, and 
most likely a quote from Newsweek like, "adrenaline- ___ 
pumping, dinosaur-shredding action lives on your 
Playstation!" This, combined with well-meaning but ignorant parents, is what leadsto trav¬ 
esties like Superman 64 selling well. It's my job to wam you that we've got a stinker on our 
hands here; stay as far away from this as you would a T-Rex havin' a real bad day. 
The graphics... are wonderful. You'll not find a bad-looking screenshot of this game. The 

game engine is solid through and through, dinosaur models are amazing, and back- 
grounds are semi-interactive (think electrified fences). Aurally, it's a treat as well—lots of 
beastly roars, ground-rumbling thuds, and medieval war cries. Plus, the occasional music 
is performed by a real-life orchestra. 

But beyond the candy-coated exterior that's as good as marketing gold, lies a cold, dark 
interior—a hollow shell that makes very little attempt at being a fighting game. Moves are 
sluggish to come out, and trying to combo is as futile as challenging ECM at a game of 
__ Bomberman. There are no cool special moves (which Primal Rage 

had), so you're left with an arsenal of normal attacks that'll leave 
you weeping like Fury when he heard about Shen Mue's delay. The 
enemy Al is shockingly realistic... computer-controlled dinosaurs 
that are as smart as real-life dinos! It's so poor that you can finish 
the game by mashing one button to the bitter end! Lastly, the nail 
in the coffin—the straw that broke the camel's back—is the game- 
play design was developed by... <drum roll please> our very own 
Cerberus! How's that for a Kiss of Death? 

Eggo prays to all that's holy that we never Trespass down this 
path again... 

EGGO: Look out! Developer - Black Ops 1-2 Players VlEWPOINT • /■ O 

Score •HO Eggo’s on the Warpath! Publisher - Electronic Arts Available Now 



Those crazy marketing peeps have a way of changing a product to better 
suit their audience. What is pink for women (or Shidoshi) is blue for 
men; what is fanciful for the ladies is sleek for the gents. Bust A Move 

(or Puzzle Bobble if you're Japanese) is a woman's game. No offense, but 
l've seen more females play Bust A Move in the last couple of years than any 
other game before or after. lts ultra-cute graphics and characters draw our 
significant others in, while the gameplay keeps them there. Puzzle Bobble's 

squeaky-clean look kept me away from 
playing more than I liked. Gameplay 
was solid in Puzzle Bobble, though 
some of the randomness I could have 
done without. Ballistic (which has lit- 
tle, if anything, in common with the 
TurboGrafx-16 game of the same 
name) is a man's Puzzle Bobble. 

Yeah, yeah, teil me I sound chauvin- 
istic, but I mean no harm. So about 
Ballistic... it's Puzzle Bobble with a 
splash of vodka. It's no-frills puzzling 
at its best; no little green dragons or 
cutesy witches to steal your attention 
away from the game. 

Ballistic's gameplay is different 
enough from Puzzle Bobble for new 
and old players to check it out. Balls of 
various colors slowly, or not so-slowly, 

move closer to the center of a spiral not unlike the Dreamcast logo. Your 
position is smack dab in the center. As the balls close in on your location, 
you must connect at least three balls of the same color. This is fairly simpte, 

ally hairy later on. Since the balls are in a single line, it's a lot eas- 
a huge combo in the dozen range. Some stages have balls mov- 

ing in from multiple lines, forcing you to split your time between the two— 
Bubby and Bobby couldn't dream of keeping up here. Power-ups like bombs 
and clocks slow down the pace enough for you to catch your breath; they'll 
even help here and there to form some gigantic combos. 
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Beating Fury senseless in 2-player mode still didn't convince me about Ballistic. 
It's not a bad game, but it only has three options: Panic, Stage, and Versus mode. 
Us spoiled Gen-X gamers demand more than three options, even from the best 
of games; not that Ballistic's stage won't keep you busy, but I want more—don't 
you? Is there just not enough here? Ballistic is a good, close-to-great puzzle 
game, but could I be in denial that I miss the adorable factor from the Puzzle 
Bobble games? Nah, I can't be, that's a woman's game... 

Cerberus has never had a hard 
time juggling... with three 
heads they just pass 'em back 
and forth. Good doggie! 

VlEWPOINT 

Score 

CERBERUS: Don’t let blue 

BALLS GET THE BEST OF YOU. 

Developer - Mitchell 1-2 Players 

Publisher - Infogrames Available Now 
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EGGO: I thought Square wasn’t Developer - Squaresoft 1 Player 

DEVELOPING FOR DREAMCAST PREVIEW 
WWW.GAMEFAN.COM 

Publisher - Square EA Available 2000 

Can 

a mysterious stranger at the beginning, and he sets off in 
search of the magical Dew Prism to resurrect her. Princess 
Mint is a member of the royal family. Her younger sister 
is trying to usurp the throne from her, so Mint needs the 
Dew Prism to keep her sibling in check. Together, 
Rue and Mint embark on the same quest for the 
Prism, though each has their own quests to 
flesh out. Their paths crossover from time 
to time, so you'll see clever overlap 
between stories if you play both characters. 
This dual-character, intertwining storyline is 
similar to Sony's RPG Star Ocean 2. 

As yet, there's still no U.S. release date for this 
game, other than the year 2000. We know we'll 
see this game, along with Saga Frontier 2, Chrono 
Cross, and Legend of Mana next year. Heek, I wouldn't 
be surprised if Square EA pulls out all the stops and 
delivers Parasite Eve 2 as well. The new millennium looks 
very promising for Square fans right now... and don't 
even get me started on Playstation 2! E 

the creators that brought us Xenogears recapture 
the magie in their latest action RPG? 

Afew months back, we played a demo of this game in the 
Japanese Seiken Densetsu: Legend of Mana. Now, the 
full game is out in Japan, and many of the questions 

about Dew Prism can finally be answered... 
Chances are, if you get into a sausage conversation with 

someone and the topic turns to Dew Prism, the other 
person will probably say, "That game looks awe- 

some!" I can't teil you how many people wandered 
by and stopped to ask, "What game is that?" The 
engine's so unreal for a Playstation game that more 

than one person has likened Dew Prism's graphics to 
a Dreamcast title! It's comparable, if not better than, Climax 

Landers visually — How crazy is that statement? But the point is 
people get so caught up in DP's visual presentation that they 
often forget to ask about the game. 

Wanna know how it plays? Think Brave Fencer Musashi— an 
adventure game with platform elements... not a traditional RPG, 
which was probably what you were expecting from Square. On 
more than one occasion, you'll delve into the frightening realm of 
3D platforming (Ack! Depth... perception... failing...). There are 
mild role-playing elements such as growing HP/MP bars, shiny 
new weapons/armor, and a serious story line, but you shouldn't 
consider this a flat-out RPG. 



Available Ist Qtr. Publisher - SCEA PIGGY GOT A NEW BAG, BABY. 

rjfffrl «WT- Games come and games go—even the good ones. To my dismay, 
Tomba came and went; and it left the building without much 1 
fanfare. Was it the pink hair? Did the loincloth scare away the 

vast majority of players? Who really wants to play a fruity game like 
Tomba? For starters, Tomba wasn't fruity. And secondly, if anyone 

had done their homework, they'd know that the same brain that 
conjured up Ghosts 'N Goblins created Tomba. Yup, I can see 
those heads turn with newfound interest now. How fickle we are... 

Whoopee Camp's making whoopee again. The evil swine have 
pignapped Tomba's main squeeze, Tabby. And guess who has to 
save her? So the story is circa 1980, or 1880 for that matter, but i 
we're talking about the guys responsible for MegaMan, Breath of I 

F/re, and Ghouls 'N Ghosts here. Like the first game, Tomba 2 has I 
a restrictive 3D system. Remember that Tomba had 3D branch J 

points, giving players the option of traveling down a meadow or 
altering course and finding another area. Tomba 2 is more ^ 
of the same; except this time around, the graphics surpass 1 

the beautiful and gorgeous mark. Gone are most of the 2D sprites; 
and in their place are super crisp 3D polys. This is a game that has 

to be seen in motion to be appreciated. 
If there was ever a polygonal cartoon, this would be it. A car- 

toony, well-orchestrated soundtrack harks back to the days of 
Monster Lair for the TurboGrafx-16 CD. Both tropical and comical, , 
the background music is yet another aspect that's much improved I 

over the poorly-received original. I 
It'd be all fine and well if Whoopee Camp had been content with nicer | 

eye-candy and better tqneage—most companies these days are—but 1 
Tomba's design team must be a bunch of perfectionists because the J 

pink-haired boy's got a ton of new toys and skills. Someone 
must've told our scantily-clad caveboy to put some clothes on. 

Tomba has a 'walk-in closet'-size selection of costumes, and ^ 
l each of the garments Tomba wears endows him with a special 

power. The Pig Suit grants a hip attack and the ability to speak 
with porkys; Turbo Pants make Tomba run like a bathroom-bound 

El Niho after an all-you-can-eat Mexican buffet. Plus, there's a lot 
more that you'll need if Tomba ever hopes to see Tabby again. 

So far, all signs are pointing in the right direction and the game's 
lookin' good. IfSony has anything to say about it, Tomba 2 will ! 

| receive the respect and recognition it deserves and then j 
% ' some, to make up for the first adventure. Tomba doesn't J 

need much to get kick-started this time around. With a little 1 
luck, he could be the Master Higgins of the new millennium. C J 
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Agent Codename: Cerberus 
Uploading transmission.. 

u-.uo InfUtra 
Commenaing Ulo 

Infogrames, your mission, should you decide to 
accept it, is to port Mission: Impossible trom the 
N64 to the Playstation. You will be met with 

quite a challenge, as both systems differ greatly. 
We also don't want this game to suffer the same 
fate as Tomorrow Never Dies, the game. 

In a little over a year, the conversion team has 
added a slew of new bells and whistles to the 
package, ranging from the subtle to the just 
plain obvious. All the space on that shiny CD 
will be put to good use with newly rendered 
movies. Rememberthe cool rendered artwork 
seen in mags before Ml was released on N64? 
Soon you'll see it in motion on the 
Playstation. 

Shell and interface sereens have a hi-tech 
spy look with a Windows-like interface. Mi's 
previously blasé soundtrack gets CD-quality 
treatment in a very big way. I can't stress 
enough how a great soundtrack helps a 
gaming experience. Another bonus for the port is the 
leap in graphical clarity—I don't smell any of that stinky mip-map- 
ping here. Sony's grey box also affords the luxury of having dynamic light- 
ing—not that fake stuff called vertex lighting, in designer-speak. Some of the sur- 

roundings appear to have been modified ever so slightly. Like we've seen in the past, 
vvhile the backgrounds improve, the actual character models look worse. 
Another thing that's worse, which I hope improves drastically, is control. Here's one 

instance where the presumably non-functional Nintendo 64 pad kills the 
Playstation. Allow me to explain. The control isn't 
atrocious. The problem is the 
Playstation pad; there just aren't 
enough buttons on the face. It 
me many missions before 
Shock came close to 
ease of my N64 controller. 

It's been a while since we play 
Syphon Filter, and another promising 
title in the genre won't hurt a bit. Sure, 
it's a year-old game with a few wrinkles 
ironed out, but wouldn't you rather play 
this than Tomorrow Never Dies? Oops, 
l'm not supposed to say that in a pre¬ 
view—strike my previous comment from 
the record. This message will self- 
destruct in five seconds... C 

Updating C 
Encryption 

-T ransfnia 
complete 

ion end 

CERBERUS: Developer - X-Ample Architecture 1 Player 

PREVIEW Find the mole! Publisher - Infogrames Available 4th Qtr. 
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JUDGE: IS IT MUCH 

FARTHER, PAPA SMURF? 

Developer - Heliovisions 1 Player 

Available 4th Qtr. Publisher - Infogrames 

W.GAM E FAN .CO 

SMURFSÜ! That's right, every- 
body's favorite blue blttïes are 
back. While most of you weren't 

even a twinkle in your Old Man's eye 
when the Smurfs ruled Saturday morning 
cartoons, you should nonetheless be famil- 
iar with the pint-sized protagonists. Giving 
me the responsibility of previewing this 
title was a sort of joke on the part of ECM. 
Tm not known for my love of all things 
cutesy, and GameFan staffers thought it'd 
be a real hoot if I were forced to play a 
game that targets 7-year-olds and features 
little blue men (that Smurfette is just a guy 
in a dress, Tm convinced). Little did they 
know that as an impressionable pre-teen, 
Smurfs were a major part of my television- 
viewing diet. I love the Smurfs, man. 

The game is broken up into two parts, 
although there's little to differentiate 
them. The easier mode is all about caring 
for Baby Smurf. You must collect a series 
of baby bottles in order to make Baby 
Smurf happy. The better you're doing, the 
happier the little Smurf will be. 

While the Smurfs live a carefree life, 
frolicking amid the mushroom fields, 
there was one thing they always had to 

watch out for: the evil Gargamel and his 
fleabag cat, Azrael (that and maybe bend¬ 
ing over for the soap around Vanity). The 
second part of The Smurfs is all about 
rescuing your fellow Smurf from his 
clutches. Navigate treacherous sur- 
roundings using Hefty, and defeat the 
magician and his cronies. All of the 
action is Standard, 2D platform fare, con- 
forming to the industry-old 'rules,' from 
jumping on the heads of critters, to col- 
lecting an assortment of gems, to access- 
ing secret areas filled with extra goodies. 

It's important to note that this game has 
been designed for the younger gamer. The 
level of difficulty is quite low for an experi- 
enced player. This is not to say that the 
developers have skimped. While it may be 
a shorter platformer than most, the graph- 
ics look great and the gameplay is 
solid. The cheery backgrounds, 
kid-friendly themes, and perky 
music make this a potential hot 
commodity for the little ones, while 
offering a relaxing stroll down memo- 
ry lane for older gamers. I, for 
one, am very interested to see 
how this title turns out. I 
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FURY: Dropping Europeans out of 

SKYSCRAPERS HAS NEVER LOOKED SO GOGO! 

Developer - Nspace 1 Player 

Publisher - FOX Interactive Available Ist Qtr. 

Terrorists again?! Why is it that every time I go on vaca- 
tion, I gotta run into a bunch of frikkin' meatheads bent on 
world domination? Weren't my exploits in the original Die 

Hard Trilogy on Saturn and Playstation enough for you? Three 
movie blockbusters? OK then, what about Samuel... can't you 
get him to headline Die Hard Trilogy 27 Huh? Episode 117 
Damn! Fine, l'll do it... 
When Die Hard Trilogy was first released, gamers everywhere 

were blown away by the multiple modes of play: 3rd person 
action, light gun insanity, and driving craziness... all on one lit- 
tle PS disc. That's three separate engines for the price of one 
— what a bargain! The sequel, Die Hard Trilogy 2, follows the 
same basic layout, mimicking the original's various modes of 
play. The catch is that the sequel no longer sports first genera- 
tion PS graphics, and, of course, we won't be seeing a Saturn 
version (funny how the PS and Saturn were once rivals). 
Perhaps a Dreamcast rev will soon follow... multiple platforms 
equates to multiple paychecks for developers. 

This time around, McClane finds himself knee-deep in the city 
of sin... Las Vegas. His old friend Kenny Sinclair has been 
named warden of a major Las Vegas prison. A celebration at 
the prison (hmm, a raging party at a maximum securi- 
ty prison... sounds like a good idea to me!) 
quickly turns into sheer chaos as a 
crazy, OZ-inspired riot breaks 
out. And as always, the 

local law enforcement comes off about as capable as our 
newest GameFan intern... "so I heard you guys write... some 
kind of magazine here?" 

DHT's gameplay is now broken up into two categories — Arcade 
and Movie Mode. In Arcade, players can manually select which 
type of game they want to play (driving, lightgun, 3rd person). 
While the movie option Iets the game play out in a pre-determined 
order. Unlike the original DHT, the gameplay is not comprised of 
rigid categories (e.g., you're in the lightgun mode now); instead, 
all three game-types are randomly woven into the storyline. 

If you're a fan of lightgun, action/adventure, or driving games, 
DHT2 has got ya covered. While McClane's onscreen antics are 
best suited for DVD purchases and Blockbuster rentals, the 
fun still continues in the Virtual world. Expect more 
on this awesome title in the coming 
months, and remember... always 
wear your shoes in a gun- 
fight. F 
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mm 
dover (Hasbro Interactive) — Apparently Glover's antics on the N64 
just weren't enough, because the five digit wonder is now heading 

to a Playstation near you. Must fit like a glove <gah!> _ 

Q*bert (Hasbro Interactive) — Retro gaming continues on the 
Playstation with this age old classic. New stages and few 
added goodies should make this a must have for fans of 

the mighty Q. Still, I miss the cartoon! 

Colony Wars: Red Sun (Psygnosis) — The definitive Playstation 
space shooter is back for a third time—if you don't count Blast 

Radius, that is. Expect classic Psygnosis lighting insanity and daz- 
zling weapon effects to accompany this awesome space adventure. 

Team Buddies ( Psygnosis) — The cuteness of Bomberman meets 
Tiberian Sun in one of the first cool, innovative RTS games for PS. 
Take your little buddies and combine them for bigger and better 

weapons and more buddies. Eggo can't wait! 

Munch's Oddysee (GT Interactive) — Oddworld Inhabitants 
appears at the top of their game (and I don't just mean graphically) 

with Munch's Oddysee. Gameplay should mimic the Abe's series as 
Munch attempts to rescue helpless Mudokons. 

Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon 
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Re views 

Donkey Kong 64 

SUCM, 00 CaNAÖÏAN? 
IS IT EROM CANADA’S LAME SCW OR ITS 
weak American counterpart saturdav 
Nicht live? 

Buckwheat 

GameTimer SCORE 

Chefs luu Shack 

Rare-ly do we get a game of Donkey 
Kong 64 caliber. It seems as if 
stars have to align, the calendar must 

be in the fourth quarter (i.e., Christmas), 
and Nintendo must be searching the land 
One of games... only then will the magicians at Rare come 
forth from their cave with a new product in-hand. This offer- 
ing is thrown to the masses, and within seconds, devoured 
before it hits the ground. Then, the wait begins anew... 

Those who've played Banjo-Kazooie know what to 
expect from Donkey Kong 64—a colorful, cartoony world, 
yours to explore in a scavenger hunt of epic proportions. 
In Banjo, the treasures were musical notes, puzzle pieces, 
Jinjo Birds, and Mumbo Tokens. In DK64, the items are 
bananas, golden bananas, coins, and film. Beyond the 
basic gameplay and shared developer, that's where the 
comparison ends; Donkey Kong 64 outperforms Banjo in 
nearly every other category. 

The first thing Rare did was populate Kong Country 
with a barrel full of likable monkeys. The game Iets you 
control five separate simians: old-schoolers Donkey and 
Diddy are joined by newcomers Lanky, Chunky, and Tiny 
(it's good to see more female Kongs climbing the corpo- 
rate ladder). Funky and Cranky Kong are back, though 
they're just shop owners, and the voluptuous Candy Kong 
runs a shop where she teaches you the proper way to play 
your musical instrument <cough>. 

What sets DK64 apart from the rest of its scavenger 
hunting ilk is the color-coded, character-specific item col- 
lection. Each Kong's got a color: Donkey's yellow, Diddy's 
red, Tiny's purple, Chunky's green, and Lanky's blue. 
While wandering the expansive environments, you'll 
come across coins and bananas of the wrong color, mean- 
ing you'll have to return later with the correct Kong to piek 
up these items. "Change barrels" are scattered through- 
out the levels, and a quick leap into one of these Iets you 
switch to the Kong of your choice. And yes, the Kongs all 
have unique characteristics (e.g., Chunky's a gentle- 
giant—powerful, slow, and not endowed with "hops," 
whereas Diddy's small, fast, and nimble). Rare has what 
it takes when crafting a cute world with lovable charac- 
ters, and the Donkey Kong theme is much more appealing 
and familiar than the world of Banjo. 

At first, I was leery of DK64 since I have a history of dïs- 
liking scavenger hunt 3D platformers, due to their 'shallow' 
gameplay. But after an extended session with Rare's latest, 
the character-specific item collection had me hooked. Walk 
by some red coins which you can't piek up and make a men¬ 
tal note to return later with Diddy. Purple bananas? A job 
for Tiny. Pretty soon, you've got a growing "to-do" list to 
keep track of in your head. Because of that, there's almost 

always something to do, and rarely does 
boredom or "What do I do now?" set in. 

The second area where Donkey Kong 
64 towers over the competition is graph- 
ics—it's a visual powerhouse. Combine 
that Rare magie with the power of the 
Expansion Pak, and you've got a graphi- 
cal giant brewing. This is the first game 
that requires the Expansion Pak, which 
comes packaged with the game. Just 
gawk at these screenshots, and you'll see 
that the extra memory is well worth the 
effort. DK64's environments are much 
larger and beautiful than Banjo's. In fact, 
the areas are so sprawling in size that 
you'll need to use banana-porters to get 
around faster. Plus, the environments 
are colorful, lush, and eye-poppingly 
astounding. DK64's worthy of the great- 
est compliment you can pay a Nintendo 
game: "The game's so gorgeous... it 
doesn't look like an N64 game." 

The musie's shines, as far as N64 com- 
position goes, and the rendered intro fea¬ 
tures a rap which goes through a roll-call 
of all the Kongs. Finally, Donkey Kong 64 
has some gratuitous multi-player modes 
as well. There's a Jet Force Gemini-like 
deathmatch mode and a Super Smash 
Bros.-ish knockdown, drag-out fight. 
While these are moderately entertaining, 
they're more afterthoughts than serious 
draws; you'll be playing the single-player 
game much longerthan either of these. 
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In the end, there's just one obstacle preventing Donkey Kong 64 from 
reigning as King of the Hill in 3D platformer land... and that's UbiSoft's 
Rayman 2. While they're both visual heavyweights when fueled by the 
power of the miracle-working Expansion Pak, Rayman 2surpasses DK64 in 

gameplay, because it's more varied (not always a scavenger hunt). Other 
than Rayman 2, Donkey Kong 64 is the only game you'll need this 

Christmas for your N64. There's a lot of bang for your buck here 
(we played for over 15 hours and yet the game was less than 

10% complete), and the game bears the legendary 
Rare seal of approval. Mmm... Ba-na-na! 

Eggo still wonders who's leaving all 
these gold coins lying around. 

VlEWPOINT •oq 
Score 

Tucked away in the dark recesses of this cart is the original 
Donkey Kong\ Yup, we're talkin' the game that started it all. 
Mario before he was Mario; Donkey Kong before Jr. or Diddy. 
When we found this gem hidden away in DK64, our band of 
ninja gamers couldn't stop playing. The catch is you're given 
only one life (though you can earn extras), and the goal is to 
clear all four stages to up the game's difficulty, then start over 
again. As we kept playing, more and more people filtered in, 
drawn by the classic sound effect of Mario's jump. And when 
they saw what the hubbub was about, everyone wanted a shot 
at the controller. Perhaps it's a depressing social commentary 
on how 'fun' 3D platformers are, but we were much more 
excited and sitting straight up in our chairs when playing the 
original Donkey Kong co m pa red to DK64. Take a pic¬ 
ture of every fairy in the game, and it'll unlock the 
abïlity to play the original DKfrom the title screen. 

EGGO: Banjo, meet Donkey 

Kong. Donkey Kong, Banjo. 

Developer - Rare 1-4 Players 

Publisher - Nintendo Available Now N
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EGGO: What? 

No Kathy Lee? 

VlEWPOINT 

Score 

Everyone's '&/<tÊÊÏ 
favorite cafete- 
ria chef/elementary school 

mentor is movin' up in the world. 
Starting out as just a guy serving 
Salisbury steak. Chef (with a little vocal 
support from the popular Isaac Hayes) 
has claimed a share of the limelight and 
now stars in his very own game! 
Acclaim's makin' good use of that South 
Park license... First the FPS, then the 
rally game, now the party game—Mario 
Party meets South Park, with a little use- 
less trivia thrown in for good measure... 
sound like fun? Then a quick romp in 
Chefs Luv Shack is just what you need... 

Let's start with the trivia. The questions 
cover a wide range of topics, requiring 
knowledge from the South Park television 

show to the 1991 Denver 
Broncos and general Science. What? Surely ye 
jest... Science knowledge in a South Park game? 
Of course, how else are you going to answer the 
questions that trouble everyday society, such as 
"What's the scientific name for a fart?" Ahh, 
that's better... rest assured, South Park fans, this 
game's got that patented Matt Stone and Trey 
Parker sense of humor. The topics all aim to 
offend, pickin' on groups such as homosexuals, 
Canadians, and hippies. There's Big Gay Al- 
speak ("Tm Thuper, thanks for Athking") in some 
of the questions, and there's even a Cartman 
Anal Probe mini-game. In it, you're forced to cat- 
egorize seven items correctly in 10 seconds (e.g., 
Is this name from coffee or Star Wars?), and if 
you fail, Cartman gets a big, twirling drill thrust in 
his rectum—a sight that's not for the faint of 
heart (poor Fury... he's still traumatized). 

But if trivia isn't for you (call it a hunch, but I 
think there are South Park fans out there 
who're... how shall I say this... a little low 
brow?), you'll find a bunch of multi-player mini¬ 
games to amuse yourself with. Some of them 
are like the arcade classics Donkey Kong, 
Asteroids, Super Sprint, or Galaga. Plus, there's 
new mini-games, like Roundup—a mix of the 
board game Hungry Hippos and Poy Poy. Just 
think, gather four rowdy South Park fans around 
an N64, start talking about fart jokes, play some 
competitive mini-games, and you can imagine 

the hijinks that ensue. 
At the end of the day, the 

bottom line is South Park: 
Chefs Luv Shack is fun... but 
not $50 fun (more like $5 
fun). It's certainly very enter- 
taining, but a lot of that 
sterns from the novelty, 
which wears off eventually. 
Also, the pool of questions 
which the game draws on for 
trivia is shockingly shallow. 
This is a major problem 

SUCKS, OR CANADIAN? 
is it from Canada’s iame sctv or its 
WEAK AMERICAN COUNTERPART SATURDAY 
N/oht Live? 

Buckwheat 

OR SNL 

Game Timer Score 

Three suck Canadian-style. One 
just sucks. Find it. 

Alberta 

Manitoba 
Siberia 

Nova Scotia 

when you start seeing repeat questions in 
your first sitting with the game. Lastly, 
Chefs Luv Shack is like Mario Party in that 
it's meant to be a multi-player experience. 
You don't want to play this as a single- 
player game; two-players is only slightly 
entertaining; while three or four is a riot. 
Because of the game's questionable 
'value,' South Park fans should check this 
game out... but only as a 
rental. 

Eggo doesn't 
make sweet 
love down by 
the fire as 
much as he 
claims to. 

PIES W PIES 08 R[Z'rJHr *PlZS 06 

Developer - Acclaim 1-4 Player 

Publisher - Acclaim Available Now 



EGGO: It’sawhole 

NEW CAN OF WORMS.. 

VlEWPOINT 

Score 

Though we've known about this game for a while, it still 
brings a tearto my eye when I think of one of the last great : s 
2D platformers going 3D. It's like the seventh seal breaking, 

as the Dark Lord of the Polygon is finally unleashed to terrorize the 
world. Jim was one of the last 2D platforming heroes in thetwilight 
of the 16-bit era, and the character designed by Doug TenNapel lives 
on to this day... although he looks different now <sob>. 
Jim's polygonal make-over looks nice, as does the game's engine. 

There's not a broken texture or shimmering seam to be seen... VIS Interactive 
has crafted quite the solid 3D world for Jim to wander. There's plenty of color and 
animation, and the frame-rate is steady throughout. The only downside is the environments 
aren't that big, compared to other 3D platformers such as Banjo-Kazooie. 
EWJ3D's gameplay is much like Gex 64, only this time it's a scavenger hunt to find marbles and 

golden udders. Why? To unlockthe doors in Jim's mind. That's right, everyone's favorite 
wmbannelid has fallen victim to some mysterious malady, which leaves our hero bedridden I lj in the hospital. The only way he'JI recover is if he explores the twisted, dark recesses of 

I his mind. An unusual premise for sure, but that's what Earthworm Jim's always been 
about: bizzare, unconventional, off-the-wall humor. 

tÊ ' i Speaking of humor, EWJ3D has a constant stream of chaotic gags and things that make 
you go "Huh?" From the colonel requesting that you find his shorts, to the cow deity ask- 
ing you to collect golden udders, the game certainly tries. But that something special ffrom the original EWJ isn't in this game; that intangible quality (call it the TenNapel fac¬ 

tor, if you will), the magie behind bungee-jumping with Major Mucus, whipping Peter I Puppy to get him home, or Bob the Goldfish... that magie isn't here. And after playing 
DK64 and Rayman 2, this game needs every ounce of character it can muster. 

|| As a 3D platformen EWJ3D's slightly above average, lts biggest 'flaw' though is that it has 
r incredibly enormous shoes to fill, carrying the surname Earthworm Jim, and that's something 
| 3D doesn't do—live up to a franchise which hard-core gamers treasure and hold quite dear. 

Eggo lives in constant fear of being crushed by a cow falling from the sky. 

Developer - VIS Interactive 1 Player 

Publisher - Rockstar Available Now 
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n the early days of the N64, I played every game that came out. From Killer 
Instinct Gold to Mission Impossible, it didn't really matter the genre or devel- 

So when I oper. The Fun Machine lacked in variety and 3rd party support. 
Midway's Chopper Attack arrived at my local EB, I foolishly picked it up, thinking rasL 
it could replicate the insane aerial combat l'd come to know and love in EA's QMR 
famed Strike series... Thank god for store credit! 1353' 
Although EA developed the Playstation version of Nuclear Strike, THQ now has loqq 

the distinct honor of carrying the Strike Torch into the new millennium. Tm L 3 

happy to report Nuclear Strike 64 is among the series' best endeavors, and if all 
goes well, a DC rev may not be far off. Q™P 

Obviously NS64's graphics look better than the PS version, but that's nearly a 
given for a PS-to-N64 port. Texture quality alone isn't enough to sell this one, but 
thanks to improvements in enemy Al (bad guys no longer fall asleep at the 
wheel... err, stick), players will be much more challenged. 

For those unfamiliar with the Strike series, let me just say that NS includes , J 
about as many sim elements as Street Fighteróoes real martial arts. Controlling ^ 
your chopper or any of the other 15 vehicles is child's play. Your primary con- WMmz&Bk 
cern lies not with physics, but rather, the coroner's office. For example, your 
first mission is to drop the hammer, by completely decimating an enemy village. ™ 
Just keep your eyes glued to the radar and chase down those blue targets. It's 
the simplicity of these missions that keeps the fun of NS fresh, as the primary FUEL 

objective is destruction... plain and sim- 
P,e- NS is, after all, an action game. We jj QMR 
all know what happens when you com- 

# • •‘*^3.plicate an already solid franchise with •; lgqq 

' Ui blah-level tasks... Soul Reaver. 
m' * T One of the main problems with A/S, how- | f QTMP 

1000 . „IS!l ever, is the placement of the camera. 
fJMp ; Y 5 Basically, the designers brought the cam- 

era in a bit too tight on the action, making 
‘ it difficult at times to locate the where- 

'9fej abouts of the enemy. The option to con- 
trol the camera would have been an excel- 
lent and much-needed addition. 

If you're familiar with Chopper Attack 

ÏÏ^SSSSSSS^^S^^mmÊIÊ^amm^l on t*le anc^ are worried that light- 
^ I ning may strike twice with A/S, Tm here to put your 

NS64 is a welcome addition to concerns at ease, 
the Strike family and maybe—just maybe—we'll 
see a completely original Strike game in the near 
future... Valley Strike, perhaps... Your mission? 
Destroy as many Valley Doods as possible within 
the time limit. "Like, cool!" 

L'bao 

Fury dreams of one day flying an attack chopper but 
he'd probably never get off the ground 'cause he'd 

lose the keys. Then he wouldn't be able 
to find them 'cause he lost his glasses. 

P.KTS 

P.KTS.' 
3* 

k is at the Radar Station. 

FURY: Low fuel?! How come Developer - Pacific Power & Light 1 Players VlEWPOINT*Q #| 

Score •0£+ Airwolf never had to refuel? Publisher - THQ Available Now 

60 WWW.GAMEFAN.COM 



Developer - Team 17 Judge: Prepare to 

EAT DIRT... OH, WAIT. 

1-4 Players 

Available Now 

I ow do you eat fried worms? 
Me, I like mine with a lot of 
Napalm... and some ketchup. 

What may be one of the most over- 
looked and underrated console 
games, Worms: Armageddon, may 
finally get some much-deserved 
respect on the N64. 
While the lack of popularity is unfor- 

tunate, it's understandable. Worms is 
one of those "lowly" 2D dinosaurs, 

i no light-sourcing, polygons, or licenses to 
excite Little Timmy. While you can go to the GF 
Town Square any day of the week and listen to 
ECM preach the 2D gospel on his soapbox, I 
doubt you'll find a crowd gathered (unless you 
count the Standard complement of homeless, 
crazy people who come for the only free show 
in town). Both developers and consumers alike 
have turned their backs on games of this ilk. 

If this indifference costs Worms an audience, 
that wou ld be a crime. Worms: Armageddon is 
one of the most enjoyable multi-player experi- 
ences available. A turn-based strategy title 

with just a dash of mirth, WA's gameplay 
makes it incredibly addictive. Play as one of 
four teams of four, battling to be the last group 
of battle-worms alive. Select from a vast 
armory of weapons to dispose of your ene- 
mies, each death device capable of wreaking 
its own special brand of devastation. Call in 
airstrikes, plant dynamite, or use your bazooka. 
When in close, break out the shotgun or Uzi; or 
if pugilism is your bag, cold-cock your enemy 
with a fierce Dragon Punch. 

Not only is the cache of weapons extensive, but 
so is the strategy; you'll need brains to win in 
WA. It's important to keep track of which worm's 
turn is next, so you can target him before he tar¬ 
gets you. Utilize items such as a grappling hook 
or bungie cord to get to those hard-to-reach 
places where a cowardly worm may be holed up 
(doh! No pun intended). Also remember to 
avoid nuking your own guys; friendly fire tends 
to be just as deadly as that of your enemy. 

The random map generator ensures that 
you'll never play the same level twice, and 
the variety of terrain, obstacles, and hazards 

ensures that you will constantly be 
changing strategies. While it is 2D, 
the graphics are still beautiful, 
sporting some great hand-drawn 
backgrounds and the cutest little 
pink mercenaries you've ever seen. 
Worms: Armageddon is a joy to 
play and should be on every N64 
owner's Christmas list. Now if 
you'll excuse me, I have to give the 
smackdown to ECM. 

The Judge enjoys watching his oppo- 
nents suffer—cutting them up one 
segment at a time. 

VlEWPOINT • 

Score • Publisher - Infogrames 
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CERBERUS: Help! Developer - Iguana 

Turok help! Publisher - Acclai/v 

1-4 Players VlEWPOINT 

Score Available Now 

the party-game factor to play with 
That's why 

Icarefully creep along the wall, searching 
for a target... Poking my head around the 
corner... Argh! That damn Eggo and his 

stinkin' railgun nailed me square between 
the eyes. Five years ago, I loved first person 
shooters. Five years... that's 1,826 days... 

that's a long enough time to 
change one's opinion. Now, I 
don't like playing with a key- 

AA board and mouse. 
Before 3D accelerator cards, 

1 just before Pentium tech- 
<""■ Éfe- nology, and during Doom 

JlHhlBilk anc* Duke's heyday, I was 
"all into it." Back then, 

H mff ^1 you didn't have to 
H worry about looking 

W \ ÉÊk 1r around with a mouse. 
I've given practically 

M every game in this 
S genre a chance, but 

|\ k * «E nothing's captured my 
k interest except for 

l v fm^Bk Unreal Tournament, 
AvP, and Tribes... 
somewhat. 

Part of the reason why I 
don't like playing on a 
PC is because I don't get 
to see my opponents' 

reactions when blast- 
« A ' ing them at po int 

blank range with a 
rocket. This is 
one battle that 

'S. * consoles win. 
Of course, we 
give up the ele- 
ment of sur- 
prise and trade 

1UP it for cama- 
raderie and 

controller in hand _ 
GoldenEye was such a great game 
and did so well; because on one 
side of the coin there's great game- 
play, and on the other there's a 
multi-player mode everyone loy-es. I 
That's why Turok: Dinosaur HuntSt’^ 
wasn't such a great game... ever 
heard of multi-player? But multi- J 
player is exactly why Turok Rage f> . 
Wars is so much fun. In case you ££] 
didn't know, Turok Rage Wars is f||’ 
strictly a multi-player deal, against pHIp*' 
either players or "bots." It's A100 ** 
Acclaim's middle child between *n>!- 
Turok 2 and Turok 3. 
We know the graphics are sizzling; it's Iguana. 

Strap in a RAM Pak and the N64 becomes a 
baby PC, loaded with real-time lighting and all 
the technical mumbo-jumbo you could ask for. 
Gameplay-wise, l'm not a fan of Trials mode— 
it's a bad attempt at appeasing those among 
us who need a quest-based game, but every- 
thing else is sharp. Bots in multi-player mode 
can be adjusted to suit any player, from the |S 
just plain SAG to the ninja gamer. New |M| 
weapons are cheap, control is better than ever, J, 9: 
and the level design is perfect. 

Perfect Dark's been pushed back until next gg^ 
year, The World is Not Enough (by Eurocom) is ||| 
a ways off, so there are no first person shoot- | 
ers besides Rage Wars coming out for a while. yi 
Turok wins by process of elimination. The | 
staff and I had almost as much fun with Rage 0 
Wars as we did with GoldenEye, and that's as § y 
good a compliment as any. I thought Quake II 
was a relatively respectable port, but that was | 
before playing Rage Wars. 

WGY aOUNDS 
[£100 

The last time Cerberus had more than 10 frags 
was when defragging his hard drive. 

m
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Sucker Punch's (a small development house estab- 
lished two years ago in Washington) first endeavor is 
an N64 3D platformer, and it looks surprisingly solid. I 
say "surprisingly" because N64 games that look this 
good are a rarity, usually available only from a 3rd party 
with a massive budget like Acclaim or Konami. 
Everything from the colorful intro to the futuristic 
design of the theme park looks super crisp. 

The main character, Rocket, strays heavily from the 
typical hero design. He's a robot/unicycle equipped 
with a unique tracking beam that allows players to piek 
up and manipulate most objects, and if you teil me 
that's not in the least bit unusual, l've heard it all. 

In his quest to return Whoopie the Walrus, the kid- 
napped mascot of Whoopie world, Rocket must com¬ 

plete a variety of cleverly crafted mini-games. Some are as simple as defeating a huge chicken in a 
harmless game of tic-tac-toe while others involve designing and test-riding your own rollercoaster. 
Though some of the games grow tiresome, they sure beat the typical 
scavenger hunt-like gameplay found in most N64 platformers. 

What really makes Rocket stand out otherthan unique 
play mechanics and awesome graphics is the true-to- 
life physics engine. Unlike Mario 64, in which only cer- 
tain platforms sway from side to side when you step 
on them, Rocket's environments are programmed to 
react realistically at all times. Throw a box at a wall or 
on a platform and, depending on its mass, it will fall or 
tumble to a certain side. 
Sucker Punch obviously understood the importance of 

delivering equally vibrant graphics and truly unique 
gameplay because Rocket is a perfect balance of both. 
While Rocket may have generated little buzz at E3, it 
will no doubt land on store shelves with a much loud- 
er and well-deserved bang! 

Fury still recalls getting lost at a Coney Island amusement 
park, searching in tears for his parents all day... and that was just last 

VlEWPOINT 

Score «88 Developer - Sucker Punch 1 Player 

Publisher - Ubi Soft Available Now 

FURY: Sucker Punch 

LANDS A KNOCKOUT BLOW. 

WWW.GAMEFAN.COM 

Few N64 games really stuck out at E3 this year. 
Obviously, I was blown away by Perfect Dark and 
dazzled by the antics of a certain gorilla, but it was 

difficult picking winners from developers whose games 
weren't quite as Rare. 

Emerging from the land of Dreamcast titles (ahh, Soul 
Calibur... good...), I was weary from a hard day's gam- 
ing. Heading towards Nintendo's booth in hopes of find- 
ing less crowds, I encountered Rocket (originally known 
as Sprocket) at a lone kiosk... The game sat there alone, 
beckoning to this exhausted editor. 
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You Say Chocobo, I Say Toruneko 
, . Dungeon exploration games. You 

either love them or hate them. At 
v least that's the general consen- 

■ ‘:Xv sus- Games like Chocobo's 
Dungeon and 

JJL')i Ad venture genera lly 
1Tƒ Iappeal to rnuch 

Dreamcast 

Review 

Evolution 

Speed Devils 

Preview 

Zombie Reuenge 

Shadowman 

Soul fighter 

Re-Volt 

My How Times Have Changed... 
Once upon a time, RPGs were the Shidoshis of the video game 

world: lonely, depressing, and at times, incredibly amusing— 
not necessarily in a good way, however. These days, though, 
you can't take a step around GFHQ without bumping into the 
latest chapter of Crusaders of Remorse, Look Ma! I'm a 
Fourteen-Year-Old Master Swordsman: The Revenge or some 
other game that's labeled an RPG or features "RPG elements." 
With the recent intro of Thousand Arms, the dating sim has 
even become involved in the U.S. gaming scene and is proba- 
bly the only way our favorite red-headed stepchild is gonna get 
a date (i.e., Shidoshi). This once also-ran genre has thrived in a 
world that has seen the demise of the shooter, 2D platformer, 
and the adventure game—genres that routinely trounced the 
RPG 'back in the day' and now languish somewhere in gaming 
oblivion; survival of the fittest, or some such nonsense, I sup- 
pose, <grumble>. 

younger gamers and there's a 
pretty good reason why: 
Simpler quests, simpler 

^ graphics and a very repeti- 
% tive adventure. They're usu- 
% ally complemented by 
lj, scads of randomly generated dungeons and provide nigh-endless 
# gameplay if you can get over the other shortcomings (anybody 

else remember Fatal Labyrinth?); even the recently released Climax 
Landers has this 'feature.' However, while Evolution also follows the con- 
ventions set down by its forebears, it also tries to do things at least a little 

bit differently—enough to warrant a look from those of you (like me) that 
wouldn't touch a dungeon exploration game with a 10-foot controller cord. 

Smith and Wesson, Meet Mag and Linear 
The story in Evolution is part Indiana Jones, part oddball Japanese RPG, 

and a dash of off-the-wall wackiness. You are Mag Launcher, heroic heir 
to a family legacy of adventurers. With Linear Cannon in tow, you're off 
on a slightly askew series of quests. Only problem is that you're deep in 

WWW.GAMEFAN.COM 



ECM: Chocobo’s mysterious 

ROCKET LAUNCHER? 

VlEWPOINT 

Score 

debt (thanks Dad) and need to go a-questing to earn enough 
cash so you can actually attempt to get somewhere in life 
(sounds like most college grads). So off you go, embarking on 
a series of whimsical (there's that word again) adventures all in 
the name of money and fun. This game is about as light-heart- 
ed as they get, with a very weird, almost comic tone that may 
not sit well with gamers weaned on straightforward RPGs from 
Square and company—those of you raised on a steady diet of 
doom and gloom and abjectly depressing storylines. Those 
that enjoy a more 'off the beaten track' sort of romp will be 
right at home (people that enjoyed Grandia, for instance... 
which should be everybody, right?). Naturally, there's the 'evil 
villain'-type out to ruin all the fun, but he's just as comical as 
the rest of the game (especially when he's trying to take the 
noticeably younger Linear as his, uh, 'maid'). 

Highly Evolved 
As far as the graphics go, Evolution is a beauty. Sting appar- 

ently had the DC hardware wired early on, because even months 
and months after its import release, it can still hang with the best 
the system has to offer. An incredible array of stunning textures 
and a suitably high frame-rate (naturally) are the order of the day. 
While it doesn't go overboard with lots of fancy lighting effects 
and other key buzzwords like bump-mapping and specularity, it 
does what it does well. I'm currently just watching the game in 
'idle' mode and admiring the handiwork that went into the envi- 
rons. For a game staged mainly in a series of dreary dungeons, 
Evolution is a joy to behold. 
The music is suitably charming as well, though it can tend to loop 

a little too much for my tastes. With each track repeating every 

» minute and a half, it can get a U q; 
bit grating, but with the 8 ^ $•: 

|g: inclusion of certain themes || * 
W for different events (run- $ 

ning into a pack of ene- * •• *r, 
mies for instance) the music 1 \ A|» 

/ Gameplay is amazingly t,IrWS? ^yWlAG /jj&?GRE 
solid... especially for some- i\ wjWBKyLftJWRSix. 

thing that's as utterly basic as " ^ " IJ 
a dungeon exploration game. ....11,11 '1 ...««wMiiririill 
While the randomly generated 
catacombs aren't for everybody, the combat system is amazingly well- 
developed. It actually reminds me a lot of the combat in Grandia and 
Lunar, only in full 3D. There's limited movement about the map and each 
and every attack is animated amazingly well. The special attacks are a 
sight to behold with some of Mag's more stunning Cyframe attacks pro- 
vide plenty of eye candy to rot even the most jaded gamer. As is 

k becoming increasingly popular in RPGs, every enemy appears on 
k screen, so if you want to try and avoid foes, you can sneak around 
Ik them—just be aware that some are much more vigilant than others. 

The only 'negative' for Evolution is the fact that it's the only RPG cur- 
H rently available on the US DC. Sure, Climax Landers is 'just around the 

I corner' (PR-speak for 'sometime in the next six months') and there's 
■ always those 'other' RPGs left behind in Japan (and believe me, it's for 

I good reason... don't even let me hear a tear being shed for Black 

According to ECM, this game doesn't exist, because he 
doesn't believe in evolution; he thinks we we re put on this 
p la net by Andro-hyped Venusians. 

Develo per - Sting 1 Player 

PUBLISI her - Ubi Soft Available Now 
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ports. Speed Devils, on the other hand, plays and 
feels like it was originally developed for console. It 
boasts an impressive engine, tight control, and 
unique courses. And unlike most PC racers, leaves 
the hard-core sim elements smoldering in its wake. 

Players start out by choosing either Arcade or 
Championship modes. Arcade allows for a wider 
selection of vehicles, ranging from old rides like T- 
Birds to a modern day Porsche. While in 
Championship Mode, players must prove their 
skills behind the wheel of a.serious junker. Placing 
in the top three or busting through radar traps 
earns some serious green. If your budget allows, 
modifications can be purchased, vehicles can be 

Flip the lid on my DC at any given time, 
and most likely you'll find a slightly 
worn copy of Sega Rally 2 inside. It 

(like the upcoming Ferrari F-355 Challenge) 
is a car racing enthusiast's dream game, 
even with an inconsistent frame rate. 
Realism plays a major role in both titles, as 
they sport a hefty learning curve. However, 
realism is not an essential ingrediënt to a 
racing game. Case in point: Speed Devils 
by Ubi Soft—a game which takes itself 
about as seriously as Crystal Dynamics 
took the deadline to Soul Reaver. 

Unless we're talking about a 

mm i 

FURY: Officer, the Devil 

MADE ME DO IT... I SWEAR! 

Developer - Ubi Soft 2 Players VlEWPOINT 

Score Publisher - Ubi Soft Available Now 

blazing port of Unreal 
Tournament or Flalf-Life, I don't 
get too excited about PC ports. 
Games like Suzuki Al sta re 
Racing and Incoming (for your 
saké, stay far, far away from 
these titles) have only strength- 
ened my distaste for PC-to-DC 

bought and sold, and pink slips can be gambled 
away (nobody teil The Judge that!). 

My only criticism of Speed Devils is that the 
gameplay becomes monotonous. Courses go on 
forever with little variation, and the overall layout 
of the levels is too similar. While you encounter a 
raging King Kong or disgruntled Mayans on certain 
stages, the excitement level is too low to have me 
unlocking all the stages. In a way, it's Cruis'n USA 
on the Dreamcast... throttle and nitros are your 
main concerns. 
Speed Devils might have begun life as a PC game, 

but it's found its true calling as a DC title. 
Dreamcast owners looking forward to humorous 
racers like Crazy Taxi or Super Runabout wou ld be 
well-served checking out SD. Sure, it can't quite 
compete with Rally 2... but what can? 

Fury plans on renaming his DC "Mini PC'‘ 
console which plays way too many PC ports! 



The original release date for Zombie 
Revenge was October 25 in Japan. Days befor 
Halloween, it was going to be the perfect import to 

usher in a night of terror. But alas, in the world of video 
games, delays are inevitable. So it's yet another boring 
Halloween in the Valley for Fury—"Dood, like, can I have 
some candy please... fer shure!" 

Zombie Revenge's latest Japanese release date is 
November 25, so by the time this issue hits the stands, 
your local import shop should be well stocked with 
Sega's gruesome arcade beat-'em-up. Luckily— 

lOWUETS V s v* ee 

versus mode, which Iets players freely lay the 
smack down on each other (like the end of Doublé 

Dragon), and boss mode, which Iets you take on the head honchos 
without small fry getting in the way. Other extras include a weapon- 
only and bare-knuckle mode. Plus, what game would be complete 
without a training room? 

Having played through both the arcade game and now near-com- 
plete DC build, I can safely say that ZR is a perfect arcade transla- 
tion. Though I heard ECM mumbling about a particular water 
effect not looking as dazzling as the arcade, l'm completely sold 
on the home rev. As annoying and frustrating as delays tend to 
be, l'm letting this one slide... Hopefully, with the extra time 
someone at Sega will suggest including the original HotD gun 
game as a super-secret extra... Hey, I can dream, can't I? F 

FURY: VOICE-ACTING THAT WOULD 

DO ANY CHOP-SOCKY FLICK PROUD. 

Developer - Sega 1-2 Players 

Publisher - Sega Available Nov. Japan 
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When Shadowman was first announced 

last year, I expected it to be Acclaim's 
next big thing. Considering the compa- 

ny's huge success with Turok and the fact that 
Shadowman possessed an extremely dark sto- 
ryline (making Silent HUI look like 
Marsupilami... trust me, I know), I figured 
Acclaim had a major blockbuster on their hands. 
Surprisingly, the outcome couldn't have been 
further from my initial thoughts. It takes nerve 
to make a game that you know is only going to 
appeal to a small audience, and that's exactly 
what Acclaim did. They followed up the 
Dinosaur Hunter's huge success with a title 
skewed towards a much older audience, and, as 
the ad campaign was fairly low key, planned for 
the game to sell via word of mouth. Going for 
something totally unique and pleasantly evil, 
Acclaim even kept the curse words intact. At all 
costs, keep little Timmy far, far away from 
Shadowman... if you don't want him to hear 
things like "I can see dead people." 

Truth be told, Shadowman DC is Shadowman 
N64, with the addition of cleaner, crisper textures 
and more impressive lighting effects. The disap- 
pointing thing is the PC version will probably 
look identical to the DC rev, if not better. Is it 
wrong to want more for your money 
than the obvious perks that come 
from porting N64 code to a DC power- 
plant? While l'm happy to be playing 
the best looking version of 
Shadowman, might I make a sugges- 
tion to the DC development team 
while the game is still relatively early 
in development? Why keep the il 
blocky look of Shadowman's ïnhabi- 
tants (does Shadowman not need fin- 
gers?) when the DC is much better 

the ultra smooth frame-rate. No longer will the 
game appear to just chug along, hindered by the 
N64's memory issues. The DC port has flawless 
motion with no distinct slowdown problems, and 
pop-up looks to be entirely non-existent. Don't 
even get me started on the water effects... rip- 
ples look insanely real! 

Hopefully mature games like 
Shadowman and the upcoming Code 
Veronica will usher in a new breed of 
DC games in America. Now if only 
Hideo Kojima would do a Snatcher or 
Policenauts-\nsp\reó game on 
DC... or MGS would be | 
nice too! F 

FURY: Afraid OF YOUR OWN 

SHADOW? I DON’T BLAME YOU! 

Developer - Iguana UK 1 Player 

Publisher - Acclaim Available Ist Qtr. 
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hen the Dreamcast was first announced, there were several games l'd 
hoped would receive a sequel or update. Obvious choices were 
another Panzer Dragoon game, a sequel to NiGHTS, a blazing 

Treasure side-scroller like Guardian Heroes, and of course, an update to one 
of my favorite Genesis games of all time... Golden Axe. Sonic Team 

appears to have their hands completely full with the upcoming 
Phantasy Star Online, Team Andromeda has recently re- 
formed, and Treasure is working on a port of their N64 shoot- 
er Bangaio. After witnessing Sega's TGS Dreamcast video, a 
Golden Axe update appears to be just wishful thinking... but 
could Soul Fighter possibly fill the void? 

Toka, known for Burning Road on the Playstation (a 
wanna-be Daytona), has now come forth with its first DC 

title. When I first laid eyes on Toka's Golden Axe- 
inspired Soul Fighter, I was stunned. The graphics 

were sharp and the character models were large and 
detailed, reminding me of the fighters in Killer Instinct. 

I couldn't understand why ECM claimed that SF 
had major issues... and then, I played it. 
Ignorance is most definitely bliss... 

Since SF has recently been delayed, 
Tm hoping that the control receives a 
serious overhaul. While the game 
delivers graphically in all cate- ^ 
gories (especially weapon 

effects!), character movements remain painfully sluggish. With a nonstop barrage of 
enemies at hand, slicing and dicing becomes as tedious as sitting through Eggo's expla- 

nation of why Chocobo Racing deserves respect. 
Each of SF's levels takes place in a large environment, and, like in Streets of Rage, the 

levels can't be cleared until all enemies are vanquished. A small meter at the bottom of 
the screen keeps track of your body count and Iets you know how many baddies are still 

in need of your handiwork. Unfortunately, SF 
doesn't allow for the fluid movements found in a 
Streets of Rage or Final Fight. As enemies fill the 
screen, the lack of smooth movement becomes 
painfully obvious, but l'm hoping that the delay will 
see these problems solved. 

If visuals alone were enough to sell a game (SF 
suffers from Pen Pen-itus), Toka's eye-candy-laden 
brawler would be one of the top-selling DC titles. 
Time will only teil if SF receives the proper improve- 
ments. If Soul FighteFs many issues are addressed 
Toka has a chance to pull together a 
game that has loads of potential. F 

Developer - Toka 1 Player 

Publisher - Mindscape Available Now 

FURY: Beauty is 

ONLY SKIN DEEP. I PREVIEW 
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Playstation, N64 and PC—Re-Volt's made its way to "X ] f— tr . 
almost every major platform with varying degrees T-pi’; 
of success, but not much success overall. If the (—? * " bïhmi 

third time is not the charm then what does that make the 
fourth? Good, I pray. Throw out the Nintendo 64 game 
with its near-sighted vanishing point; disregard the 

Playstation version and its chunky , I||| 
frame rate. It's a whole different 

* game when a developer can use I., 
the SH-4 processor; a processor I 

^ that can outperform the Pentium 
in floating point calculations. ' 

The showdown will begin this 
winter when Re-Volt hits the streets (no pun intended). In one corner, we 

% have the reigning Re-Volt champ, the CISC-driven PC. In the other corner 
§ is the challenger, the RlSC-based Dreamcast. Which one of these two 

polygonal powerhouses will come out on top? It'll definitely be a close 
one. Play Re-Volt on a PC and it's a tiny bit sharper than the same game 
on a VGA-equipped Dreamcast. Where the Dreamcast does leap ahead of 

the PC is in control. As much fun as we make of the retarded DC controller, it 
does the job for four out of every five games, Re-Volt being one of the lucky four; Marvel vs. Capcom fit¬ 
ting into that 'fifth game' category. Another perk for the console owner is that no installation is required. 
No one really wants to de-frag a hard drive or configure a game; I know I don't. 
I've owned quite a few R/C cars in my time (and broken even more), and Re-Volt's squirrelly control cap- 

tures the essence of pocket rocket racing. An R/C car appears so tiny in Re-Volt's convincing world. Each 
car is to scale whether you're racing on the Toytanic or on Rooftops. A track editor will give budding 
game designers a chance to create the craziest of tracks. Once a custom-made track is complete, it can 
be saved onto a VMU—don't wanna lose that Creative magie. 

PC ports aren't usually a good thing, but if Acclaim can live up to the PC game, it'll be happy days again. 
I can't wait until Mad Katz or somebody else does up an R/C style controller for the DC—that'll be boss, 
especially if the game shapes up. C 

CERBERUS: I’m not 

TOTALLY ReVOLTED... 

LAP 
11 :H4 
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ho;i/f 
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Developer - Acclaim London 1-4 Players 

Publisher - Acclaim Available Winter | 



F-T World Grand Prix (Video Systems) — The premiere F-1 racer 
for N64 gets a serious facelift and tummy tuck. Wait 'till you get 

your hands on this—real racing at its best. 

Chakan (Sega) — The Forever Man lives up to his title by making 
his return on the DC. It'll be the best of both worlds: a 2D-style 

adventure in a 3D realm. ECM's frothing already. 

WWF Attitude (Acclaim) — Can you smell what Acclaim's 
cookin'? The Rock and crew make their debut Q1. 

Think you'll be ready for them, Jabroni? 

Select Car 

~View Cor 

4-Wheel Thunder (Midway) — More four-wheeling action from the people that brought us Ironman 
Stewart's Off-Road. Keep your fingers crossed for a 4-player mode. 

Armada (Metro3D) — A top down console shooter on 
the Dreamcast with an RPG twist. Take control of an alien 
race and build experience and reputation as you battle it 

out in the furthest regions of space. 
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remember. VOOTIS COMING!!! 

VOOT\s right on target for its December 9^ launch and 
everything is fafljlg into place. As that fateful date 
draws nearer, details are slowly beginning to emerge. 
WeVe learned more about VOOTs awesome Internet 
Battle System. According to inside sou rees, you'II be able to Nj 
customize each Virtuaroid. These options include changing 
the name or number of each robot, modifying the color palette, , 
and designing your own Team Emblem. Whjle some of these 
ideas were first introduced with the Netlink version of Virtual On, 
the Team Emblem editing system is comparable to the one 
found in Rage Racer. 

The NetWork will in state a 21-tiered ranking system based on 
points earned in battle/ like XBAND. Currently, tne plan is to 
give each player one point before the match. If one of the 
players "plug-pulls" and terminates thpfsonnection, a point 
will be deducted from that player's stats. The opposing play¬ 
er will receive points for the fprfeit. 

Good thing l've been saving up my vacation time. Come 
launch day of the VOOT network, this Japanese pastry's goin' 
AWOL. Also, keep your fingers, taes, or whatever crossed for a 
U.S. release of this game, because as yet, it's still unannounced. 

Sadly, this will probably be the second-to-!ast l/OOTWatch for 
everyone's favorite dango since the release date is nearing, and 
soon we'll be back with a full blown massive pjeview, hopefully 
with yours truly at the helm. So, import 
gamers, get ready for a December to 

Japan Now: UP-TO-THE-MINUTE!!!! 
Sega Out-GT's GT?! 

Hold on to your seats, racing fans— 
Sega has dropped a bomb in the 
form of Sega GT, an all-new racer 
set to go head-to-head with Sony's 
Gran Turismo 2000 at the PS2's 
launch in Japan this March. 
Why should you be excited? 
Because Sega, arguably, 
makes the best, most realis- 
tic racing games in the world 
(anybody that's played Sega 
Touring Car or Ferrari F355 
can attest to that). Better yet, 
this game is a Dreamcast 
exclusive and won't see the light 
of day in arcades first. Current industry 
banter is torn as to whether the game is 
running on its own, brand new engine, 
or a modified F355 engine (our money's 
on the former). For now, we have this 
fresh spate of sereens for you to get 
drooiing over. Come next month, we 
blow this baby wide open. 

Shen Mue Delayed... Again 
On record to share the award for "Most 
Delayed Import Game" next to Enix's 
Dragon Quest 7, Shen Mue has been 
delayed again thought SoJ claims this 
to be the last delay of this game. Yu 
Suzuki's highly anticipated masterpiece 
(we hope) won't be out till April of 2000. 
While there is speculation of certain 
problems with the Free Battle System, 
the official word says it's taking them 
longer to fix all the bugs discovered the 
first time they changed the release date. 
All we can do is wait...longer. 

Capcom versus Marvel versus SNK again 
Word on the Street is that Marvel vs. 

Capcom 2 could be in Osaka as early as 
New Years. Details are scarce and the most 
important bit of information we know is that 
it's in the development process. As to what 
characters are in the mix, we only know one 
for sure—Wolverine. Well, that's still 
unconfirmed, but Capcom seems to enjoy 
leaving him in for the Thug Tactics, scrubby 
players. Hey, as long as we finally get to 
use Arthur, Mobi (Sidearms), Bionic 
Commando, and Dan... just kidding. 

In other Capcom news, there's a certain 
cross-over series that everyone's been talk- 
ing about recently. Japanese magazines as 
well as the official websites of Capcom and 
SNK in Japan have posted the same shots. 
What perplexes us is that these shots use 
recycled graphics. We're nottalking a back¬ 
ground or animation here and there; it's like 
Capcom and SNK have simply shared old 
assets and banged out a new title. 

Virtua Striker 2 for Christmas! 
While a certain online individual named 
Kodomo calls it "football" (he got kicked in 
the head too many times), Sega's phenome- 
nal arcade soccer game, Virtua Striker 2, will 
be available in Japan on December 
Known for its incredible motion 
characters and solid gameplay, it's 
whether Virtua Striker 2 will make 
or if Visual Concepts is working 
Sports soccer game. But seeing how 
excel lent 
soccer 
games for 
the Saturn 
came from 
Japan, let's 
hope for a 
US release 
date soon. 
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Tournament PS2 Tekken Tag 
As if Soul Calibur on the Dreamcast wasn't impressive 

enough, the peeps at Namco show us what's up once 
again. With only three weeks of development time 
behind them, these recent Tekken Tag Tournament 
shots left everyone speechless. If these are really in- 
game graphics, then this could spell doom for 
Nintendo and Sega. Even more frightening, the PS2 
hasn't fully realized its first generation software poten- 
tial yet; it's just starting. What non-visual upgrades / / / 
will see on PS2 remain a secret. Knowing Namco, 7TT 

will sport the usual 
modes: Arcade, Versus, 
Practice, and Team 
Battle. Maybe a real 

Tekken Force mode with 
3D environments will 
makeitin. No matter how 

all that extra stuff turns out, 
90% of the players will be 
content with a better-look- 
ing game that has arcade- 
perfect gameplay. 
See the characters behind 

Jin Kazama and Hwoarang in 
Eddie's stage? According to 
Namco, those are indeed 
polygonal models, not 2D 
sprites. The grass on the 
ground is done similarly to 
Soul Blade, but with more 
polygons, sharper textures, 
and greater attention to detail. 

Not impressed yet? Take a 
closer look at Paul as he nails 
Jun Kazama with his Deathfist. 
No seams out of place or blurry 
textures. Even Paul's denim 
jacket is super-detailed, down to 
the tattered pair of old jeans. 
Jun's shiny pumps aren't tex- 
tured to look shiny—it's specu- 
lar lighting. The subtle details 
on Jun's blouse are a silk-like 
material. The Chinese architec¬ 
ture in the background is polyg¬ 
onal as well. Mere words can't 
describe everything that's going 
on in this gorgeous picture. 

Taking place on what looks to 
be the same stage is a fierce 
battle between Hwoarang and 

Eddie Gordo. This is the only screenshot we've been able to criticize even minutely. Take 
a close look at Eddie's left heel. Is his heel coming through his bell bottoms? It sure is, 
but I think we'd all put up with an occasional sorting problem to play a game like this. 
Judging from Hwoarang's position, we think his gi may have independent physics. Ditto 
goes for the hair—see those locks swaying? The lighting and texture quality on both fight- 
ers represent the future—this isn't your dad's Playstation. Can't you just taste the Godfist 
in the air? So when do we get some shots of Nina? 
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PlusPlumb 

Ahh, Southern Hills Golfland... home away from home. 
While I can't exactly kick up my feet there—well, 
maybe on the benches outside—hanging out and play- 

ing Rush or Street Fighter against John or Raul, or watching 
Tokenboy embarrass himself at Dance Dance Revolution are 
everyday occurrences. Golfland's truly a one-of-a-kind 
place. What makes it a real treat for the socially-impaired 
arcade dweller is the obscene amount of test pieces it 
receives every month. Name a game, and more likely than 
not, it's been here first. Golfland even gets the rare ones like 
Vampire Savior and Jo Jo's Venture. 

So the other day, I walked into Golfland and guess what 
was next to Marvel vs. Capcom... Yup, Jo Jo's Venture had 
somehow found its way to the main gaming area. Not sure 
what to expect, I dropped four pecks and start playing... 
Weird, unique, strange, unorthodox, odd, bizarre... all words 
that describe Jo Jo's... "not-impressed" would be another. 
Ignore the cartoon-quality animation and hardware scaling, 
and you're left with a middle-of-the-road fighter starring a cast 
of oddball characters from a little known Shonen Jump comic. 
The animation is quite nice, CPSIII and all, and the scaling is 
nifty. Get too far away from an opponent and the scene pans 
out; close-in again and it zooms back; but there's no other ïndï- 

cation that this runs on the goliath 2D hardware that 
powered Warzard: Red Earth or SFIII. You'd swear this 
was CPSII if you saw it. In the end, though, Jo Jo's 
was played less than Power Stone. Actually, Arcade 
James played it, but heil play anything he deerns 
"cool and Japanesey". After watching him and some 
of the regulars play Jo Jo's at Golfland, I couldn't 

understand why they liked it or continued play¬ 
ing. Okay, some of the mini-games looked fun, 
but I didn't plan on telling them that. 

Last week, in walked our newbie intern, 
UMF, carrying a bunch of import games. One 
of the games happened to be <cringe>... Jo 
Jo's Bizarre Adventure. No one had played 
the arcade game as much as I did—hey, I 

was bored and there was nothing else to 
play—so guess who got saddled with this 
'gem?' A CPSIII-to-PlayStation conversion 
should be worth checking out for laughs 
alone, 'cuz you know it won't be pretty. 

In went the pretty black CD, spinning in 
the clear-blue PS, and up came the logo I 
knew so well. After wading through a billion 

load sereens, the game finally starled, and... 
Well, this ainl no CPSIII, but Capcom's come a 

long way in pushing the 2D-impaired 
Playstation to its limits. It's not SFA3, but 
it's not Darkstalkers either. 

The control is tight, but I wouldn't 
expect anything less from Capcom. And play¬ 

ing a game without having to worry about 
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Developer - Capcom 1-2 Players VlEWPOINT 

perpetually feeding a coin slot makes it a lot easier to look 
at a game with new eyes. That said, Jo Jo's isn't as bad 
as I once thought. It's just really weird; there's nothing 
else like it. The fighting system is incredibly unique, 
thanks to a feature called The Stand: pressing the "X" 
button calls forth a psychic teammate to aid in battle (if 
only Fury had a psychic teammate accompanying him 
all the time...). Both attributes and special moves change 
in Stand mode, and some truly cheap combos can be had 
as well—but that's not why I continued playing. 

The Story Mode 
in Jo Jo's is unri- 
valed. Unlike other 
story modes, Jo Jo's Iets you assume the role of 
almost every character, whether in a battle or mini¬ 
game. Capcom's gone all out to make this mode as 
entertaining as possible, and new mini-games are 
introduced as the story progresses. The variety is 
astounding; from start to finish, I saw a card game 
(poker), a shooter, a platform section, and a bunch of 
others. Each of these games shares nothing in com- 
mon with the fighting game, other than the charac- 
ters. Peculiar, yes... monotonous, no. 

Still, with its trove of goodies, I don't think—wait, 
let me rephrase that—I don't know if Jo Jo's is for 
every Capcom fan. It's not a hard-core 2D fighter like 
Alpha 3 or Third Strike; but it's not a platformer, 
shooter, or puzzle game. However, it is entertaining. 
Fury, Doctor J, and myself have logged close to a 
thousand man hours on this game. 

But before running off to the nearest import 
shop, you might want to wait a second. 
According to Capcom, Jo Jo's has a flight path 
straight for the Dreamcast. With the DC's 
2D power to burn, Jo Jo's will be a perfect 
translation—just look at SFA3 and 
Marvel vs. Capcom—but then again... 
those weren't CPSIII titles. 

5-7 9 MM 

Cerberus doesn't "get" all the refer¬ 
ences to artists like Steely Dan and 
Oingo Boingo. He'd rather listen 
to Vanilla Ice. ^ 

CERBERUS: K-Ci and Jo Jo’s ■ ■» 

BLACK-EYED PEA ADVENTURE. lij JTf Score Publisher - Capcom Available Now 
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Hmm, which version of Psychic Force should I purchase? On one 
side you've got pretty, pixel free visuals and on the other, the PS. 

FURY: I BELIEVE 

CAN FLY... <ACKl> 

Developer - Taito 1-2 Players VlEWPOINT 

Score Publisher - Taito Available Now Japan 

KI once thought the fighting game genre would fast burn 
I itself out. With the release of every sequel in the Street 
I Fighter series (and every fighting game clone), I thought 

ly a matter of time before we saw the genre keel over and 
I was wrong; and that's a good thing, because I happen to 
verything seemed settled... Capcom and SNK were kings 
Namco and Sega ruled the 3D arena; and Midway... well 

someone naa 10 preside over Mortal Kombat (it's a dirty job, but...). Developers 
hoping to break away from the norm (Square's Tobal 2 and Xoom's Zero Divide 2 
spring to mind) were usually met with little to no fanfare. Which is why I never 
understood the success of the Psychic Force series in Japan. 

The epitome of niche fighting games, the Psychic Force series' most recent incarna- 
tion was the popular PF2012 on Dreamcast (voted the #1 arcade game by Gamest mag¬ 
azine in Japan). While 201Zs graphics are impressive (the backgrounds and character 
models are to die for), the series has always been known for crisp visuals, awesome 
anime-inspired character design, and fantastic backgrounds. But PF's unique game- 
play is what really sets it apart from the norm... aerial combat! Taito threw all laws of 
psychics out the window and gave players the ability to hover and fly about each arena. 

WWW.GAMEFAN.COM 



Contrary to the endless mid-air combat of the original |pj„ 
Dragon BalIZon PS, PF2012 has stages in the shape of a _____ 

large cube outlined with colored lines. These stages also have 
weak spots, so finishing an opponent with a super will sometimes send them 
flying through an entire 'wall' of an arena... sort of like the time I sent 
Cerberus crashing through the front window—deadline was WHEN, you said? 
The bottom line is PFZs simply a modified version of 2012. There are a num- 
ber of featured bonuses like additional characters, a brand new animated 

intro, and several secondary modes of play such as Survival and PSY- 
Expand Mode. Butthe question is, if you own both a DC and a PS and are 

looking to buy a Psychic Force game, which do you buy: PF2 or 20122 
\ For me, it's as simple as comparing the screenshots at the bottom of 

this review. Sure the PS graphics look nice, even downright beau- 
tiful (Heart of Darkness' visuals still freak me out), but com- 

pared to the DC version, which flawlessly replicates Taito's awe- 
. some Wolf arcade hardware, the choice is obvious. Either way, PF fans 

will have to check in with their local import shop because god only 
Bk knows when and if Taito plans on releasing PF2 in the US. 

Bk After years of brutal SF matches, l've become more than accus- 
B tomed to Capcom-style gameplay. With each new fighter that 

^■1 _ comes out, I immediately search through the Standard 
repertoire of dragon punch, hurricane kick, and fireball 

x J -Ml motions... but to no avail in PF... The play mechanics are 
£s zi pretty basic and consist mainly of attacking opponents 

with colorful projectiles from afar. When characters do 
NS*' come into close proximity, the camera zooms in tight for a 

^ | bit of close-quarter combat (of course this mainly consists 
r // of repeatedly tapping either attack button)... Basic moves 

'■ ' for a very basic fighter. Supers are quite spectacular and 
require charging the psy meter at the bottom of the 
screen. The interesting thing is that as players lose life, 
they actually gain a higher percentage on their psy meter, 
allowing for more devastating supers. Again, while PF 
might not rely heavily on combos (though a variety are 
included), it's really the mid-air combat and heavily styl- 
ized look of the game that creates the novelty. / 

Although Acclaim released the fïrst PF in the U.S., its i 
poor sales might prevent this strange fighter from ever \ 
seeing future release in the States. I think American 
gamers are pretty open-minded (except when it came to 
backing Skullmonkeys) and would certainly get a kick out 
of PF's heavily anime-style look. However, while I can see 
2012 on DC (with its sheer visual presentation) coming 
here before PF2 on PS, I wouldn't be surprised if both titles 
remained stranded forever in the land of the rising sun... 

GflTES 

genshinJ flEGINfi- 

Fury's parents believe their son suffers from a very 
different type of psychic force... 
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Imagine the amount of Playstation games at 
your local EB or Software Etc. Pretty scary, 
huh? Now imagine that amount times ten, 

because in Japan, PS releases are a weekly event. 
Most come and go without leaving any impact; 
not even half of those games will ever see the 
light of day here. In the case of games like Tobal 
2 and the recently released Astro Trooper Van ark, 
that's a real shame. If Vanark does make it to the 
U.S., Td be more than surprised because shoot- 
ers on the PS are usually released with little more 
than a dull thud. RPG's, Fighters, Survival/Horror, 
Sports... to ECM's dismay, that's exactly what the majority of 
gamers want. If only there was a real interest in the genre, maybi 
Working Designs would have released Radiant Silvërgun for 
domestic PS rather than Silhouette Mirage... I can hear ECM's teeth 
grinding from here. 

From what I can make out (Vanark is a bit text heavy), the sto 
plays out similar to the films Armageddon and Deep%hpac\ 

In between missions, your character can roam the 
huge ship you're aboard (even has a fully-stocked 
bar, much to The Judge's satisfaction) on foot (with 
PE-style control) and interact with other crew- 
mates. There's even a gratuitous shower scene to 
satisfy most perverted Dangos. As a brief public 
service announcement, this game has a large 
amount of text, so if you're considering importing 
it, prepare to walk around a bit in the dark, though 
talking to most characters and doing a little explor- 
ing will trigger your next mission.^ 

While visually Vanark does n*come s. on as 
impressive as the ultra-hot Omega Boost, the gameplay is more 
suited to my style of shooters (l'll save Panzer-style targeting for a 
Ranzer game, thank you). Had the developers rendered the textufes 
in hi-res, perhaps the outcome would have been Wioreravoraoïe. 
Like StarFox, you're on semi-restricted rails and the action flows 

the storvL towards you at an almost non-stop rate. The enemies range from 
. ttapacrw gigantic worms to robotic fish and beyond, reminding me of the 

Gigantic asteroids are on a direct path with the third planet from the enemy design in Darius. Strange, but definitely a plus in Vanark. 
sun (that's Earth for those of you who failed Astronomy). A last- If you don't mind playing the game entirely on the D-pad, and have 
ditch attemptto destroy the huge rocks has failed miserably and the a few extra bucks to blow at your local import shop, l'd suggest 
outcome is cataclysmic... and would ya believe I 
just invested in one of those nifty timeshares 
<sigh>. Strange things apparently happen when 
most of mankind is obliterated, cause huge laser- 
wielding creatures have risen from the rubble. 
Your mission is to cut them down with the latest 
in technology and from what I can guess, restore 

some degree of order (when is the 
goal ever anything but...?). 

rs 
C/\ _ 

checking out Vanark. It rniglft not compare to PS 
shooter greats like Philosoma but the genre is a 
dying breed (cue ECM's teeth-gnashing again) and 
this may be one of the last chances you get to 
experience it on PS. 

Fury recently found one of the 17 pair of glasses 
he's lost around the GF offices. Sixteen to go, 
Fury! 
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Fury: Asteroids headed toward Earth!! Can’t Developer - BitTown Inc. 1 Player VlEWPOINT • 

Score • / ^ WE JUST REDIRECT ReAGAN’S STAR WARS PROGRAM? Publisher - Asmik Ace Available Now Japan 
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Coming in, I was expecting this game to be horrible. The num- 
ber of people interested in a KI Kick-boxing game in America 
has gotta be smaller than those interested in horse-racing, R/C 

stunt copters, or underwater basket-weaving (hey, don't knock Sega's 
UBW2K until you try itl). So after losing the bet with Cerberus, I 

task of reviewing KI Grand Prix '99. The last kick- 
seen, K-1 Arena Fighters, wasn't very exciting. 
I popped in K199, I was impressed. An adrenaline- 

pumpin' CG intro had me juiced for some heel to forehead contact. 
Of course, I was still wary, because l'd been suckered before by the 

CG intro that's cooler than the game" scenario in the 
recently in SNK's Fatal Fury Wild Ambition). Then the 

match started and lo and behold... the game still exuded quality. 
The character models are some of the best to ever grace the 

Playstation. There's a whopping 19 kick-boxers to choose from, 
hailing from 10 different countries. But even more impressive than 
the graphics was the control—surprisingly responsive. The charac- 
ters didn't move like they'd been drinking too heavily the night 
before, which is what I was expecting. Instead, KVs moves are swift 
and deadly. 

So there I am, dukin' it out with my first challenger... He's reeling, 
and l've got him bouncing off the ropes. Gom' in for the finish, I 
rush in... to the wrong side of a size 15 roundhouse kick to the head. 

Next thing I know, the ref says "10" and my fighter's still on the 
ground lookin' at the pretty colors. What the...? 

Well, it's realistic that a spinning roundhouse kick to the jaw won't 
feel too good. But that's my only gripe with the game—the realism 
hurts the gameplay balance. One hit K.O.'s in a fighting game are 
never fun, no matter which side you're on. Also, blocking some of 
the deadlier moves in K199 óra\r\s a lot of stamina from your meter... 
so repeated blocking of a lethal move could still lead to you eating 
canvas. The sidestep doesn't move as far as it should, and you're 
still vulnerable to spinning moves like a roundhouse kick. If only this 
game had better play balance, it would score in the 90s for sure. 

Still, as it is, K1GP99 is an impressive, high-quality kick-boxing title 
which surprised a lot of people here, including myself. Let's hope 
that a U.S. publisher like THQ picks up this latest chapter in the K-1 
series, because it's much better than K-1 Arena Fighters. E 

VlEWPOINT • 

sco„:84 
DEVELOPER - XlNG 1-2 Players 

Publisher - Xing Available Now Japan 

EGGO: Let’s get 

READY TO... KICKBOX? 
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It's late at night nearing an impending editorial deadline, and l've come to a startling realization 
I don't like games with mechs, at least not from the 32-bit era and beyond. There's been many 
games recently starring large, mechanical robots, but most of them haven't done anything for 

me: Frame Gride, Armored Core, Xenogears, Gundam Side Story 0079, Super Robot Wars 
Complete Box, Evangelion 64, Macross VF-X2, MechWarrior 3, Zero Divide... and, you guessed it, 
Front Mission Alternative (there's a million more l'm not 
mentioning due to space constraints). The only semi- * ^ 
recent mech games l've enjoyed are Virtual On, Bangaio, 
and Omega Boost (although those last two could just as •egSjgskr. 4 
easily feature spaceships or dragons instead of mechs, so I 
hesitate calling them "mech games"). What hurts even 

?Body ** 
* Rrtn R 

J*5AP3- 

comedy value)! You can also dislodge enemy pilots from 
their mechs and take over their 'rides.' One of the best 
features is the ability to skip the story sequences to go fvjP 
straight to the combat. The menus are fully in Japanese, 
but the game's simple enough that you don't need to be 
fluent to play. 
So what is it I don't like about Front Mission 31 Primarily F' *' ^ * 

the fact that it's a Front Mission game. This has been a 
series which l've never gotten into. Considering the stag- \ 
gering number of games coming out in Japan this 
Christmas, there are better choices to spend your money -&> 
on. Instead of Front Mission X, l'd much rather see a true 
sequel to Final Fantasy Tactics, and l'm not the only one. 
Considering none of the FM games has come Stateside yet and Square EA has 
a ton of RPGs already announced for 2000, don't count on seeing Front 
Mission 3 any time soon. If you're an FM fan, then it's import time. The game- 
play is solid... it's just not for me. 

Eggo still wishes to renew his membership with the Square sellout 
^ club, despite his blasphemous dislike for Front Mission, Bushido 

Blade, and Racing Lagoon. 
I 7.4fjp§Bg 
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Eggo was caught saying things like "My greens got FAT! NOOÜ!" when 
playing this game. 

EGGO: Yellowand 

BLUE MAKE... RED? 

Developer - Takuyo 1-2 Players VlEWPOINT 

Score Available Now Japan Publisher - Takuyo 

1.1 r 4.9 
1.4 f 1.3 

13.o # 1.0 

Puzzle me this: Why is it that so few girls play video games? Because there's not 
many games that appeal to them out there. I don't want to spread any stereo¬ 
types, but for the most part, female gamers prefer RPGs and puzzle games. Sure, 

you get the occasional freak of nature who can frag in GoldenEye, super combo in 
Street Fighter, and powerslide in Daytona... but a true female sausage is harder to find 
than the Holy Grail. Well, it doesn't help that good puzzle games are a dying breed 
these days (Bust-a-Move and Tetris can only go so far). So in search of a fun puzzle 
game other than Worms: Armageddon, I turned to the Land of the Rising Sun. What 
was this? A Dreamcast offering from Takuyo? Hmm, let's delve deeper, shall we? 

The object of Plus Plumb is to weigh down your opponent's scale with 
enough colored balls that it dips below the 'unhealthy' line at the bottom of 
the screen. This game's "twist," which sets it apart from the rest of the 'col¬ 
ored balT puzzle games, is you're fighting over the weight of the balls. Pull 
off a nasty, multi-hitting chain combo starting with reds and your opponent's 
red balls instantly weigh a lot more. Within seconds, he'll be frantically 
scrambling to clear all the reds from his side. 

Every color has a paired color to go with it. Purple and white, red and blue, 
or yellow and green. If you get a purple, you can switch it to white, then back 
to purple (but none of the other colors). Connect three or more of the same 
color vertically and/or horizontally, and those balls disappear, turning neigh- 
boring balls their alternate color (leading to chain combos). There's also a 
meter at the bottom which swings to either side, depending on who's doing 
more combos. When the needle points your way, a super is earned which 
can: dump more weight on the enemy's side, prevent him from changing col¬ 
ors, or give him random ball colors for a short time. 

Hard to believe, but PP may be too complicated for its own good. There's 
a lot to keep track of between setting up complex chains, dealing with 
supers, and watching for 'hot potato,' heavy colors. This has got to be the 
hardest puzzle game to set up a combo for, because the switching of ball col¬ 
ors in combos is unpredictable and difficult to plan for. Try as I might, I 
couldn't get into Plus Plumb. Most likely, it'll stay in Japan, never to see light 
of day here... So if the concept sounds intriguing, try to rent it from a near- 
by import store. But don't rush off to spend your hard-earned cash owning 
this one before seeing it. 
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Giga Wing (Capcom) — Capcom and shooters go way back (1941 
anybody?), and Giga Wing is another shooter done in the traditional 
vertical style. ECM might not be freaking out over this one, but it's a 

shooter nonetheless. Hurray! 

Parasite Eve //(Square) — For readers suffering from revolting mito- 
chondria withdrawal, there's Parasite Eve II. No longer a rookie cop, 
Aya Brea is back to protect New York. After the Stateside success of 

the original, it'd be foolish for Square EA to pass on this sequel. 

Rent-A-Hero (Sega) — Everyone's favorite Hero for hire leaps off 
the Mega Drive and heads for planet Dreamcast. Though a Stateside 

release is uncertain (the original RaH never appeared here), Sega 
would be crazy to pass on this classic. 

Silent Bomber (Bandai) — Bomberman meets Metal Gear Solid in 
this explosive Playstation adventure. A US release is likely so hold 

tight to that C4 and get ready for the Countdown. 

Animastar (AKI) — Monster Rancher on the DC... sort of. 
These furry combatants would rather compete in the mile run 

then battle it out in some arena. Start praying to the 
gaming gods for a US release on this one. 
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This is no time to 

Killer soundtrack 
including music performed by 

Blink 182, Ministry FearFactory H20, 

Voodoo GlowSkulls, Joi, Lagwagon, 

Ten Foot Pole, Pulley, Face to Face 

iFeaturing Music By: 
Blink 182 

Ministry 

Fear Factory 

H20 

Voodoo Glow Skulls 

Hundreds Of Trïck Combos 7 Unique Lifestyle Riders Exclusive Create-A-Park Feature 5 Different Events 2 Player Split Screen Mode 

www.thq.com 
Playstation and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment trip. MTV Sports: 
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Europa 
The Bitmap Brothers. 

One of Europe's most 

prolific development 

studios, is the topic 

of this month's 

Europa. Creators of 

Speedball, Gods and 

Soldiers of Fortune 

(that each saw wide- 

spread release in 

America) along with a 

host of other inredible 

tities, has officially 

embarked on the next 

generation of console 

tities with Speedball 

2100 an update of the 

venerable, you 

guessed it, Speedball. 

So sit back, and let 

Riot whisk you away 

to the old world...now 

if only he'd remember 

to send us some 

shots, <sigh>. 

The Bitmap Brothers action. Xenon and its sequel form game Gods (set in ancient 
The Originators are probabiy the most difficult Greece). I remember this game 

shooters ever; just getting past not for the great gameplay, but 
Stats: the second level in Xenon was for the way the main character 
Founded in 1987 an achievement in and of turned around sloooowly when 

itself—since the game was as you walked in another direc- 
Xenon—released January 1988 difficult as trying to please ECM. tion, leaving you open to 
Speedball—released Don't forget Cadaver, an iso- attacks from behind... which I 

November 1988 metric, off-beat adventure set in guess is realistic. 
Xenon 2 Megablast—released medieval times. There were After staying on top for so long, 

August 1989 hundreds of rooms to explore, things inevitably took a turn for 
Speedball 2 Brutal Deluxe— and plenty of magie at your fin- the worse... not drastically 

released November 1988 gertips, waiting to be unleashed wrong, but it appeared that the 
Cadaver—released August 1990 upon the nearest baddie. Also, Brothers, who previously could 
Cadaver The Payoff— there was an add-on disk which do no wrong, began to falter. 

released 1991 contained extra missions and a The first signs were in the game 
Gods— released March 1991 continuing storyline. Magie Pockets, which was met 
Magie Pockets—released Each game had the trademark with mixed reception. The game 

October 1991 graphics style known as... err, was designed by Sean Griffiths, 
The Chaos Engine (Soldiers Of metallic sheen. Back then, who quit the Bitmaps after this 
Fortune in the USA)— Bitmap graphic artist Dan game and went on to create— 

released March 1993 Malone worked wonders with take a deep breath—Rise of the 
Z—released in 1994 the Amiga's limited 32-color Robots, which was so bad, it's 

palette, creating rich and near-legendary. Magie Pockets 
The Bitmap Brothers were detailed game environments, was a hit, but it lacked the tight 

without a doubt 'The The Bitmap Brothers became the gameplay of the previous tities. 
Developers" during the late '80s first developers to achieve The Chaos Engine followed, and 
and early '90s when the Amiga celebrity status while maintain- the Bitmaps were back in form 
was in its prime. While they ing a constant output of awe- with this awesome top-down 
weren't household names in the some games. shooting game which had stu- 
U.S.—the Amiga never really Not only were their games pendous graphics at the time, 
established a presence here and reminiscent of their Japanese but by then the Amiga was a 
the Genesis conversions counterparts, with immaculate dying breed, thanks to wide- 
weren't successful—they design and a high immersion spread piracy and amazingly bad 
nonetheless set standards with factor, they also pioneered the management. It was only a mat- 
each game they released, and use of licensed music in games ter of time before the machine 
the Bitmaps seemed able to way before Psygnosis came up disappeared completely. 
tackle any genre with ease. with Wipeout and its star-stud- After deciding to support the 
Speedball and its sequel were ded soundtrack. Xenon 2: fast-growing PC platform, the 
the ultimate in futuristic sports Megablast had a remix of Bitmaps embarked on their 
tities, while The Chaos Engine Bomb The Bass' legendary biggest project yet... Z, a real- 
and Xenon series were the pin- party anthem, and Betty Boo time strategy game that could've 
nacle of frothing shoot-'em-up was snapped up for the plat- fathered the current RTS genre, 
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if everything had gone as planned... 
but that rarely happens in this indus- 
try. The lead programmer of Z left for 
Westwood and went on to work on a 
game called Command & Conquer, 
which had a lot of the ideas and fea¬ 
tures that were supposed to be in Z 

Incidentally, Z was one of the first 
games to use a lot of rendered FMV to 
convey a story, but even that didn't help 
the game any. A half-hearted 
Playstation version followed. But this 
was all years ago, so now it's time to 
find out what's going on with the Bros... 

Turns out the team has undergone 
some restructuring, and much of the 
time has been spent creating a state- 
of-the-art 3D engine which is going to 
be used in the forthcoming Z2. Of 
more interest, however, is Speedball 
2100, developed exclusively for 
Playstation. It's been a long time 
coming, and while it can be seen as a 
"We're back!" title of sorts for the Bitmaps, 
there's no doubt that this is what people 
have been waiting for ever since Brutal 
Deluxe was put through its paces. 
The original Speedball game is still fondly 

remembered for its maddeningly addictive 
gameplay and the pioneering of ultra-vio- 
lent thug tactics to win matches. These 
matches took place in small arenas sur- 
rounded by metal barriers, and the object 
was to toss a small metallic ball through 
the opponent's goal. This wasn't as easy as 
it sounded, as opponents performed tack¬ 
les that even the Mighty Duck's defense 
would have trouble dealing with. Of 
course, there were also other underhanded 
tactics available to the player—such as 
bribing the ref to give you more leeway. 

The sequel, Brutal Deluxe, had this great 
sample of a vendor yelling "iceeee- 
creaaaam" before each match that I will 
never forget. BD maintained the same 
atmosphere, violence, and futuristic formu- 
la, but built on the experience by having an 
extensive league mode and more ways to 
customize players and teams. 

So after a 10 year wait (who says l'm not 
patiënt?), a third game is finally on its way 
to the Playstation, complete with glorious 
3D graphics—at least that's what Tm hopin'. 
At ECTS, Empire announced that they had 
snapped up Speedball 2100, which should 
be released before summer 2000. While the 
graphics will be in 3D, much of the game¬ 
play is going to be the same as before, 
which is just as well, as there was hardly 
anything wrong with it in the first place. 

Interview with the Bitmap Brothers' 
Mike Montgomery 

Speedball 2100 

Q: The Bitmap Brothers have been away from 
the limelight for a while... what's goin' on? 
A: Quite an interesting question... the 
Bitmap Brothers released Zback in 1996... 
people have to realize that developing 
games takes years and we are a small 
developer so, yes, we have been out of the 
public eye for a few years. We've been 
working on various titles for the past 3-4 
years... but we're still here and have 
always been here. 

The Bitmap Brothers are back! 

Q: Why has it taken so long to come up with 
a new Speedball game? 
A: People have been badgering me for a few 
years to do Speedball 2 for the Playstation, 
but it wasn't something I was completely 
happy with at the time. I think it was a case 
of wanting to do a really good job with it... 
and needing the right team to do it, but we 
were concentrating on making PC games. 

Pete Tattersall (Studio Manager of Bitmap 
Brothers (North)) approached me some 
time ago with the idea of doing a 
Playstation version of Speedball. The 
London studio was concentrating its efforts 
on our follow up to Z (Z2), so I decided to 
open a studio in the North of England (man- 
aged by Pete) to create Speedball 2100. I 
have an excellent working relationship with 
Pete, who is very experienced in the games 
industry. And his passion for Speedball, 
combined with his vision for Speedball 
2100—which is exactly how I imagined it— 
gave me the confidence that the game will 
meet and exceed even our high standards. 

Q: Are all the original Bitmap Brothers still 
at the company? 
A: The BB's were formed by myself, Eric 
Matthews, and Steve Kelly. All three of us 
are still at the company. I now own the 
company, and the other guys work for me. 
Mark Coleman, whose first game was 
Speedball, is still with us. We have a few 
people who've been with us for many 
years—John Phillips has been here for 
seven, my PA, Abby Hains, has been here 
for about the same amount of time. People 
tend to stay at the BB, besides the new guys 
who just came aboard with Z2 and 
Speedball 2100. Once people join us, they 
tend to stay. Most people have been here 
more than three or four years. 

Q: Is Dan Malone still with the company? 
A: Unfortunately, Dan Malone left the 
Bitmap Brothers four years ago to further 
his career elsewhere in the industry. It was 
a pleasure to have him on the team, as he is 
one of the most talented artists I have 
worked with in the industry, and although it 
was a shame to see him go, we still remain 
in contact to this day. 

Q: Will there be any serious changes made 
to the gameplay? 

A: I think one of the most important 
things for S2100 is the switch from 
a 2D to 3D perspective, and I think 
this will enhance the gameplay and 
bring it in line with the modern 
standards of 3D games. With the 
gameplay, we have some ideas 
we'd like to implement. But 
Speedball 2's an extremely playable 
game, and there's a case for "if it 
ain't broke, don't fix it"... however 
we will be doing some minor 
changes to the gameplay. 

Q: As Speedball 2100 is being created 
by another Bitmap team, will the 
Bitmap metal graphic style™ be lost? 
A: Lose the trademark Bitmap metal 
graphical style? You must be joking! 
It has to stay—it wouldn't be 
Speedball if we replaced it. 

Q: What sort of pedigree does SB2100's 
team have? 
A: This is the first time they've all worked 
together, but as individuals they have titles 
like Sentinel, Assa uit, Football Manager, 
and Zoop under their beits. 

Q: Will there be multi-player support using 
the multi-tap? 
A: Most definitelyü The original Speedball 
2 let you play with 2 players. I think what 
we'll try and do with Speedball 2100 is go 
for 2 player and probably 4. 

Q: Will it still be possible to bribe 
judges/players? 
A: That was a feature in Speedball 1 which 
wasn't in Speedball 2— it's something we're 
looking at, so maybe. 

Q: The Bitmaps pioneered the use of music 
from big name artists... 
A: We are actively looking for a band to use 
in Speedball 2100. It's a case of finding the 
right band. 

Q : Finally, what do you think of the 
Playstation 2? 
A: The Bitmap Brothers would love to sup¬ 
port it... We won't have games ready for 
launch, and I think it would be a mistake for 
us to finish something by launch. We hope 
to have something ready by the second 
generation of games... possibly Speedball. 

When I first saw the Playstation 2 at the 
GDC in San José, I was looking at all this 
wonderful hardware and I thought, "Wow, 
this is going to cost a fortune for us to 
develop [for] and we'd need tremendous 
teams to work on games... but now a few 
months later... I think that if there's enough 
middleware, then yes I do think we can keep 
the development team sizes in reasonable 
numbers, and that's very important. If you 
have teams with hundreds of people, then 
creativity is lost. If you have smaller teams, 
the individuals are much more Creative and 
that produces better games. 

GameFan would like to thank: 
Mike Montgomery & Steve Whittle 

at the Bitmap Brothers 
Alison Beasley 
Georgia Corbella at Empire 
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NBA Jam 2000 
Nintendo 64 

Acclaim 

NBA Showtime 
Dreamcast 

Midway 

NBA2K 
Dreamcast 

Sega 

To the left are two ofHPIH; 
the coolest basketball 
games ever to graeejg^Bgfil 
the home console. BflSjflfl 
The title above me,HHsËH| 
on the other hanri.Btë&V’rcH 
rates as one of the worst 
games I have ever played (and 
I played Superman). The laun- 
dry list of what is wrong with 

An arcade perfect porti 
of a perfect arcade 
game. ” ' ' ' 

dozen things that^pww® 
annoyed me aboutB 
this game (and it hasHBH 
been docked accord- 
ingly) but all nit nirk IMFHfi 
ing aside, NBA 2K remains the 
best basketball sim I have ever 
played. I can't wait to to see 
where they go with this title for 
next year. Hopefully they will, 
at the very least, allow you to 
save your coaching options. 

w Being able to 
play this game in my 

home own home now 
allows me plenty ofl 

this title is so long that if you 
shredded it you could throw a 
New York ticker tape parade. 

Yes, another sport's^HpjM 
Viewpoint by yoursHBp^ 
truly only becauseBg®*1*^ 
<gasp> I actually like|HU||J 
this game. It's defi-DHkjj« 
nitely more arcadeysïSHH 
than I expected which makes it 
ace in my book. Blazing visu- 
als and solid hoops action 
(though this is coming from a 
dyed-in-the-wool old school 
NBA Jam guy) make this the b- 
ball game to beat. 

One of the most pop-fcc 
ular arcade gamesHM|B 
comes home to 
Dreamcast perfectly.||| ! 
While I utterly detestHk^HI 
the "rubberband Al" ■fëSfl 
of Showtime, this game was 
made for multiple players 
slamming and trash talking. 
Great animation and a pretty 
cool edit mode makes this a 
defnite buy if you've got pais 
to dunk on. 

ECM gets NBA 2K,BHj 
Dango gets 
Showtime, and I getiHPJH 
NBA Jam... that'sMnÉf 
what I get for show-L^HK 
ing up to the partyHaLuS 
late. I love Showtime, but Jam 
2000 suffers from abysmal col- 
lision detection, shoddy Al, 
and graphics not even a moth- 
er would love. This game's so 
bad, it's comical; yes, it's in 
Superman's league. 

Int’l. Track & Field 2000 
Playstation 

Konami 

Blades Of Steel 2000 
Playstation 

Konami 

Fisherman’s Bait 2 
Playstation 

Konami 

Ok Konami, it's timeBHHT 
to stop making hock-R3|Jöl 
ey games or take this|fjgj 
license in a new direc~P|PH9 
tion. Can't competeBHnH 
with the sims, can'tIflBKfflN 
compete with the arcade titles, 
can't compete for the con- 
sumer dollar; this game offers 
hockey fans nothing resem- 
bling a good time. Take my 
advice and hire Terry O'Reilly 
to work on the next one. 

What was one of theHH^H 
lamest games of lastgy^ffE 
year has surprisingly 
one of the most funHMS|0 
fishing games of thisflraj&iB 
year. Why? Becauseaffli^?g 
they scrapped the original and 
stuck in a port of an arcade title; 
smart move. Big 01' Bass is the 
perfect solution for anyone who 
isn't able to play Sega Bass 
Fishing. The highlight of 

I recall hanging out atf ^ 
the frat house and^n^^fl 
having a riot of a timeMB| 
with 3 other guysKM? 
playing the 400m hur-B£SBn 
dies when the veryHBËSI 
first T & F came out on the PS. 
T & F 2000 brings back all the 
memories with new events 
and slightly enhanced graph¬ 
ics. Still the game is not meant 
to be played by yourself, so it's 
a better rental than a buy. 

This is disgusting.Rl 
Blades of Steel on they&g|Pj|J 
NES, while not a sim,B 
was ultra addicting.B 
There's no gettingBres® 
around the fact thatUnS 
Blades of Steel 2000 is a dog 
shouldn't be published. If you 
don't want to take on the 
FaceOff's of the world, fine, 
but make something that's 
actually playable. Port the NES 
game over, it's better. 

I've been hooked toFfl 
fishing games sinceLa^B^ 
Get Bass first SffiW 
appeared in arcade,B 
sad but true. Here'sBjSlB 
an idea Konami, BBI 
make every other game in your 
line-up this good and people 
mighttake you seriously. I'm in 
there with El Nino; can't play 
Get Bass? This is the closest 
thing on the Playstation. I 
think I've got something! 

Look at all of the games I Iam totally fried 
had to play this issue! It would have been 
one thing if they were all stellar (and even 

then it would've been a bit much) but unfor- 
tunately for this hombre, most of them just 
plain sucked. It is refreshing to see such a 
wide cross section of sports genres repre- 
sented in these pages, but that hardly numbs 
the pain of sitting through half of them. 

The most anticipated game of the 
Christmas season has managed to deliver. 
NBA 2K is exactly what basketball fans need- 
ed... and just in time. I don't know about you, 
but the lull between new products on the 
Dreamcast was beginning to tick me off. If it 
wasn't for EverSmack, I probably would have 
had to go back and recreationally play... 
ack... a 32-bit system. Now if the peeps at 
Sega could just pony up a copy of NHL 2K, 
then I would be a happy camper. 

Which brings me to hockey, the greatest 
of all sports. And guess what? I have season 
seats to the Kings, baby! Twelve rows back 
from the home ice blue line. Then there is 
the new GameFan luxury box at the Staples 
Center where I get to casually watch any 
event I care to from the Kings and Lakers to 
the Clippers and Sparks (ok, so I'm not going 
to any Sparks games). 

Another team that plays in the Staples 
Center is the Avengers, an arena football 
team. You may ask yourself, why would El 
Niho bother to bring that up? I bring it up 
because Midway is going to be releasing an 
arena football title for the Dreamcast (did 
you like that little segue?). Running on the 
Blitz engine, expect hi-octane gameplay that 
mirrors the real thing. Actually, arena foot¬ 
ball plays a lot like NFL Blitz, so it shouldn't 
be much of a stretch... With Kurt Warner 
scorching secondaries this year, in his NFL 
debut, this will certainly help give the sport a 
bit of a profile boost, raising it somewhere 
above tractor pulls and cock fighting. 

Also in the works are two new 
FOX Sports titles. While bas¬ 

ketball left much to be 
desired, their hockey sim 

showed much promise 
and leads me to believe 
that their upcoming 
football and baseball 
projects will be more «than your garden vari- 
ety genre titles. 

Next issue I will 

Midway's arena football 
title and other Dreamcast 

sports games. Now where 
n the heil are my 

Playstation 2 games, 
V. fjtfkt huh? -Ö 



Developer: Midway Available: Now 

Review Publisher: Midway # of Players: 1 -4 

Others may nominate Blitz as 
Midway's crowning achieve- 
ment in arcade sports titles, but 

I consider NBA Showtime to be the 
king of the erop. Better than every 
basketball coin-op before it, NBA 
Showtime is collective son of all that 
came before, incorporating every 
shining aspect of its parents and pol- 
ishing them to a high sheen. 

While I recoiled in horror at the 
Playstation preview, I was sentenced 
to play, such terrors have no shadows 

to lurk in, on the Dreamcast. With the mighty 
power of Sega's new machine, NBA Showtime can 
enjoy the benefits of arcade perfection. 

All of the things that made the arcade game 
such an exciting experience are present in this ver¬ 
sion... and here you get to keep your quarters! 
While this guarantees the perfect arcade experi¬ 
ence, there are obvious problems. Since the game 
was designed for quarter crunching, no attention 
was paid to long-term single player replay. Like 
many Midway titles, Showtime's Achilles Heel is 
its one player mode... very, very shallow. 

Then there is multi-player mode—and 
Showtime is as good a multiplayer experience as 
you can get. Whether working together to get 
team fire or going head-to-head in a ferocious 
smack talk fest, Showtime is the perfect dorm 
room activity. Create yourself a player and beef up 
his stats through competition. He may be feeble at 
first, but after about 20 victories he'll be the man! 

If you are looking for a frenetic multiplayer 
experience, Showtime is for you. The action is 
repetitive and the game may lack depth, but there 
is nothing sweeter than giving your friend the 
smack-down. Another super title for the 
Dreamcast. EN 

Sports Viewpolnts Coatlnueü 

Black Bass & Blue Marlin 
Playstation 

HotB 

Supercross Circuit 2000 
Playstation 
989 Studios 

Top Gear Rally 2 
Nintendo 64 

Kemco 

NBA In the Zone 2000 
Nintendo 64 

Konami 

NBA Live 2000 
Playstation 

EA Sports 

Hot-B doesn't release! Another lacklusterHHIH 
Nintendo racingRUgB 
sim... ho hum. Yeah 
the graphics areH|9|l 
solid; yeah the carMnvP| 
physics are realistic;ÈfflÖSa 
yeah, there are enough tracks 

I will refrain from tak-RM 
ing any pot shots atHySMEl 
the actual sport here-Bfë|re|| 
I have done thatnPNB 
already. Supercross 
Circuit is running on 
solid engine, touting nice con- 
trol and some smooth game- 
play. Only problem is that this 
game is extremely shallow, 
offering little incentive to make 
this game a worthy purchase. 
Purely a rental title. 

I have to admit that itHMHI 
is much better thanRfUSB 
last year's debacle, butj^j^f 
it still does not haveBHH 
the graphics, controlBH6^H 
or Al to compete with 
the big boys. As with Blades 01 
Steel, Konami needs to reassess 
where it wants to go with this 
license because it will always 
take a backseat to Live and 
Shootout. How about Doublé 
Dribble for the PS2 or DC? 

Another year, another■■■■ j 
Live... another exem-R&|l|o 
plary basketball sim.W^rSa j 
Like most EA franchis-H|^H| 
es each year brings lit-ENraPQ 
tle more than anfcüsvf^i 
update of the past year. For the 
most part this remains true here. 
There is the addition of the one- 
on-one mode, 

enough _games to 
afford to put out a sub 
par title. Unfortunate- 
ly for those of us whoB^^bS 
have eagerly awaited BB&ËSS 
another Hot-B fishing sim, 
there will be a fair amount of 
disappointment with BB&BM. 
While the bass fishing part is 
enjoyable (if a bit bland), the 
marlin mode sucks. Pray for a 
more Creative follow-up. 

to make for some good variety. 
Only problem is that this game 
has personality and lacks even 
a shred of originality... some- 
thing that is desperately need- 
ed in this glutted genre. 

Greatest 
Players license and new player 
models but past that, expect the 
same (great) Live. 

Aarrgghh! What hap- Bottom line, the N64f^T 
doesn't need anothery^jPlgll 
homogenized racer.KHjnH 
With decent control,® 
physics, and graphics 
TGR2 is definitely oneBHI 
of the better racers of the sea- 
son, but that doesn't say much 
when the competition is just as 
blah. Today, N64 racers require 
personality to stand-out, and 
that's why TGR2 merely blends 
into the cluttered shelves. 

Do you really needSpHI; 
me to teil you this isga|r^j 
still the best basket- 
ball game on PS?Mh| 
Live speaks for itself. 
and the competitionmmf 
just quakes in fear. I prefer the 
faster-paced, arcadey action of 
NBA Showtime, but Live has 
always been an adequate sub- 
stitute for PS hoop-heads. 
What's with those new player 
models though? Ugh! 

Fact is that I don'tg^ 
particularly enjoy B-y«£|üL 
ball games. They'veH 
gotta be spot-on forB 
my hyper-critical 
eyes. Fact is that NBABnfl 
in the Zone 2000 is far from 
spot-on. Once again. El Nino's 
right, where's our PS Doublé 
Dribble: Tournament Edition? 
Gimme some of that and 
quick, maybe then will I for- 
give Konami for this tripe. 

pened here? TheyÉ|^H 
once king of armchairH 
fishing is out for theH 
holidays-must bettjfaffi» 
Bermuda. AnotherHSflH 
example of reverse progress. 
Explain how an old SNES 
game can play and feel better 
than one that appears on a 
system that is technically more 
-iWuonf'orl7 Tolfa Ciehorman'e advanced? Take Fisherman's 
Bait and throw this one back. 
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\ Developer: Visual Concepts Available: Now 
I Publisher: Sega 

'he follow-up to the 8001b gorilla, 
NFL2K, NBA2K has some Lanier- 

A bad title now 

w OT riayers. i Review 

motion capture to take place without 
bogging down the flow of the game. 

Never one to pull any punches, I am 
going to teil you what is wrong with 
NBA2K. While I now love this game, let 
me say that the first hour I played it I 
loathed it. Many of you, too, will have 
extreme feelings of annoyance with 
NBA2K when you first piek it up. Stick 
with it, though, because the following 
problems all become trivial once you 
begin to get comfortable with the game. 

The biggest problem is the passing: 
it outright sucks. The crappy camera 
angle selection leaves you playing from 
perspectives that make the already slop- 
py passing even more tedious. I can't 
even begin to teil you how many times I 
threw to the wrong player (or out of 
bounds) because of this. Would have 
been a crippling blow if not for the fact 
that icon passing is in there. Each posi- 
tion is designated by a button, so once 
you learn which is which, you'll never 
throw a non-icon pass again (unless you 
are weak sauce). Problem solved. 

Also annoying and quite careless is 
the inability to save your coaching 
options during season play! Each game, 
after the tip-off, you have to pause and 
then adjust all your options. Absolutely 
one of the most careless mistakes l've 
seen in a game to date. As equally lame 
is the inability to customize your Con¬ 
trols. There are different control set-ups 
to choose from, but they are all preset 
and they all suck. The Y button was 
always meant to be jump... always. 

Also on the annoying list is memory 
card management (a season uses the 
whole card), the inability to get around 
defenders on a fast break (total buil) and a 
mid-air throwing animation that will haunt 
everyone who purchases this game. 

A lotta negativity at the end of this 
review, but take it with a grain of salt. As 
I said, after playing for awhile you will 
grow to really love this game. It certain- 
ly tops my list of greatest basketball 
sims ever... and it should top yours. 
Visual Concepts has followed up NFL2K 
with another outstanding title... now 
where is my hockey!!! EN 

I sized shoes to fill 
would certainly raise some eyebrows 
and questions as to whether Visual 
Concepts was nothing more than a one 
hit wonder, right in between the likes of 
Slade and Animotion; yikes. Thankfully 
this is not the case. NBA2K, while not as 
flawless as its football counterpart, man- 
ages to turn in what is arguably the best 
basketball sim to date. 

Using the same engine as NFL2K 
guarantees a couple of things. One is 
that the graphics are gorgeous. Not only 
do the players move more lifelike than in 
any hoops game before it, they actually 
look like the players... from a distance as 
much as up close! Each player has his 
real-life visage textured right onto the 
model, made even more realistic by the 
blinking and moving eyes and changing 
facial expressions... spooky. The other 
thing you can count on is unbelievable 
speed at which this game runs. Running 
at 60fps with no slow down, NBA2K 
looks as graceful as a ballet. 

There is nowhere near enough room 
for me to talk about all that is right about 
this title. The Al is brilliant, the stats are 
deep and the myriad of moves that a 
player can pull off make for some of the 
most exciting gaming ever seen. The 
control is almost perfect (we will get to 
the "almost" part in a minute) resulting 
in precision gameplay attained only with 
the help of the aforementioned beast of 
an engine, allowing the extensive 

Gimm spQBis Gag/rn 

Dreamcast 



Developer: Hot B 
Publisher: Hot B 

Available: Now 
# of Players: 1 

Sigh, I had such high hopes for 
this game. But alas, it was not to 
be. All of my reminiscing on the 

glory days of Super Black Bass must 
remain just that: reminiscing. Hot B's 
newest venture into the world of fish- 
ing, while having several bright 
spots, fails to capture the sport. 

The bass fishing part of Black Bass 
and Blue Marlin is enjoyable. You get 
to drive your boat around the many 
lakes, trying out different lures, fish¬ 
ing from different perspectives and 

doing your best to coax those lunkers outta their 
mud beds. The musical accompaniment to the 
fight is a hilarious '70s piece that sounds like it 
was stolen from an episode of Starsky and Hutch. 

While enjoyable, it was far from impressive, 
though. The graphics are as good as they could have 
been, the control was twitchy (what, no analog?) and 
the lack of drama during the fish fight makes you 
wonder if fishing really is too boring to bother with. 

Bigger is not necessarily better and that is the 
first thing that comes to mind when playing the 
marlin fishing mode. I had high expectations, envi- 
sioning epic battles with marlins and other deep 
sea denizens. So there I was, driving my boat 
around, trolling with lures that I remember from 
my days of blue fishing with my dad on Cape Cod, 
and guess what? I didn't catch squat. "Follow the 
birds" the game would say. Yeah, I followed the 
damn birds and I still didn't find anything. Maybe I 
was missing a fundamental part of the process but 
no console game should be that tedious. 

Black Bass and Blue Marlin is a tepid experience. If 
you like fishing titles, then the bass portion of the game 
will be worth checking out, but the marlin fishing is lame 
and the overall quality of the product is not up to snuff 
with other titles of this ilk, like Fisherman's Bait 2. EN 

Developer: Konami Available: Now 
Publisher: Konami # of Players: 1 

that hasn't been seen before. You have the bass tour- 
nament, numerous types of lures and various lakes 
stocked with all yourfavorite kinds of freshwater fish. 

What sets Big 01' Bass apart from other titles 
of recent memory is its graphics and fishing 
mechanics. The only bright spot in the first 
Fisherman's Bait was its use of both analog 
sticks. Add this to some great looks and enjoy¬ 
able underwater action shots of your battling fish, 
and you have a pretty good Sunday afternoon. 

The game's biggest potential problem is its 
arcade set-up. The whole speedy time limit is a 
total pain in the butt. We aren't crunching quarters 
so there is no need to speed us through. There are 
those that like this style of gameplay and to them I 
say bon appetit. The rest of us need to make the 
decision as to whether this hinders the game. The 
only other problem is the lack of freedom of move- 
ment. Unlike Bass Landing and other titles, you 
can't freely putt around the lake in your boat. The 
fishing spots are predetermined and this eliminates 
the fun of finding your own special fishing hole. 

These two complaints aside, I have to say that 
Big OF Bass: Fisherman's Bait 2 is a really enjoyable 
fishing experience. Even those not into this genre 
are sure to have fun trying to hook a lunker. EN 

What was one of the least spec- 
tacular games of my past 
year, Fisherman's Bait was 

why people think fishing games suck. 
Who'd have thought that Fisherman's 
Bait2: Big 01' Bass, would have turned 
out to be so fun? I guess I can loosen 
the noose around my neck now... 

Big 01' Bass is an arcade fishing 
game that has the kind of control and 
energy to make it not only a good play¬ 
ing game, but an exciting one as well. 
Don't expect to find anything in this title 

HBfliBliBBH 

Largemouth Bass 7.571b 

LOUDMOUTH : 03 
Lure Type : Floating 
Lure Sise : Medium 

Biving Angle : Steep 
Buoyancy Factor : Neutral 

Shaking Range : tfide 
Sound : Noisy 

_X Accept _ Return 
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Developer: Rage Available: Feb. 
Publisher: Infogrames # of Players: 1 -4 

desired with sub-par commentary. 
The European release of this game 
looms, so no changes will be made 
to the current voice-over, but hope- 
fully some effort is made to make 
more fluid commentary available 
forthe domestic release. 

The above quibbles aside, Striker 
Pro 2000 plays quite well and will be 
a title worth checking out. Whether it 
has the legs to stand up to Virtua 
Striker is a whole different matter. 
Only time will teil... EN 

Entitled UEFA Striker in More soccer. 
Europe, this Rage title will be hitting our 
shores as Striker Pro 2000, another in a 

growing list of soccer sims, hitting the 
Dreamcast (sigh, and no AYSO title yet) in the 
next six months. I won't pretend to be overly 
thrilied with this title because, after being 
spoiled by graphic marvels like NFL 2Kand NBA 
2K, it is hard to get pumped about a sports title 
that seems only too happy to be satisfied with 
just par for the course. 

The UEFA Cup is a tournament pitting the 
winners of the various European leagues, annu- 
ally (this year's winner was the Manchester 
United). Since this won't mean much to your 
average American (or Latin American, for that 
matter). Rage has added a compliment of 
national club teams as well as MLS soccer 
squads. Unfortunately, none of these teams 
(the MLS teams, for starters) will have the real- 
life players due to a lack of licenses. 

While I am unimpressed with the game's 
graphics, that is not to say that they won't be 
pleasing to the eye; even your most average 
Dreamcast titles have superb looks. The sound, 
though, definitely leaves something to be 

Developer: Gremlin Available: Feb. 
Preview Publisher: Infograme # of Players: 1 -4 

Three years, three different publishers... and 
somehow the game isn't getting any betten 
When this game was VR Golf, it was a won- 

derful Playstation golf sim, with a good engine 
and some great gameplay. So what happened? 
The sophomore opus just plain sucked and this 
most recent installment, now entitled PGA 
European Tour, doesn't look like it has licked what- 
ever gremlins got into the gear works. 

While it is still too early to finalize my opinions of 
this title, it is clear that it still hasn't gotten to the level 
it had been with VR Golf. The engine sputters like an 
early '80s Corolla, the texture mapping is grainy and 
the colors make Quake look like a Fourth of July dis¬ 
play. I had complimented the original title for its use 
of greens, on the courses, but this just isn't the same. 

Game mechanics, which were always this title's 
strong point, remain intact. The swing meter, ease of 
shooting and putting make playing enjoyable. The 
ability to piek up the pad, as a novice, and shoot a 
round makes this a very user-friendly title, as well. 
Until they optimize the course loading, though, these 
features will be hard pressed to float the game. 

PGA European Tour will include 60 pros from past 
and present to hit the links with. Unfortunate for all, 
Nick Faldo is one of them... The commentary will be 

provided by BBC staples Peter Allis and 
Alex Ray. There are 6 courses to choose 
from, including Druid's Glen, Ireland; 
Hanbury Manor, England; and the K 
Club, site of the 2005 Ryder Cup (that is 
unless the Euros are still mad about the 
U.S. team's final hole celebration this 
year, and boycott. We know how long 
those Europeans hold a grudge...). 

With a bit of clean-up work, PGA:ET 
could be a solid golf sim. Whether PS 
owners will be paying attention any 
more is another question, entirely. EN 
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Developer: Konami Available: Now 
Reliek Publisher: Konami # of Players: 1-8 Igive up on this series. It is clear 

that Konami has no idea in what 
direction to take this franchise and 

as a result, it has stumbled and fallen. 
An early classic, Blades of Steel took 
a long, unhealthy hiatus and has 
never recovered the glory. 

The original had speed, control 
and merciless pummeling. Turn the 
clock forward and sta re at Blades of 
Steel 2000 and witness slow game- 
play, average control and a complete 
lack of pummeling. Sure, there is 

fighting, but where is the blood and guts that I 
want? I know, if I went back and looked at the orig¬ 
inal, the fighting was pretty tame, but for the times 
it was great because there was nothing to com- 
pare it to. There was a mystique. Instead of play- 
ing that angle up in the newer versions, the game 
has gone the other way, trying to compete with the 
big boys in sim hockey; big mistake. By attaching 
NHL licensing to the game, it has hamstrung itself. 
No huge fights, no blood and no excitement. 

While the graphics are better than last year's 
version (dig those sweet passing animations), the 
gameplay is busted and the Al is laughable. 
These hockey players follow around the puck like 
a group of seven year olds playing soccer—you 
know the image. Even the overtime is done 
incorrectly, with it being a 5-on-5 contest instead 
of the new 4-on-4; very sloppy. 

Avoid this game at all costs. Stuck in the no 
man's land between sims like NHL 2000 and 
arcade fa re like Open lee, Blades Of Steel gets run 
down. Please either kill the series or make it an 
unrelenting slug-fest with goal scoring. If they 
want licenses, get an endorsement of some play¬ 
ers like Tie Domi and Terry O'Reilly. Now THAT 
would be a great game. EN 

Developer: Black Ops Available: Dec. 
Publisher: EA Sports # of Players: 1 -8 

the Deep and then going on to make such driv- 
el as Warpath. Seeing them tackle a sports 
game makes me even more leery... 

While still only an alpha, it looks as though 
there foray into the world of college basketball 
will turn out okay. Although I try to avoid rib- 
bing my beloved EA Sports, sometimes it is 
hard not to tease them as EA Ports. They were 
guilty of it in the days of 16-bit and, while much 
better about it, are in danger of becoming just 
that again. Not because they are lazy, but 
because the limits of the Playstation have been 
reached (the only notable breakthrough is this 
year's FIFA, a monument to brilliant gaming). 

Yes, you can walk away from this preview 
thinking port because, while the player mod¬ 
els look different, there will be very little in 
this year's version to warrant another pur- 
chase. Expect updated rosters, an expanded 
Dynasty Mode, more coaching options and 
strategies, and a smattering of new player 
animations. Will any of this impact the final 
product too much? Probably not. Remember, 
however, that March Madness 99 was a damn 
good game, so it is a pretty sure bet that this 
will be too. EN 

Solid graphics, great gameplay 
and more teams than I would ever 
get a chance to play, Madness 99 
needed very little improvement. 
So why is another developer tack- 
ling it this year? 

Whenever I see the name Black 
Ops I get a little nervous. This stu¬ 
dio can be completely hit or miss, 
making cool titles like Treasures of 

Tn^njuF 0“ 



Quarter 
Crunchers 

As I continue 
the one-man- 
against-the-world ^ 

tour of '99 (in honor of shooters, of 
course), it has come to my attention 
that even in the Land of the Rising Sun this once 
great genre has become a lot less prolific in recent 
years. No surprise, considering the rapid demise 
of 2D and arcade gaming (can anyone else believe 
that? Sure, there's always 
going to be another 
Strikers game, another 
Raizing blast-fest, and the 
rare Capcom 

Prehistorie Isle 2 erop 
up in SNK's stable of 

^ NeoGeo titles. What does it all 
meanforyou? Approximately six levels 

^ of horizontally scrolling shooter action 
completely displayed with rendered sprites. 

Instead of taking to the sky in a super- 
charged spacecraft, however, this time you're 
aboard a rescue helicopter with some massively 

powerful guns (as 
opposed to the wimpy lit- 
tle guns that most shoot- 
ers feature... right). Ah, 
but the twists don't stop 
there! No, sir. There's 
also a very Choplifter- 
esque element bolted 
onto this game. Like the 
ancient classic, you'll 
cruise around levels res- 

humans 

Prehistorie Isle 2 

"...even in the 

Land of the Rising 

Sun, this once great 

genre has become a 

lot less prolific in 

recent years..." 

shmup 
(although, after playing 
Giga Wing, I think maybe 
they should leave it to the 
big boys, <shudder>)). For 
the most part, though, this 
entire genre is going the 
way of the Vectrex. 
However, even as perma¬ 
nent midnight descends on 
this once proud beast, 
there's still the occasional surprise to be had. In 
this case, it's SNK/Yumekobo's Prehistorie Isle 2 
(they're the developers behind the blazingly amaz- 
ing, uh, Blazing Star on Neo Geo), a game that 
came out of nowhere at the recent AMOA show 
and gives a little hope that maybe the genre isn't 
completely dead this side of the Pacific. 

With a pedigree that features the engine of 
Blazing Star, I was more than a little excited to see 

cuing hapless 
that aren't too keen on 
becoming extras in the 
next Jurassic Park movie. 

Swoop in, scoop 'em up on your handy line, and 
deliver them to one of the rescue choppers locat- 
ed throughout the levels in exchange for weapon 
power-ups and points—naturally, they wouldn't 
want to help you crush the dino menace with 
some free upgrades or a helping hand. 

Since this is a shooter from the same develop- 
er as Blazing Star (think I like that game yet?) it's 
not surprising that PI2 is completely represented 
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back and really take it in. The only problem is that the color 
palette is... well, odd. Normally it isn't difficult to get just the 
right set of colors—since you're either drawing a bunch of 
mechanized monstrosities, biological entities, or cutesy car¬ 
toon characters the hues don't have to be stretched. 
However, if you decide you're going to mix and match styles 

I (as with P12s dinos and modern-day setting) you'll need to Ihave a better color palette than the Neo can provide in this 
case. So while it all looks rather nice while moving, you'll 

| find yourself looking for 'hue' and 'tint' knobs on the front of 
ê the cabinet to fix the somewhat odd choices. 

So, you've got your blazingly upgradeable attack ship; 
you've got your menacing dinosaur enemies; you've got Isome nice, Choplifter-esque moments—heek, you've even 
got some pretty spiffy rendered graphics. However, this is 
all for naught if the game isn't fun, and that's where PI2 

| stumbles a bit. See, PI2 doesn't stand up to the level-and- 
I a-half test. What's that, you ask? Well, it's quite simple: if 
i a shooter doesn't grab you within the first level and a half, 
1 chances are it isn't going to. Unlike other genres that may 

require a little more effort to garner the full effect, this tequals about 25% of the game in the case of most shoot- 
ers. And if you're not enjoying it by then, you're proba- 

m bly not going to. This also means that you probably 
ï M won't dump the extra coin to see the later levels, nor will 
M you be racing to the import store to purchase the 
E* inevitable console rev. Even for someone often dubbed 
H a "shooter whore" and "twitchaholic," this game is sub- 
■ par... and that's saying something. 

I really wish I had something more positive to say 
B about Prehistorie Isle 2... but I don't. While it's good for 
E a play-through, you will not be coming back to 
* this game like you ^ 

might a Raiden or 
a Strikers game. 

B It's too bad ..IJBI 
9B Yumekobo didn't 
gl decide to simply do 
|PP a third in the 'Star' 

: series. For now, it's 
ggS| back to my Saturn 

and Radiant 
Silvergun. ECM 
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There are only a few sports I don't like watch- 
ing. Baseball is bearable, I can watch golf to 
a degree, and once in a while bowling has 

its moments. But watching racing—especially in 
the winter—I just can't do. Maybe if you're sit- 
ting at home, in the comfort of your La-Z-Boy 
with different camera angles for the best view; 
but standing in the snow, shivering from the 
cold, watching a bobsled whoosh by isn't my 
idea of a good time. Sure, I can understand the 
thrill of speed and the danger of downhill Street 
luge racing, but watching it is about as fun as 
watching traffic in LA. So, when Gaelco (makers 
of the funky Radical Bikers in the arcade) decided 
to try their luck with Rolling Extreme, a Street 
luge game, I wasn't expecting much. An hour 
after playing though, and I was ready for more 
Street luging lunacy! 

Much like Radical Bikers, Gaelco has taken a 
very simple concept and added a bunch of zany 
ideas to make the game more interesting. The 
premise is simple: Race downhill at breakneck 
speed against 20 opponents. The Controls aren't 
exactly run-of-the-mill; the seat of the cabinet 
actually shifts left and right, and you have brake 
pedals for both feet. To turn, shift your body to 
the side, and for those really tight turns, hit 
either foot pedal to brake on that side. Hitting 
both pedals will slow you down, but it won't 

stop you completely (you are going downhill 
after all). Speed isn't the only thing to worry 
about—there's also pugilism in this game. 
Handles at the bottom of the seat feature 
thumb and trigger buttons, both of which 

make your Street luger swing his fist to 
either side. You can knock other rïd- 
ers into obstacles or just plain beat 

'em up. So, not only do you have to 
concentrate on racing, but also con- 
tend with 19 other riders tryin' to beat 

the snot outta ya. And on these crazy 
tracks, it's hard to avoid things. 

Track designs and gameplay are... well, 
let's just say the programmers decided to 
make it really difficult by throwing as many 
objects in your path as possible. I'm not 
talkin' about hazard cones or "Do Not 
Enter" signs... We're talkin' boulders, 
dinosaurs, and vehicles with really big 
tires... Sometimes, there's so much going 
on onscreen that it feit like my mammoth- 
sized cranium was going to explode. As if 
that weren't enough, there are two power- 

ups that appear which are must-get 

items if you want to finish. The boxing 
glove power-up makes your punches strong 
enough to knock a rider off his luge with a 
single hit, and the wheel power-up gives 
you a fiery turbo boost. There's also hidden 
shortcuts which help you make up time. 

Set to come out late 4th Quarter '99, this 

game will only be seen in arcades that can 
house the size of the machine (it's pretty 
gosh-darned frickin' big). So if you've ever 
wondered what it was like to barrel down a 
hill by the seat of your pants, Rolling 
Extreme may not be an accurate representa- 
tion... but it's probably more fun than the 
real thing. Dangohead 
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There have been some great arcade soccer games— 
some with excellent motion capture, some with awe- 
some Al, and others with authentic FIFA lineups. 

But regardless of the touted features, there's 
always been something missing. No, it's not the I / 
fanatical crowds or the angry referees, but 
that feeling you're actually kicking some- 
thing. More than any sport, soccer empha- H 
sizes footwork, and without that, it's just not 
authentic. Well, I guess Namco had that in mind 
when developing their new arcade soccer game I 
World Kicks. 

Running on Super System 23 hardware, World I 
Kicks is the only soccer game that features eight 
players (via two linked cabinets), so you know that I ^ 
it'll only be available in the higher-end arcades « 
(Gameworks, Dave & Buster's, Playdium, 
etc.). Running on Namco's top of the line f v I 

arcade system means gorgeous animated (iJMP 
players, along with plenty of motion-cap- 
tured animation for slide tackles, corner 
kicks, and others—grabbed straight from the J * K* W 
professional soccer players in Japan. The lighting j 
and shadows look great, though I wish they'd add 
more animation to the crowd (rather than the default two-frame 
crowd animations we see so often in sports games). So realistic graphics aren't a problem here, 
but what about that 'something missing' feeling? 

Well, Namco has incorporated something a bit wacky for all you die-hard "soccer" (online editor 
Kodomo calls it "football") players. There are four soccer ball-shaped buttons at the bottom of the 
cabinet for each player. Kicking these buttons will allow you to make both offensive and defensive 
plays, whether it's making a long pass downfield, or slide tackling. While it looks a bit foolish at 
first, it's actually pretty fun when you get four players kicking the buttons at the same time. 

Due out next year, the game is currently 70% done. Nothing drastic should be changed, but hope- 
fully they'll tweak the game a bit more so it's a bit easier to play. All you faithful "football" play¬ 
ers who've been looking for a soccer game that makes use of your pedal prowess should get your 
kicks out of Namco's newest soccer game. Dangohead 
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■■■■rad itiona lly, 

■ Graveyard has 

been the place 

that GameFan laid to 

rest all the myrïad 

games that never got 

their due respect dur- 

ing their first incarna- 

IMope, games 

that showed up here 

only got their due long 

after their shelf life 

had expired and any 

chance of them earn- 

ing a cent in royalties 

for their developers 

had long since gone up 

in smoke. However, 

it's come to our atten- 

tion that there's a veri- 

table legion of games 

out there, practically 

complete, that never 

saw light of the day. 

Why? Well, there's any 

number of reasons. 

tion 
|l§J lïlj 

"...we heard 
whispers of 

near-complete 
copies of one of 
the initial N64 
games floating 

around..." 
A game is canceled for not being good enough; th( 

developer may have run out of money to get a gam< 
wrapped; or maybe a publisher decided that a title did 
n't fill any particular slot and simply tied it to a tree anc 
shot it (it happens, trust me). Along those lines, w< 
heard whispers of near-complete copies of one of th< 
initial N64 games floating around. A game that had ; 
rabid following upon a time. A game based off the U$ 
import of an amazing anime: Robotech: Crystal Dreams 
No, your eyes are not deceiving you—this is wha 

ffowlwtt 

remains of the once-highly-touted game, originally des 
tined for publication by then fiscally healthy GameTel 
(now gone to rot and ruin). Sadly, the game never 'came 
together' and while it was shuffled around from pub 
lisher to publisher after GameTek's demise, the projec 
was never completely finished and was summaril\ was 
shelved (that's life in the big city, I suppose) 

Diligent souls that we are, we figured you, the reader 
may be interested in exactly how much of this game was 
completed, and whether it should ever see light of day ir 
this cold, cruel world. So without further ado, here's a fina 
(?) look at Robotech: Crystal Dreams... 

Let's just get the bad news out of the way real quick. This 
game is far—so very far—from completion. If a publishei 
even wanted to piek it up at this point, it's certainly nowhere 
near a done deal. Controls aren't final and most of the 'game 
doesn't even resemble an E3 demo (and if you're familiai 
with the sorry state of some E3 demos, you'll shudder with 
me now: <shudder>). The skeleton of what is here, may have 
made for an interesting game; but only maybe... 

While the story hardly matters at this point, the game fea¬ 
tures you (as Rick Hunter) facing down the vile Zentradi men 
ace in a transformable Veritech assault fighter. As l'm sure 
you've read in the past, though, the game didn't exactly fea¬ 
ture the most intense visuals to grace an N64 game (a far cr\ 
from the CG renders that made the rounds when the game 
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:ockpit grew wearisome very quickly. While the effect that accompanies it is decent, it's 
nore a distraction than anything else; nothing like seeing his silly mug when you're hearing 
Jown on a Zentradi battie cruiser. The actual missions are a series of training exercises with 
he occasional showdown with the aforementioned giant-sized Zentradi (though you never 
ictually see one in the flesh). Everything from targeting and blowing up a pod, to maneu- 
'ering around giant warships. In fact, it brings to mind the countless 'get you up to speed' 
utorials found in every space combat 'sim' (and again l'll ask: How can a game be a sim if 
vhat it's simulating doesn't exist but that's an argument for another time). Only problem 
s, the missions that are there aren't exactly the most exciting to ever grace such a game. 

So where's the good news, you ask? Well, the fact that it's Robotech obviously scores 
Tigh on the nostalgia-meter. While this doesn't mean a thing as far as gameplay and 
Graphics go, it's nice to be able to pilot a Veritech and not have it be in a Macross VFX 
jame (even this demo cart is far superior to that migraine-inducing experience). I guess 
he best thing that could be said is this game showed a great deal of promise. All the 

)ieces are there for a solid game, including (naturally) the ability to shift between fighter, 
jerwalk, and battroid modes replete with the levers from the cartoon (uh-oh, I called an 
mime a cartoon... time to move to Montana and change my identity—I hear Shidoshi's 
nobilizing the Sailor Moon militia with a sizable bounty of protoculture on my head). In 
act, if this was the Atari Jaguar you might actually have a slim chance of seeing this game 
>ublished (wow, never thought you'd read that, did ya?). 

Suffice it to say, this game's time is long since past. If it had made it out back when 
3ameTek was a member of the "Dream Team" (I liked them and all, but to include them in 
my kind of dream seems to be pushing it a little), then it certainly would have made a siz- 
ïble splash. Heek, released in its current state, it probably would have sold a decent num¬ 
mer—after all, even Cruis'n USA sold a million copies back then... ECM 

-heek GanneFan Online fora more detailed look at this title at www.gamefan.com in December. 



just astounds me, as does the amount of heart 
and soul Konami put into it. With this and 
Silent Hill, Konami has made 1999 one of the 
best video game years in memory for me. 
Next time I write this little bit, l'll have my 
paws on a copy of WWF2K, and will no doubt 
have been piaying it non stop for weeks. Me 

and Y2J are going to take over the 
world, and there will be NO ONE that 
will be able to stop us! Wow, this is 
the last AnimeFan of 1900s... kind of a 
strange thought, at least to me. I don't 
know if l'm going to be able to get 
used to living in the year 2000. A_A 

As bold of a statement as this may be, I 
honestly think that Suikoden 2 has now 
become my all-time favorite RPG. Not 
since the original Phantasy Star (which 
previously held that spot) have I enjoyed 
and feil in love with an RPG as much as I 
have with S2. The quality of this game 

Animerica Extra 
Anthology • Vïz • 11+ 

- US Format • Monthly 

It has been quite a while since l've talked about Animerica 
Extra here in the pages of AnimeFan, and seeing as how their 
most recent issue—Vol 2 Number 11—is their first "birthday" 
issue, I thought it about time that I took another look at the 
manga anthology. 

ulous and entertaining series of stories that will sadly be coming to an end in the 
near future. Of course, Fushigi Yugi, X/1999, Steam Detectives, and Video Girl Ai 
are still here, and are all strong titles in their own respects. In fact, VGAiis quick- 

ly becoming one of my favorite manga titles around, and l'm so thankful to Viz for 
bringing it over here. AE isn't resting on its laurels, however: new titles are being 

looked into for the future, and it's been announced that 
starting early next year, AE will be running the lost 
episodes of Maison Ikkoku that were passed over in the 

^ series' original US printing (a fabulous idea, and one 
that connect to one of our news stories). 

If I could ask for anything, what would I ask for? Well, 
d love to see Animerica Extra stay at the 168 pages th«d 

it is for its birthday issue. AE feels wonderful this thick, 
and it would help to give a few more pages to each title 
(I hate having to read Ai in such small chunks). My only 
other real desire, off of the top of my head, would be 
that I would love to see Viz get the guts to print AE in 
"correct Japanese format" as they print the Evangelion 
and Dragon Ball Z manga. Oh well. Happy Birthday 
Animerica Extra, and I hope that things continue to go 
well and that you'll still be going strong for your second 
birthday. AE continues to be one of the best manga pur- 
chases you can make, bar none. - shidoshi 

AÏrmae, Manga, J-pop, Asian Live Action, Otaku Culture 

100 www.gamefan.com/animefan 



IMiqht Warriors 
Action • Viz • 12+ 

168 pages • US Format • Graphic Novel 

To be perfectly honest, I don't understand this book. Here 
is what confuses me: We are presented with a variety of 

tales centered around the NightWarriors, Capcom's crew 
of strange and unusual monsters who fight one another. 
The book starts off with a battle between Dimitri and 

Morrigan, then goes into a couple of cute tales of Felicia as 
she meets up with Talbain and they fight it out with Lord 
Raptor, and then the second half of the book is Morrigan 
fighting Donovan. Either Viz just took random chapters 
from a much larger collection of manga, or Mr. Ishida had 

no idea what to do with the NightWarriors characters and 
threw together some short, out-of-the-blue stories. It's 

almost as if the story starts to center its focus on one 
characters, decides that it's getting boring, and switches 

to another. This book just feels 
incomplete, like it's missing quite 
a bit of itself, and I think it will 
only serve to frustrate other read¬ 
ers as well. If you want my honest 
opinion, l'd stick with the anime 
version of NightWarriors that is 
out there, and leave the manga 
alone. The manga does have 
some strength to it--the artwork 
is pretty good, exciting for the 
fight scenes yet fun and lively for 
the others, and what story is here 
isn't too shabby. If only, after 
reading, I wasn't left with such an 

empty feeling inside. - shidoshi 

Princess Mononoke 
Soundtrack • Milan i 

32 Tracks • 1 CD • US Release 

If you are a serious anime fan, then the name 
Joe Hisaishi should mean something to you—he 

is the man responsible for the powerful scores 
behind Miyazaki's anime classics. As Nausicaa 
has for quite some time been my favorite 
Hisaishi score, there was no way that I wasn't 
going to compare the two soundtracks. What I 

found was that I think the Princess Mononoke 
score is both better and worse than the 
Nausicaa score. Overall, Mononoke is a better 

score, strong all of the way through, and with a 
nice amount of variation. Every track on the disc 
sounds very full and mature, a rich combination 
of music that compares to the best of the 
Hollywood scores, yet retains its anime flavor. 
Nausicaa has some damn good tracks on it— 
some of the best musical tracks in anime, to be 
honest. Unfortunately, some of the other tracks 
are not that good, making Nausicaa's score very 
uneven in quality, unlike Mononoke. And yet, I 
didn't find myself clinging to any of Mononoke's 
tracks like I did with Nausicaa. Still, the Princess 
Mononoke soundtrack is a great soundtrack and 
a stellar example of Joe Hisaishi's masterful 
work, and I would greatly recommend picking up 

a copy for yourself. - shidoshi 

1. Thanks in part to the fact that the Record 
of Lodoss War DVD set was exactly half the 
cost of the VHS boxed set, I acquired a DVD 
player(figured that, in the long run, anime on 
DVD would be cheaper than anime on VHS). 

IMow, l'd like to know what the better titles 
are for purchase. I don't have easy access to 
a rental outlet, and no money to waste on 
bad titles, so could you please help me out? 

2. Way back in March, you promised a review 

of the Lodoss War DVD set. What happened? 

3. Any chance of seeing Neon Genesis 
Evangelion on DVD? 

4. What kind of stereo do you recommend 
connecting my DVD player to? Until I read 
the August issue, l'd never heard of Dolby 5.1 
before, and I want beefy sound from my 
DVDs. 

5. The first anime I saw was Wicked City and 
Urotsukidoji. Am I warped for life? 

- Joe Welke 

First of all, Joe, sorry to cut your letter 
down so much (especially since the parts I 
cut were praising AnimeFan). Ho wever, 

let's see if I can answer your questions. 
What would I recommend on DVD? Well, 

pretty much anything Tenchi—with special 

note going to either Tenchi Muyo in Love! 
or the this-issue-reviewed Tenchi Forever!. 
Serial Experiments Lain is another definite 
must-purchase, as it looks fabulous and is 
a great series to boot Since you seem to 
be a fan of Lodoss, you might want to 
check out a similar series, the Heroic 
Legend of Arslan, which also has a DVD 
collection out. Others l'd suggest would 

be Revolutionary Girl Utena, Ghost in the 
Shell Macross Plus, Night Warriors, Grave 
of the Fireflies, the Fushigi Yugi box set, 
Sakura Wars, Darkside Blues. Well, that 
should be a start. In a very rare occasion, 
I actually did something when I promised 
that I would—my Lodoss War DVD review 
was in the April issue (score was anime 
A+, DVD C+). As far as Evangelion, ADV 
will be bringing it out, trust me—it's more 
a matter of when than if. Dolby 5.1—don't 

ask me. All I know is that you have to 
have a DVD player that can either output 

a 5.1 signal, and a receiver that can 
decode the 5.1 signal, or a DVD player 
with the 5.1 decoder and a receiver that 

can handle the signal. Finally, yes, you 
ARE warped for life. Hope you are happy. 

Want to send me letters, artwork, inter- 
esting anime/manga tidbits, X-mas 
gifts, marriage proposals, death threats, 
Japanese schoolgirl uniforms, or a 
Japanese schoolgirl to go in said uni¬ 
form? Then write to me via postal or 

electronic mail! 

Shidoshi 
c/o AnimeFan 
6301 DeSoto Avenue 
Unit #E 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

Or: 
shidoshi@gamefan.com 
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Miyazaki's latest classic take the crown? Will Tenchi and crew pull 
one last trick out of their sleeves? Or will the quiet newcomer Lain 
surprise them all and take the gold? This month, it's Tenchi 
Forever!'s turn. Two down, two to go... 

The King of Anime '99—the four biggest US anime releases 
of 1999 square off for the title of "the best release of the 
year." Last time. Perfect Blue came in with a brilliant show- 
ing, but its three opponents won't go down so easily. Will 

Mcmoni 

Tenchi Forever! 
which hints to us which of the girls Tenchi will come to be with. 
Of course, this is breaking the unwritten law of many a fanboy, 
as Tenchi isn't supposed to choose—he's supposed to be wishy- 
washy forever so fans of certain characters won't get their feel- 
ings hurt. As you can teil, Tm a bit unsympathetic to the Tenchi 
fans out there who aren't happy with this movie. Instead of try- 
ing to top an already great "old-school" Tenchi movie {Tenchi in 
Lovel), the creators instead decided to send Tenchi out with a 
movie that gives the series the push to true classic status that it 
needed. As much as I love the Tenchi series, it's gotten REAL 
stale as of late, and TFI is the breath of fresh air that this Tenchi 
fan has been waiting for. Thankfully, the DVD fan in me was just 
as pleased. This disc is phenomenal, both audibly and visually. I 
can't imagine this movie looking better—well, except on a 
widescreen television, thanks to Pioneer making this an anamor- 
phic disc. You've got a 5.1 mix for both the Japanese and English 
tracks, and the music in this movie is positively outstanding. The 
menus really impressed me—they are simple, yet look very ele¬ 
gant and stylish. The only downfall one might find with this DVD 
is the lack of much in the way of extras. Not to say that I expect 
every DVD to have loads of extras, it's just surprising that Pioneer 
put so little on such an important disc. 

There's no way that l'm going to be able to say everything I want (or 
need) to say in the space I have, so l'm going to explain the story VERY 
quickly. Tenchi walks into the woods and disappears. Ayeka and Ryoko 
search for him. An older Tenchi shows up in Tokyo living with an older 
woman, Haruna. Haruna has a strange connection to Tenchi's grandfa- 
ther. Ayeka and Ryoko try to save Tenchi from Haruna. 

If there was ever a release to divide the Tenchi fans out there, it unques- 
tionably is this movie. You think some of the Tenchi fans have been whin- 
ing about Tenchi in Tokyo? You should hear them over this one. What's 
the big deal about? The problem (said sarcastically) is that Tenchi 
Forever! actually pushes the Tenchi mythos in a more dramatic, mature 
direction, and some fans simply can't handle that fact. TFI has a new, and 
very different, art style, which gives the characters a more grown up" 
look and is absoluteiy great if you ask me. Next is the story itself, a tale 
about the characters of Tenchi, their feelings and emotions and hopes 
and fears. There are no huge battles, no evil enemy to defeat, no wild and 
wacky comedy, no endless bickering between Ryoko and Ayeka. Then 
come the big crimes: Haruna, and the movie's ending. Haruna, the 
newest female addition to the world of Tenchi, is a complex and inter- 
esting character. On one side, she did kidnap Tenchi, and is holding him 
against his will. Yet, she helps him reach a level of maturity he couldn't 
get around the other girls, she seems to truly care about him, and by the 
end I almost wanted to see Tenchi end up with her instead. Ah, the end. 

--THT-TttMT *n ^Fl, we are 
given a final scene 

Tenchi Forever! is the way that Tenchi SHOULD be, a dramatic 
dance of emotion and passion that shines brighter than almost 
any anime that I can think of. My only fault with this movie is 
that I want MORE Tenchi like this, as it makes the rest of the 
series feel so trite and misguided. If this is indeed the end of 
Tenchi, I can't think of a better way to go out. - shidoshi 
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In Stores: 
01/25/00 

dub: 
$24.95 
sub: 
$29.95 

MÜTfiKf 

"An interesting slice ofanime" 
-Gamer's Republic 

Those Who Hunt Elves finally 

meet an elf who begs to be 

stripped! In her town's hour of 

need, Milliea donned magical 

armor to defend her people 

only to discover that she was 

cursed to wear it forever. Who 

better to turn to than Those 

Who Hunt Elves to help her 

undress? 

üA'Juml Diity piüï 

In Stores: 
01/25/00 

dub: 
$19.98 
sub: 
$29.95 

Get one gun-wielding babe, 
get the secona free!" 

-Wïzard 

When independent cargo- 

haulers begin to turn up dead, 

the Dirty Pair try a new occu- 

pation: trucking. The Lovely 

Angels are carrying a full load 

of destruction in this fïfth and 

final volume of the Original 

Dirty Pair! 

RWwi&f v uP * v* 
-A/Valiga Max 

Bar against Genom escalates, and- the*- 

ht Sabers must deal with even* deadlier* 

|pis of boomer crime. An insane husband 

seeks retribution against his cheating wife with 

the ultimate revenge weapon, and a killer cyber- 

car prowls the streets of Tokyo in search 'of 

human prey in the third volume of BGC 2040! 

In stores: dub: sub: 

01/25/00 $24.95 $29.95 

MiLUON DOLLAR COMSPIRACY 

Act10n yW£ l,t 0 pi 
It's a CIA triple-crossithatJkicksfofj 

with a gorgeous blonde begging the 

ever-eager City Hunter to protect 

her. Caught in a web of internation¬ 

al intrigue, Ryo must rely on his one 

unquestionable impulse to foil a 

relentless assassin, uncover an @ 

insidious doublej agent and sg^re ' 

with the girl of his dreams. With a i 
rnillion dollar price tag, this is a job 1 

pte won't soon forget. 

01/25/00 

m 
.' 



Wild Cardz 
they are still done well and show a nice 
level of personality. Now, if only this 
show wasn't so darn frustrating to 
watch. The problem is, the anime— 
and more specifically the pacing—is 
totally chaotic. There were many times 
in the show that I simply had no idea 
what was going on, or what was sup- 
posed to be going on, and I had to 
shrug my shoulders and not under- 
stand. This is made worse by the dub; 
I don't know if it's the voice actors, the 
English script, or the fact that the 

mouth sync is somewhat off, but the 
dub added to the choppiness of the 
show and my trouble to always grasp 
the situation. Maybe, hopefully. Wild 
Cardz is far easier to understand in 
Japanese, because what I saw in the 
show seemed promising. If the show 
had just slowed down a bit and not 
made so many cuts, I would have had 
little to complain about. I think Wild 
Cardz is a decent watch, if you plan on 
checking out the sub and are prepared 

for the frustrating pacing. - shidoshi 

Act/Comedy • OAV (2 Eps.) • US Manga • 13+ 
50 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

There's an unwritten law in the anime world: 
Anything, and I mean ANYTHING, can be turned into 
an anime storyline. When creating the basis for Wild 
Cardz, the creators looked to a simple source of 
inspiration—playing cards. Thus we are given the 
Crown Knights, a group of four girls, each of whom 
draws her powers from one of the four suits— 
Diamonds, Hearts, Clubs, and Spades. While the 
Crown Knights are use to the sorts of criminals 
which normally threaten their kingdom, they aren't 
prepared when a giant machine, shaped like a chess 
piece, suddenly appears and threatens to destroy the 
Card Kingdom. The Crown Knights must then use 
their powers to find out the weakness of the giant 
chess piece before it can destroy their home. 

The visuals in this title are great, with an impressive 
amount of animation, and artwork that is crisp, col- 
orful, and will no doubt look great on DVD. As well, 
the characters and the premise itself are both rather 
interesting. Sure, "originality" isn't something that 
I would say in describing the character designs, but 

Sakura Wars 2 series introducing the characters, building character develop- 
ment, and showing us how the team got together, the second 
half is still fleshed out enough to feel complete. Sure, there 
could have been more, but what we are given is satisfying. SW 
has always had an elegant and wonderful look to it, and thank- 
fully the anime does a great job at keeping that feel. Even on 

VHS, the show looks beautiful—this is going to be one nice little 
DVD when it comes out. I wanted to quickly mention the dub— 

ADV gave the "foreign" members of the cast accents in their 
English form. I know some people HATE this, and normally l'd 
have mixed feelings about it, but for some reason here I thought 
it sort of worked. I still prefer the sub version, but for the dub, I 
got a bit of a kick out of the accents—go figure. As it is, Sakura 
and crew are presented with a great little adventure for either 

fans of the game series or anime fans looking for some- 

thing new and interesting. Who knows, 
maybe thanks to ADV bringing this our 

way, the groundwork may have been 

^—^4 \ taid f°r a US release of the upcom- 

ing Sakura Wars Dreamcast games. 
jSjPP ïbegs SOAJ I would complain about 

^ there not being enough volumes of 
SW, but seeing as how more 
OVAs were announced just days 

Sy (pA/B) ago, I guess that's no longer a 

£ Prob,em- -shidoshi 

• OAV (2 Eps.) • Anime Works • 16+ 
60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

One of the great things about Japanese anime and video games 
is that you can ALWAYS teil when a story has come from 

Japanese creators. For example, the story of Sakura Wars: a 
group of girls pilot steam-powered robots to fight half-metal, 
half-biological alien creatures who threaten Japan, while in their 
spare time put on plays at their own theatrical house in order to 
become better teammates. The story of Sakura and her team- 
mates continues in Sakura Wars 2 as we see the group finally 
together and trying to work on becoming more of a team. 
Bickering, fighting, opposing viewpoints, and egos continue to 
get in the way, and it is decided that the only way that the girls 
will truly come together is with a male leader. Enter Ohgami, a 

young military cadet who shows up on the scene and tries to ^ 
lead the team to victory. Can Ohgami bring the girls together 
when being "the man in demand" is taking such a toll on him? 

Sakura Wars is without question the best Sega-based 
anime title that l've seen, and thankfully does justice to 
what is now probably one of Sega's most beloved—and 
important—titles (I would have loved to have seen SW { 
get even more production but that's just me being 
picky). Although the creators spent half of the OVA 
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Mankind was dealt a violent and unexpected 
wake-up call when on October Ist, 2195, the 

human colony on Mars was destroyed in the 
blink of an eye. Only one person survived, a 

young pilot named Akito. With no memory of 
how, Akito escaped the horror and returned to 
Earth. A year later, the fight between the 

humans and the "Jupiter Lizards" rages on. 
Tïred of the uselessness of Earth's defense force, 
Nergal Heavy Industries creates the Nadesico—a 
spaceship powerful enough to wage a counter¬ 

strike against the alien invaders. Akito runs into 
Yurika, the ship's captain, and realizing that he 
recognizes her from somewhere, he gets a job 

aboard the Nadesico to meet her again. Little 
does Akito know that he now is part of a mission 
to return to Mars to face the Jupiter Lizards, the 
thing in life that he fears most. Watching 

Nadesico, I couldn't help but be reminded of 

Project A-ko. Just as A-ko was a parody of the 
entire world of anime, Nadesico is both a parody 
and tribute to the "Giant Robot" genre, both 

new and old. And just like A-ko, Nadesico not 
only succeeds in its attempts at humor through 

references and outrageous situations, but it also 
grows into its own entity that makes it much 
larger than just a parody. The crew of the 

Nadesico is a varied, interesting bunch, one 
which makes you wonder if each character was- 

Martian Successor Nadesico 
Act/Comedy 

n't chosen as a team mem- 90 m 
ber simply for the saké of 

variety. What does a starship need with an 
anime voice actress? Why is there an 
unquestionable clone of Eva's Rei who r ij 
rolls her eyes at the rest of the crew? • 

What is up with Gai and his love for S 
old giant robot anime? Soon, you 
get the idea that you aren't sup- ( 
posed to ask—you're just sup- / 

posed to sit back and enjoy the Wj \f§w( 
ride. That is exactly what JBjpij 

Nadesico is about, an anime that HDJ» 
simply wants to have fun, and wants H 
you to have fun as you watch. I 
won't gush over Nadesico at this /MBBUm 
point—I usually try to get a decent 
amount of episodes under my belt 
before making a final judgement on I Li 
a show. However, I can safely say jÖjB 

that Nadesico will no doubt end up 
being a fabulous series, a crazed yet 
intense space drama that all self- Hp 
respecting anime fans will want to W 
check out. - shidoshi 

The Cockpit 
and animation in the fast-paced dogfights, 
you'll never be able to watch an American 
cartoon again. Rounding out this title is a 
dub that goes that extra mile and proves that 
there IS such a thing as a good dub. My only 

regret was about the third story, both in the 
way of the story itself and its production 
value—not that it's bad by any means, it just 
wasn't nearly as strong as the first two. That 
little complaint aside, I would really recom- 
mend The Cockpitto all anime fans out there, 
both because—plain and simple—it's a great 
title, but also because it's a testament to how 
powerful and emotional anime can be. I'm a 
bit worried that it may get lost in the shuffle 
of all of the "big" titles that have come out 
recently, which I hope doesn't happen, as it 
would be a real shame. - shidoshi 

The Cockpit contains three 
stories of war, all written by 
the legendary anime/manga 

artist Leiji Matsumoto (Spaceship Yamato, 
Captain Harlock), and each directed by a differ¬ 
ent anime director: Yoshiaki Kawajiri (Ninja 
Scroll, Wicked City), Takashi Imanishi (Gundam 
0083), and Ryosuke Takahashi (Armored 
Trooper Votoms). The first is "Stratospheric 
Currents", a tale of a German fighter pilot who 
must decide between his mission and country, 
and the lives which will be lost if the German 
atomic bomb—which he has been ordered to 
protect—is indeed dropped. Next up is "Sonic 
Thunder Attack Team," which deals with 
Japanese kamikaze pilots whose lot in life is to 
pilot a flying bomb to make sure that it hits its 
mark. Finally is "Steel Dragoon," the tale of a 
motorcycle and the two Japanese soldiers who 
face certain death to fulfill their mission. I real¬ 
ly have to say, not knowing what to expect 
going into this one, I came out with a lot of 
respect for it. No matter if you are a war buff or 
not, these are serious, very emotional tales 
about the human side of war, stories that I think 
anyone will find moving and engrossing. The 
quality of the animation itself is of a wonderful- 
ly high level: When you see the amount of detail 

War Drama • OAV • Urban Vision • 16+ 
90 min - Sub I Dub - VHS I LD I DVD 



Headlines 

According to AnimEigo, Toshiba of Japan will be 
releasing a DVD version of the cult classic Otaku no 
Video sometime in the near future. AnimEigo is cur- 
rently re-working their subtitled for OnV in order to 
work with a DVD version—which means we lucky US 
fans will be getting it on DVD as well! Since an LD 
release never happened, this is great news. • ADV 
Films has picks up the rights to release the Are the Lad 

anime in the US. While it's currently rumored that the 

third Are game may make it to the US, maybe exposure 
from the anime will help its chances. • SyCoNet.com 
has formed a new division, Otaku Music USA, which will 
bring anime and video game soundtracks to the US. 
Otaku Music USA expects to piek up between 500 and 

700 different titles for US release, and will start selling 
the first titles in the very near future on their website, 

and through other retail outlets. 

An American... Anime Channel?!? 

Unfortunately, I don't have the room to go into detail on this 
story, but is seems as if the Cartoon NetWork is currently think¬ 
ing about creating an action/anime channel. It has been 
reported that Toonami—the programming block of the CN 
made up quite a bit with anime—is by far the most popular 
portion of the channel. So, when something is good, you run 
with it. While the channel wouldn't be only anime—other 
Toonami fare such as the Powerfull Girls, Thundercats, 
Transformers, and so on will no doubt be there—the idea of a 
channel where anime is one of the major programming choic- 
es is a seriously important, and cool, thing. The CN recently 

announced that they have obtained the rights to the Gundam 
Wing TV series. A coup this big would be great for the CN, but 
it could also be proof that the CN is looking for new shows to 
fill their new network with. As well, it's rumored that they are 
also interested in show Rurouni Kenshin on TV, about picking 
up one of the Tenchi Muyo! TV shows, and maybe bringing 
over more Sailor Moon episodes, as well as showing the SM 
movies on TV. It sounds to me like the Cartoon Network is 
putting together one heek of an anime line-up, and a new half- 
anime TV channel to put all of these shows on would be a 

wonderful thing. As well, if the CN does indeed go through with 
this idea, it would be the perfect medium to help even more 

anime TV shows make it to the US, as now they would have a 
viable source of support. Of course, NI bring you more on this 
story as it comes along—but for now, keep your fingers crossed. 

Kenshin Attacks US 

Rurouni Kenshin—the cult anime favorite that everyone and 
their brother has been wondering when it would be released 

in the United States. Well, l've got great news. Media 
Blasters has officially announce the release of the Rurouni 
Kenshin TV series in the US. Media Blasters will be working 
with ADV Films, who has obtained the rights to the Kenshin 
OVAs and movies to try to work out a commonality not only 

among names for the 
series, characters, and 

other possible differ- 
ences, but also hope- 
fully to get the same 
cast of voice actors 
to do the English 
dub for all US 

releases. So, if you 
are a Kenshin fan, or if 

you just like good anime 
in general, you can now 
look forward to all 
aspects of the animated 

Kenshin world to make it 
to our shores—thanks to Media 
Blasters and ADV Films. 

SPEED Comes to a Stop? 

Sadly, the darling girls known as SPEED, the J-pop group that makes 

Shidoshi go goofy every time he hears them, has decided to break 
up. The band will officially call it quits on March 31st of 2000, just 
over a week after Shidoshi's birthday. Combining the fact that 
Shidoshi is feeling like he's turning into an old man (while only in his 
mid 20's), the one-two punch of his birthday and the breakup of 
SPEED will no doubt severely damage him mentally by April Ist. 

More Monthly Manga 

Studio Proteus, probably the second biggest source for manga trans- 
lations in the US, is set to start publishing their own monthly manga 
anthology early next year—Super Manga Blast. A project between 
Studio Proteus, Dark Horse, and Radio Comix, Super Manga Blast will 
be 128 pages in length, will retail for $4.95 and will run five different 
manga titles each month. The first issue, if everything goes as 
planned, will ship in March of 2000. So, what will SMB include? First 
off is 3x3 Eyes and Where's Michael?, both picking up where their US 

run last left off. Next is Seraphic Feather, a complex and interesting 
space drama by Hiroyuki Utatane. Then there will be Shadow Star, 
which looks to be an interesting fantasy-science fiction tale. Now the 
big news: The fifth title, at least for the first year, will be the early 
chapters of Oh My Goddess! that were cut in the initial US run. Oh 
joyü! Another interesting point is that production of the anthology 
will be handled entirely digitally. Studio Proteus will get the artwork 
on CD-ROM, and all lettering, retouching, and other such tasks will be 
performed on computer. This all happens thanks to Radio Comix and 
their digital retouching techniques, and Studio Proteus promises that 
the results will be fabulous. This new anthology sounds great, and I 
encourage anime and manga fans everywhere to ask their local comic 
shops to order Super Manga Blast to help Studio Proteus give this 
project a good chance to survive. 

Ghost in the Shell... 2?! 

Masamune Shirow recently finished up the first volume of his new 
two-volume Ghost in the Shell 2 manga. The first volume should hit 
Japan late this year or early next, and the second should come late 
next year. Even better. Studio Proteus expects to start translation on 
the first volume shortly, and we US fans should see it next summer. 
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While other gaming sites only give you one weak, mediocre update per day, our tireless 
staff of crack editors toiis endlessly to bring you, the hard-core gamer, the biggest most 
comprehensive updates on the web today. 

•Cutting Egge Movies 
Other sites are content with lackluster, low-res, Quicktime movies that make the featured 
game look like mud. At GameFan Online, we pride ourselves on state-of-the-art MPEG 
movies of the highest quality for your consumption. 

•News & Hot Info 
Whether it's the hottest news from around the world or reviews and previews of the 
newest import or domestic software, you'll find it first at GameFan Online — without 
the usual regurgitation found on countless other sites. 

Featuring the most powerful search engine on the 'Net, GameFan's GMX will help you 
locate archived news stories, reviews, previews and feature stories at the fastest 
speeds the internet will allow. 

•Chat 
Talk it up with other GameFan readers — and your favorite GameFan editors — about 
the latest games, news, and other topics of interest! 

www.gametan.com 
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Welcome to the pages of cheats., 
codes, and hints galoreü! Upon 
these leaves you will find all 

the assistance you'll need for the 
hottest games today. Not satisfied? 
Need help on another game? No prob- 
lem! If you need codes or hints on 
any game, mail GameFan, or e-mail 
hocuspocus@gamefan.com. Now, 
travel with thy controller in hand, to 
a place where cheaters prosper... 

wm 
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Unlock Everything 
Pause the game while 
playing and hold LI. 
While holding LI 
press •, t, 4», •, 

t, ■, ▲. If entered 
correctly the screen 
will shake. Be warned 
this code gives you 
everything, including 
Officer Dick. Note: 
This code spells 
"CRUDCRUST". 



then press 
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Legacv Of Kaïn: Soul Reaver Gameplay Codes 

Getting your arse kicked 
in your soul searching? 
Thank god for codes! All 
the foHowing codes are 
entered at the pause screen 
during gameplay: 

Refill Health 
Press and hold LI, then press 
4*, •, t, t, and 

Level Up your Health Meter 
Press and hold LI, then press 

X, ▲, t, and 4. 

Maximum Health 
Press and hold LI, then press 
-4, #, 4, t, 4, and t. 

Refill Magie 
Press and hold LI, then press 
■*, A, and 4. 

Maximum Magie 
Press and hold LI, then press 
A, -4, 4, -4, t, A, and <■. 

Pass Through Barriers 
Press and hold LI, then press 
4, •, •, 4, A, and t. 

Wall Climbing 
Press and hold LI, then press 
A, 4, L2, -4, t, and 4. 

Hurt Raziel 
Press and hold LI, then press 
•, t, t, and 4. Why the heek 
you would want to do this beats 
the heil out of me. 

Aerial Reaver 
Press and hold LI, then press 
X, -4, t, t, A, and t. 

Kain Reaver 
Press and hold LI, then press 
X, #, -4, A, <-r and t. 

Soul Reaver 
Press and hold LI, then press 
4, A, L2, -4, 4, 4, A, 
4, and -4. 

Stone Glyph 

Press and hold LI, then press 

4, •, t, 4, *4, and -4. 

Sound Glyph 

Press and hold LI, then press 

*4, 4-, #, T, t', and 4. 

Water Glyph 

Press and hold LI, 

4, •, t, 4, and ■>. 

Fire Reaver 
Press and hold LI, then press 
4, t, -4, t, 4, #, and 4. 

Force Power (no, you Star 
Wars freaks... not that one) 
Press and hold LI, then press 

•, -4, and 

Constrict 
Press and hold LI, then press 
4, t, -4, 4, •, t, t, and 4. 

Force Glyph 
Press and hold LI, then press 
4, A, 4, and 1s. 

Fire Glyph 

Press and hold LI, then press 

t, t, -4, t, A, L2, and -4. 

Sunlight Glyph 

Press and hold LI, then press 
•, 4, t, t, 

Silent Scope Hidden Modes 

So, you think you got the sniper skillz to pay the bills, 

eh? WeII, here are some hidden modes in the arcade 

game that will really make you sweat. Af ter you've 

entered each code, a second gun shot sound will con- 

firm if you input the code correctly. And if you get 

through all these modes, I hear the Navy SEALS are 

looking for a few good men: 

Professional Challenges: 

After inserting coin(s), squeeze and hold the Trigger and push 

Start. While holding the Trigger, guide your aiming ring onto the 

mode of your choice, and press the Start button 4 times. Now, 

the aiming ring and enemy locating markers will not appear on 

the main screen. 

IMight Vision Challenges: 

After inserting coin(s), squeeze and hold the Trigger and push 

Start. While holding the Trigger, guide your aiming ring onto the 

mode of your of your choice, and press the Start button 5 times. 

Now, all stages will be held in the dark, with Night Vision enabled 

only in your scope. 

Professional Night Vision Challenges: 

After inserting coin(s), squeeze and hold the Trigger and push 

Start. While holding the Trigger, guide your aiming ring onto the 

mode of your choice, and press the Start button 6 times. All 

stages will be held in the dark, with no aiming ring and enemy 

locating markers appearing on the main screen. 

Star Wars: 
Phantom Menace 

The Nearly All-lnclusive Debug Menu 

Level Escape ifoui Tlieed 
SPI 004 
Hoïie: 095 
Plauei can't die: OH 

the code correctly. 
Select, and A 
and a "Test 
Droid" screen 
will appear. You 
now have a 
level select, 
sound test, FMV 
Sequence Select, 
and Invincibility 
select enabled. 

If the Force is not 
enough, go to the 
main menu screen 
and highlight 
"Options". Now 
press A, •, LI, 
R2, ■, •, and <r. 
You will hear a 
confirmation 
sound if you input 

Now press and hold LI, 
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®Road Rash 64 
Whiplash Gameplay Codes 

©WCW Mayhem 
Slammin' New Codes 

AH bikes and tracks 
C ^ , C ◄ , C ◄ , C ► , L, R, C yr, Z 

Scooters 
C^# C ► , C^, C< ,Z, Z, L, C< 

Cop mode 
Z, C ◄ , C ▼, C ◄ , Z, L, R, C ▼ 

Stage 2 
R, C ► , Z, R, L, C-, C< , O 

Stage 3 
R,C> ,C> ,C> ,R,C< ,CV/Z 

Stage 4 
R, C ► , C ▼, C ◄ , C ► , C ► , Z, L 

Stage 5 
Z, C ► , O, C< , C ► , C ►, Z, L 

Getting knocked back, 

sideways, and every 

other direction off your 

hog? Perhaps the fol- 

lowing codes will give 

you a helping spiked- 

glove-wielding hand. 

AU the following codes are entered at the 
PPV (pay per view) password screen. 

IHalloween Havoc. 
WCW's newest event is 

already in the game! Enter 
"tdApKRmZ-<yl_" (make note 
of the lower and uppercase 
letters) to unlock the 
Halloween Havoc event. 

Enter each code at the 

main menu (a confir- 

mation sound will play 

if you input each code 

correctly). 

2AII Areas Open. 
To access all the back¬ 

stage areas to fight, enter 
"CBCKRMS". Now, simply 
get out of the ring during 
gameplay and run into the 
backrooms (though your 
opponent has to follow you). 

Lego-maniacal Codes 

Each of the fol¬ 
lowing codes 
are entered 
while creating 
a new driver: 

NWÏ1L0 

3 All Wrestlers. 
Now you can find out why 

Gene Okerlund is "mean". 
Enter "PLYHDNGYS" for all 
the wrestlers in the game. 

Rocket car 
Enter "FLYSKYHGH" as a name at the 
make license screen. Now get ready 
for some real speed! 

No wheels 
Enter "NWHLS" as a name at the 
make license screen for a hovercraft- 
like racing vehicle. 

m.y3KYS)icii 

4 Play As Same Wrestler. 
What's scarier than 

Goldberg? How bout two of 
them? To enable same 
wrestler matches, enter 
"DPLGNGRS". 

HH| 

Xe na: VMarrior Princess 
Gargantuan Gameplay Codes 

If you're ha ving difficulty beating up 

the mythical baddies in this game, 

here are some gameplay codes to 

assist you in your adventures. 

5Stamina Meter. 
Enter "PRNTSTMN" and a 

numerical value of each 
wrestler's stamina will be 
displayed. 

Level select 

At the main menu, highlight "New 

Game" and press A, ■, •, A, ■, T, t, t. 

You will hear a confirmation sound if you 

input the code correctly. 

Super Created Wrestlers. 
OTo create wrestlers with 
maxed out States, enter 
"MKSPRCWS". 

Invincibility 

At the main menu, press t, t, t, #, ■, 

t, You will hear a confirmation 

sound if you input the code correctly. 7Masked Rey Mysterio Jr.. 
For a masked version of 

Rey Mysterio Jr. enter 
"MSKDLTLRY". 

Full shield and attack 

At the main menu, press A, ■, A, ■, ■, t, 

t, t. You will hear a confirmation sound 

if you input the code correctly. 

SÊttCT 



> Winback Lightspeed Codes 

.Spy Blue 

.Bathroom 

.Riff Mission 

.Forest 
Hoover Mission 
....Thick Mission 
...Snow Mission 
...Sharp Mission 
.Fort Plastro 
.Scorch Mission 
.Showdown 
.Sandbox 
.Kitchen 
..Living Room 
.The Way Home 

TRGHTR.. 
TDBWL... 
MSTRMN 
TLLTRS.... 
SCRDCT.. 
STPDMN. 
BLZZRD... 
SRFPNK.. 
GNRLMN 
HTTRT. 

HTKTTN.. 
PTSPNS. 
HXMSTR 
VRCLN.... 

/AM 

ICfHSID BYNIHTINOO <Qm9K0zlC0.Ol> 

WWW.GAMEFAN.COM 

Levels, Endings 

All the following codes are 
entered as a user name: 

JAZZNAZ 
Phantom class 

WIZZPIG 
All circuits 

AVINIT 
All teams 

THEHAIR 
All challenges 

MOONFACE 
Infinite hyperthrust 

GEORDIE 
Infinite shields and thrust 

DEPUTY 
Infinite random weapons 

CANER W 
Four proto-type tracks 

BUNTY 
Unlock tournaments 

Hot Wheels Turbo Codes 

To enable all of these scorching codes, enter the fol¬ 
lowing commands for the appropriate code at the 
Main Menu screen. You should hear a confirmation 
sound if you input the code correctly: 

Little Cars.■, R2, L2, ▲, ▲, L2, R2, ■ 
Flat Shaded.LI, Rl, L2, R2, LI, R1, L2, R2 
"Dude" Sounds.R2, Rl, L2, R2, ■, ▲, LI, Rl 
Big Tires.■, ▲, ■, ▲, Rl, Rl, L2, L2 
Instant Turbo.R2, LI, ■, ▲, Rl, L2, LI, R2 
Unlock TowJam.■, ▲, LI, Rl, L2, R2, ■, ▲ 

arcte's Heroes 

rs5 

All weapons 
Enter "NSRLS" to start with 
all the weapons in the game. 

Infinite ammunition 
Enter "MMLVSRM" for infi¬ 
nite ammo for your weapons. 

Mini "Me" mode 
Enter "DRVLLVSMM" to play 
a miniature version of your 
character. 

Play as Tin Soldier 
Enter "TNSLDRS" and your 
character will have metallic 
skin (can you say "T1000"?) 

Play as Vikki 
Enter "GRNGRLRX" to play 
as the green little lady. 

Play as Plastro 
Enter "PLSTRLVSVG" to play 
as the Patton-like general. 

Level passwords 
Again, enter the following 
passwords for the correspon- 
ding levels: 

The following codes are entered 
at the password screen: 

Need more than those sharp-shooting skills to get 
deeper into the game? Well, it's a good thing we 

have this level select just for you! 

To open up the level select (called Trial Mode), at the Main 
Menu screen f*, 4', 4>, ■>, <■, and + Start. 

The following text may spoil the game for you so £8 
you may want to finish the game first before you 2 
read the following text. ■ 
Avoid fighting Cecile Caryle (WARNING: SPOILERS!!!) 
You will not fight Cecile Carlyle (boss) if you do not: 
1. Reach the beginning of Stage 23 within 5 hours of game time. 
2. Reach the room where you fight Jin (boss) in stage 27 with- 
in 6 hours of game time. 

Look for a full-blown strategy guide for 
Winback: Covert Operations next issue! 

3 PLAYER1 

i .^ÈSr * PRESS START! 
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Monster Rancher 2 
As promised last Issue, here's a list 
of the special monsters you can 

NMC 

A Listing of Special Monsters 

open up. Remember that some of 
these monsters cannot be unlocked 
until you reach a certain level. 

Title: Dead or Alive 
Artist: Tecmo 

Monster: Kasumi 

Title: Devil Dice 
Artist: THQ 

Monster: Dice 

Title: The Woman in Me 
Artist: Shania Twain 

Monster: Mia 

Title: Mellow Gold 
Artist: Beek 

Monster: Moo 

Title: Thoroughbred 
Artist: Carol King 
Monster: Trotter 

Title: Under the Table 
and Dreaming 

Artist: Dave Matthews Band 
Monster: Blue Thunder 

Title: Enema of the State 
Artist: Blink182 
Monster: Chef 

Title: Downtown Train 
Artist: Rod Stewart 

Monster: Tram 

Title: Austin Powers: The Spy 
Who Shagged Me 

Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Eggplantam 

Title: Feel... 
Artist: The Vejitables 
Monster: Eggplantam 

Title: Appetite for Destruction 
Artist: Guns 'N Roses 

Monster: Skeleton 

Title: Waste of Mind 
Artist: Zebrahead 

Monster: Zebra Saurian 

Title: Brave Fencer Musashi 
Artist: Squaresoft 
Monster: Shogun 

Title: Legend 
Artist: Bob Marley 

Monster: Raggae Plant 

Title: Third Eye Blind 
Artist: Third Eye Blind 
Monster: Ruby Night 

Title: Mulan Soundtrack 
Artist: Various Artists 

Monster: Kokushi Muso 

Title: You've Come a 
Long Way Baby 

Artist: Fatboy Slim 
Monster: Sumopion 

Title: Gangeetar Trippin 
Artist: Fat Boy Slim 
Monster: Sumopion 

Title: Terminator 2 
Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Metal Joll 

Title: Dances with 
Wolves Soundtrack 

Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: White Tiger 

Title: GEX 3 
Artist: Eidos 

Monster: Frog Hopper 

Title: Greatest Hits 
Artist: Al Green 

Monster: Frog Hopper 

Title: Rush Hour 
Soundtrack 

Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Kung Fu Hare 

Title: Homogenie 
Artist: Bjork 

Monster: Shiaghi 

Title: Millennium 
Artist: Backstreet Boys 
Monster: Happy Mask 

Title: Tenchu 
Artist: Activision 

Monster: Ninja Kato 

Title: Titanic Soundtrack 
Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Deluxe Liner 

Title: Knockout Kings 
Artist: Electronic Arts 
Monster: Boxer Bajari 

Title: The X Files: Songs in the 
Key of X Soundtrack 
Artist: Various Artists 

Monster: Ultrarl 

Title: Never Mind 
Artist: Nirvana 

Monster: Swimmer 

Title: Backdraft Soundtrack 
Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Cinder Bird 

Title: Men in Black 
Soundtrack 

Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Chinois 

Title: The Matrix 
Artist: Various Artists 

Monster: Poison 

Title: Fanmail 
Artist: TLC 

Monster: Silver Suezo 

Title: Aenima 
Artist: Tool 

Monster: Bronze Suezo 

Title: Tiger Woods 99 
Artist: Electronic Arts 

Monster: Birdie 

Title: Monster Rancher 
Artist: Tecmo 

Monster: Sueki Suezo 

Title: The Flintstones 
Soundtrack 

Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Pithecan 

Title: Tecmo Stackers 
Artist: Tecmo 

Monster: Caloriena 

Title: Tecmo's Deception 
Artist: Tecmo 

Monster: Mocchini 

Title: Metal Health 
Artist: Quiet Riot 

Monster: Bloodshed 

Title: Metal Gear Solid 
Artist: Konami 

Monster: Gaboo Soldier 

Title: The Little Mermaid Sndtk. 
Artist: Various Artists 

Monster: Mermaid 

Title: FIFA 99 
Artist: Electronic Arts 

Monster: Dribbler 

Title: The Matrix 
Artist: Various Artists 

Monster: Poison 

Title: Rally Cross 2 
Artist: 989 Studios 

Monster: Radial Niton 

Title: Comparsa 
Artist: Deep Forest 

Monster: White Birch 

Title: Electric Warrior 
Artist: T. Rex 

Monster: Pole Mock 

Title: The Bearsville 
Collection 

Artist: Bobby Charles 
Monster: Watermelony 

Title: The Crow: City of 
Angels Soundtrack 

Artist: Various Artists 
Monster: Cawken 

Title: Speak My Language 
Artist: Inner Circle 

Monster: Raggae Plant 

Title: Star Wars Ep. 1 Sndtk. 
Artist: Various Artists 

Monster: Galaxy 

Title: No One Can Stop 
Mr. Domino 

Artist: Acclaim 
Monster: Dominos 

Title: Andy Warhol 
Artist: The Velvet 

Underground & Nico 
Monster: Gold Dust 

Title: Licensed To III 
Artist: Beastie Boys 

Monster: Express Worm 

Title: Kagero: Deception II 
Artist: Tecmo 

Monster: Time Noise 

IWWW.GAMEFAN.COM 



Soul of the 
Samurai - PS 

Max EP for I 
Second I 

Character 
800BE03A 03E7 I 

Infinite HP for I 
Third Character I 
800BE044 270F I 

Max HP for 
Third Character I 
800BE046 270F I 

Infinite EP for I 
Third Character ^ 

800BE048 03E7 

Infinite HP 
80098110 OOFA 

Infinite MP 

80098114 FA00 

Have All Samurai 
Weapons 

B0090002 0001 
3009963C 0000 

Have All Ninja 
Weapons 

B0050002 0001 
30099638 000C 

Max Pac Dots 

80153C68 00FF 

Infinite Lives 

80153C64 0063 

Invincible 

80153C58 0004 

100 Apples 

After Pick-Up 

80153E1E 0063 

Max EP for 
Third Character 
800BE04A 03E7 Suikoden 2 

Enable 
Character Codes Final Fantasy 

Anthology - PS 
Abizboah 

3006AE41 0007 Have All Lores 
3002FD29 00FF 
8002FD2A FFFF Adlai 

3006AE79 0007 

Alberto 
3006AE82 0007 

Alex 
3006AE6F 0007 

Amada 
3006AE35 0007 

Anita 
3006AE37 0007 

Annallee 
3006AE80 0007 

Apple 
3006AE65 0007 

Have All 
Rage Attacks 

8002FD2C FFFF 

8002FD2E FFFF 

8002FD30 FFFF 

8002FD32 FFFF 

8002FD34 FFFF 

8002FD36 FFFF 

8002FD38 FFFF 

8002FD3A FFFF 

8002FD3C FFFF 

8002FD3E FFFF 

8002FD40 FFFF 

8002FD42 FFFF 

8002FD44 FFFF 

8002FD46 FFFF 

8002FD48 FFFF 

8002FD4A FFFI 

JoJo's Venture - PS 

Territorial 

Mod-Lock Key 

D0035996 1040 

80035996 1000 

Infinite Time 

8006E110 0063 

Player 1 HP 

300CDEBA 0090 

Player 1 Stand 

300CD3D2 0050 

Player 1 SP Max 

300CDEB2 000A 

300D08A1 0070 

Player 2 HP 

300CE24A 0090 

Player 2 Stand 

300CD762 0050 

Player 2 SP Max 

300D08E6 000A 

300D08E5 0070 

All Book & Gallery 

80067560 FFFF 

80067562 FFFF 

80067564 FFFF 

80067566 FFFF 

80067568 FFFF 

8006756A FFFF 

Ayda 
3006AE3B 0007 

Barbara 
3006AE72 0007 

Have All 
Sword Techniques 

3002FCF7 00FF 

Have All Blitzes 
3002FD28 00FF 

Badeaux 
3006AE43 0007 

Bob 
3006AE38 0007 

Bolgan 
3006AE25 0007 Tony Hawk 

Pro Skater - PS 
Camus 

3006AE31 0007 Infinite Time 
80025556 2400 

Max Score 
8006CECC FFFF 
8006CECE 2402 
8006E880 FFFF 
8006E882 2402 

Max Special Bar 
8002F6E4 0FFF 
8002F6E6 2402 
8002F6E8 AE02 
8002F7CE 2400 
8002F7D2 2400 
8003BA5E 2400 
8003C0EA 2400 

Paper Thin Skaters 
8008B6A2 2400 

Skate Upside Down 
80085182 2400 

Chaco 
3006AE46 0007 

Chuchara 
3006AE5F 0007 

Clive 
3006AE16 0007 

Connell 
3006AE7C 0007 

Eilie 
3006AE23 0007 

Emilia 
3006AE70 0007 

Dew Prism - PS 

1 Hit Kills 

D0058696 1C40 
80058696 1C00 

Max HP 
8009B584 03E7 

Max MP 
8009B586 03E7 

Max Act 
8009B588 03E7 

Max Def 
8009B58C 03E7 

Max Money 
8009B4F0 967F 
8009B4F2 0098 

All Items 
B0110001 0000 
3009B5B8 0063 

Feather 
3006AE42 0007 

Flik 
3006AE12 0007 

Freed 
3006AE33 0007 

Fitcher 
3006AE68 0007 

Futch 
3006AE19 0007 

Pac-Man World - PS 

Infinite Health 
80153C58 0004 

Max Score 
80153C60 FFFF 
80153C62 0FFF 

Gadget Lo Wen Simone 
3006AE3A 0007 3006AE4C 0007 3006AE51 0007 

Gabocha Luc Stallion 
3006AE2D 0007 3006AE45 0007 3006AE53 0007 

Gantetsu Makumaku Tai Ho 
3006AE56 0007 3006AE5B 0007 3006AE36 0007 

Gengen Marlowe Taki 
3006AE2C 0007 3006AE88 0007 3006AE77 0007 

Genshu Mazus Templeton 
3006AE3F 0007 3006AE4D 0007 3006AE66 0007 

Georges Max Tengaar 
3006AE1B 0007 3006AE87 0007 3006AE18 0007 

Gijimu Meg Tenkou 
3006AE4A 0007 3006AE39 0007 3006AE71 0007 

Gilbert Mekumeku Teresa 
3006AE89 0007 3006AE5D 0007 3006AE75 0007 

Gordon Mikumiku Tessai 
3006AE7A 0007 3006AE5C 0007 3006AE7E 0007 

Hai Yo Miklotov Tetsu 
3006AE52 0007 3006AE30 0007 3006AE6A 0007 

Hanna Millie Tomo 
3006AE27 0007 3006AE28 0007 3006AE21 0007 

Hans Mokumoku Tony 

3006AE7B 0007 3006AE5E 0007 3006AE78 0007 

Hauser Mondo Tsai 

3006AE32 0007 3006AE4F 0007 3006AE44 0007 

Hoi 
3006AE57 0007 

Mukumuku Tuta 

3006AE40 0007 3006AE26 0007 

Hilda 
IManami Valeria 

3006AE22 0007 3006AE1C 0007 
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Hix 
Nina Victor 

3006AE47 0007 3006AE13 0007 I'S
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Huan 
Oulan Viki 

3006AE3E 0007 3006AE14 0007 
3006AE6C 0007 

Humphrey 
Pesmerga 

3006AE1D 0007 

Pico 
3006AE81 0007 

Vincent 
3006AE50 0007 

3006AE1A 0007 
Wakaba 

Jeanue 3006AE54 0007 

3006AE84 0007 
Raura 

Yoshino 

Jess 3006AE49 0007 
3006AE7F 0007 

3006AE6D 0007 Yam Koo 

Jude 
Ridley 

3006AE85 0007 
3006AE74 0007 

3006AE83 0007 Yuzu 

Kahn 
3006AE34 0007 

Rikimaru 3006AE76 0007 
3006AE20 0007 

Zamza 

Karen 
Rina 

3006AE24 0007 
3006AE2B 0007 

3006AE29 0007 Thousand Arms - PS 
Kasumi 

Rulodia 
3006AE5A 0007 Infinite HP for 

3006AE59 0007 

Kiba 
3006AE67 0007 

Sasuke 
3006AE4E 0007 

First Character 
800BE024 270F 

Max HP for 

Killey Seigfried First Character 

3006AE3C 0007 3006AE58 0007 800BE026 270F 

Kinnison Sheena Infinite EP for 
3006AE2E 0007 3006AE15 0007 First Character 

Klaus Shilo 800BE028 03E7 

3006AE86 0007 3006AE2F 0007 Max HP for 

Koyu Shin 
First Character 
800BE02A 03E7 

3006AE4B 0007 3006AE1F 0007 

L.C. Chan 
3006AE55 0007 

Shiro 
3006AE2A 0007 

Infinite HP for 
Second Character 

800BE034 270F 
Leona 

3006AE6B 0007 
Shu 

3006AE69 0007 
Max HP for 

Second Character 
Lepante Sid 800BE036 270F 

3006AE7D 0007 3006AE48 0007 
Infinite EP for 

Lorelai Siërra Second Character 
3006AE1E 0007 3006AE3D 0007 800BE038 03E7 
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Tony Hawk's Pro Skater has proven to be 
one of the most addicting games we've 
ever played. Not only is it a breeze to 
piek up and understand, but it's deeper 
than many fighting games. Getting your 
hearings (no pun intended) will be a bit 
easier with the following. Happy skating, 
and remember, what doesn't kill you only 
makes you that much stronger—so does 
a compound fracture turn you into 
Superman? Special thanks to Team 
Chicken for all the help. Cerberus 

SPECIAL CODES 
Big Head Mode _ 
Pause the game while 
playing and hold LI. B 
While holding LI 
press ■, •, t, f 
lf entered correctly 
the screen will shake, i 
To see your skater m 
with an enormous BBHBHBBH^I 
cranium quit the current game and continue 
with another. Note: This code spells "SCULL". 

Unlimited Special Meter_ 
Pause the game 
while playing and 
hold LI. While hold¬ 
ing LI press K, ▲, •, 
4% t, If entered 
correctly the screen 
will shake. Whenyou 
unpause the game 
your Special Meter will not diminish even if 
you eat it. Note: This code spells "XTCUTR". 

Skater Attributes to 10_ 
Pause the game while _^ 
playing and hold LI. | jj| 
While holding LI press \jS 
■, A, t, 4. If entered BBHBBB 
correctly the screen will 
shake. When you 
unpause the game |j 
you'll notice your skater . 
is much faster. Note: This code spells "STUD". 

Skater Attributes to Max (13) 

screen will shake. When 1 
you unpause the game I 

is much faster. Note: This code spells "XSSTUD". 

Unlock All Stages 
Pause the game 
while playing and 
hold LT. While hold¬ 
ing LI press A, t, 
m,i, t, ■, a. if 
entered correctly the 
screen will shake. 
Quit your current 
game and return to the stage select. Highlight 
the stage you'd like to play and press #. Note: 
This code spells "TRUSTLUST". 

Unlock Everything 
Pause the game 
while playing and 
hold LI. While 
holding LI press 
•, ■*, t, 4>, •, ■*, 
t,H, A. If entered 
correctly the 
screen will shake. 
Be warned this code gives you every¬ 
thing, including Officer Dick. Note: This 
code spells CRUDCRUST. 

STANDARD TRICKS 
Standard tricks can be performed at 
any time, but keep in mind you'll 
always need enough time to land 
properly. If you pull off the move, but 
don't manage to complete a clean 
landing you won't get the points. 
While most of the Standard kick tricks 
are shared by most of the skaters, 
some tricks do vary from skater to 
skater. Grab and Grind scores can be 
increased by holding onto the board 
longer with • or grinding longer with 
A. Here's the rub: 

Random Tricks__ 
Ollie (200 pts.): t + # 
Fastplant (250 pts.): t t (Just before a 
jump) 
Handplant (up to 1400 pts.): t + A (on a 
ramp lip) 

Kick Tricks_ 
Kick Flip (100 pts.): «- + ■ 
Sex Change or Varial (800 pts.): H + ■ 
Impossible (250 pts.): 4 + ■ 
360° Flip or Front Foot Impossible (600 
pts.): ^ + ■ 
Heelflip (100 pts.): -» + ■ 
Hardflip or Fingerlip (600 pts.): * + ■ 
360° Shove It (250 pts.): t + ■ 
Kickflip to Indy (600 pts.): * + ■ 

Grab Tricks_ 
Method (315 pts.): + • 
Stalefish (315 pts.): + • 
Tail Grab (315 pts.): 4 + • 
Benihana (420 pts.): * + • 
Indy Nosebone (315 pts.): + • 
Rocket (367 pts.): * + # 
Japan (367 pts.): t + • 
Madonna (525 pts.): * + • 

Grind Tricks__ 
Boardslide: + A 
Smith Grind: ^ + A 
5-0 Grind: 4> + A 
Smith: ^ + A 
Boardslide: + A 
Crooked Grind: ^ + A 
Nosegrind: t + A 
Crooked Grind: * + A 

SPECIAL TRICKS 
Note: Special Moves can only be per¬ 
formed while the Special Meter is 
yellow. If the Meter is green, you 
must perform regular tricks until the 
Meter is full. 
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Tony Hawk's Pro Skater Codes & Moves Galore! 

Tony Hawk 
Kickflip McTwist (4,000 pts.): -» -> # 

4200 -0 
l-W \ 1 

L ' A 

540° Board Varial (2,000 pts.): ■ 

Bob Burnquist 
Backflip (4,000 pts.): t 4/ • 

Burntwist: t 

more next page 



Geoff Rowley Kareem Cambell 
Front Flip (4,000 pts.): I t > 

Jamie Thomas 
Backflip (4,000 pts.): t 4» • 

Doublé Hard Flii One Footed Nosegrind: t t 

Darkslide: A Kickflip Underflip (1,500 pts.): <- -» ■ 

Elissa Steamer 
Backflip (4,000 pts.): t U 

Andrew Reynolds 
Backflip (4,000 pts.): t 

Bucky Lasek 
Kickflip McTwist (4,000 pts.): -» ■» • 

Heelflip Bluntslide: t 4* A Primo Grind: Fingerlip Airwalk (2,000 pts.): ■» • 

Varial Hellflip Judo (2,500 pts.): 4^ t ■ Triple Kickflip (1,500 pts.): «- ■ 

Officer Dick Rune Glifberg Chad Muska 
Front Flip (4,000 pts.): Ht Yeehaw Front Flij Kickflip McTwist (4,000 PtsQ:^ • 

AssumethePositio^ pts.): • One Foot Thumpin': -» 4^ A Christ Air (2,100 pts.): -» • 

Neckbreak Grind: -> Triple Kickfli Shove-it Rewind (1,500 pts.): -» ■ 
^ 5845 

/ ■ 
/ 

• ^ 
: 
w i '0- 

. * jk. 

t+f 

' - .ff'- 
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Gauntlet Legends 
Coming to Dreamcast_ 

Green Elf needs health on orange- 
tinged console—a line that will soon 
become reality thanks to great third party 
sales on Dreamcast. Midway, after being 
shocked by the success of Ready 2 
Rumble, has decided to bring their recent 
arcade revision of Gauntlet Legends to 
the Sega Dreamcast. While the original 
arcade board was based on a 3DFX 
graphics chip, rumor has it that the DC 
version will not only sport a higher poly- 
gon count, but also have four never- 
before-seen levels. Expect a late 
December to early January release with 
full four-player support. 

Dreamcast 2 In the Year 2000?_ 
OK, so Sega's next wonder system 

may not be ready for sale in the year 
2000—but a reliable source has whispered 
that the Big Blue's next entry in the con¬ 
sole arena will indeed be revealed next 
year to steal a little of the Playstation 2's 
thunder. Early specs are still unknown. 
But not only will a DVD contraption of 
some sort be included, there will also be a 
customized version of Hitachi's new poly- 
gon-pushing chip—can you say 80 million 
polys per second? I knew you could! 

Dolphin Dissed 
by Japanese Gamers_ 

In a recent poll taken by Japanese 
gaming magazine Famitsu, only five per¬ 
cent of gamers in the land of the rising 
sun plan to purchase Nintendo's next- 
generation console when it's finally 
released. Could the bad taste of the 
Nintendo 64—a console that never did 
well in Japan—be the cause for these 
prospective buyers' doubts? More than 
likely, yes, but with all of the recent press 
over the Playstation 2 and absolutely no 
information on the secretive Dolphin, the 
votes may have come a little too prema- 
turely to be take seriously. Let's just hope 
Nintendo doesn't miss out on the lucra- 
tive RPG market this time! 

Metal Gear Dolphin Bound?_ 
Perhaps one of the biggest debates as 

of late in the gaming world has been 

whether the Metal Gear series will wind 
up on the Playstation 2 or Dreamcast. 
Well, if early word on Solid Snake's 
next project turns out to be true, 
Nintendo's Dolphin will end up the 

winner, with its very own exclusive 
Metal Gear game. It seems that 
Konami and Nintendo's recent 
partnerships go a long way when 
it comes to hot franchises, and 

Snake and company may just 
make it as a launch title when the 

Dolphin comes to shore. 

Shen Mue Deiayed 
TUI the Year 2000_ 

While Nintendo fanatics are relishing 
thoughts of a Metal Gear game on 
Dolphin, Sega maniacs will be crushed 
with the following news: Due to 
unknown problems, Shen Mue has been 
deiayed till April of 2000. While some 
may blame the sheer size of the game as 
the source of the delay, sources close to 
the project indicate that a complete 
facelift will once again make this the killer 
app in Japan. Unfortunately, the bad 
news only gets worse, because Sega of 
America has confirmed that Shen Mue 
will not make it to U.S. shores till 
Christmas 2000. 

Toe Jam and Earl 
Get Funky Once Again_ 

The creators of the original Toe Jam 
and Earl have confirmed that Toe Jam & 
Earl 3 will in fact be making its way to the 
Sega Dreamcast. Tentatively titled Toe 
Jam, Earl, and Latisha, the game will be 
fashioned much like the first adventure 
except modeled in a completely 3D 
world. Unfortunately, the game does not 
currently have a publisher, but my morn- 
ing horoscope pointed out that Sega is 
very interested in the project. 

Sega's Shinobi Returns_ 
It looks like all of Sega's classic char- 

acters are having a Second Coming of 
sorts—and the original ninja side-scroller 
Shinobi is certainly no exception. 
Because of the barren state of stealth-like 
third person adventures, Sega has decid¬ 
ed to give the ninja that started it all 
another chance on the Dreamcast some- 
time next year. Details are not-so sur- 
prisingly scarce, but the game is expect- 
ed to be unveiled at the spring Tokyo 
Game Show, along with a playable ver¬ 
sion at next year's E3. Tenchu's got noth- 
ing on the original! 

The World is Not Enough 
is Enough for Black Ops_ 

After much delay, Tomorrow Never 
Dies has hit the streets. Some sources 
have indicated that Black Ops has secured 
the rights to develop the next Bond-flick- 
to-game, The World is Not Enough. Let's 
just keep our fingers crossed that Black 
Ops' next Bond game makes it out in the 
first half of the next millennium. 

In other Black Ops-related news, word 
has it head honcho John Botti has been 

circling the globe to find a proper location 
for an as-yet-unnamed game. For which 
console this game will surface remains a 
mystery, but we have learned that Botti 
has a bounty hunter theme in mind. Now 

when are we going to see that Treasures 
of the Deep sequel? 

THQ's Slappy Happy 
for Fighting Games_ 

Besides the never-finished Shaolin, 
THQ, in conjunction with Polygon Magie, 
is working on a 2D/3D fighting game for 
the current Playstation. Imagine the 
graphics of MegaMan Legends combined 
with the gameplay of Guilty Gear and 
Street Fighter Alpha. While the project is 
a ways off, you can bet it'll be leaps and 
bounds ahead of Versus. 

Ninja Gaiden: Playstation 2 Style 
It seems like everyone is bringing 

back their old ninja beat-'em-ups nowa- 
days. So who's the returning star-throw- 
ing hero this time? None other than 
Tecmo's Ninja Gaiden. While the project 
hasn't been a secret since E3 of '99, 
Tecmo has recently confirmed that the 
game will make it as a launch title for 
Playstation 2—at least in the U.S. The 
game will use a modified version of 
Temco's Dead or Alive 2 engine and may 
even feature a fighting mode just to 
show off more of the PS2's poly-pushing 
capabilities. 

Starship Troopers 
Coming to a Console Ne ar You_ 

Everyone's favorite bug-killing 
marines will soon be making appearances 
on next generation console systems 
including the Playstation 2 and the 
Nintendo Dolphin. That's right, a Starship 
Troopers game will soon see light of day 
thanks to the recent morning cartoon 
show and a red hot toy license. The pub- 
lishing company that picked up the rights 
still wants to remain nameless, but don't 
be surprised if you see a bug-squashing 
experience sometime before 2001. 

Naughty Dog's New 
Playstation 2 Mascot_ 

GameFan has learned that premiere 
Sony developer, Naughty Dog, has been 
working on a Playstation 2 title that will 
use an engine similar to that used in 
Crash Team Racing. The game has been 
in development for eight months now 
and is currently using "Y" as a working 
title. Although no details could be 
exposed at the time, we did discover 
some interesting tidbits on the game's 
mascot and the outlook on Crash making 
an appearance on the Playstation 2! 

According to our source. Crash him- 
self won't be making a second appear¬ 
ance on Sony's next system... at least, not 
by Naughty Dog's hand, simply because 
of the limitations to Crash's look. The 
source claimed that Naughty Dog wants 
to design a character that will utilize the 
PS2's added power, expanding the possi- 
bilities of the character's look. 
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Characteristics mentioned by the 
source were "shiny armor" and "flow- 
ing hair." Sounds like Naughty Dog is 
designing a female knight in shining 
armor... we'll keep our fingers crossed! 

So when is this game going to be 
released? We've heard it won't be 
released at PS2's launch in September 
2000, but will follow the same Crash 
release Schedule. In other words, it'll 
be a second-generation PS2 title. As 
always, we'll stay on top of it for you! 

Year 2000 Release of 
Dolphin Looking Doubtful_ 

A member of an American develop- 
ment team, currently in the planning 
stages of software for Nintendo's next- 
generation system, the Dolphin, was 
willing to sneak a little info to GameFan 
today concerning the progress of the 
console. When asked if he feit that the 
system would be ready for Nintendo's 
promised 2000 release date, the source 
stated that it was highly unlikely. The 
source pointed out to us, "Even if 
Nintendo is playing a staring game 
with Sony and Sega, the time to blink is 

over. Sony has shown its cards. Why 
won't Nintendo at least slip the press a 
screen or some numbers? It's too late 
for Sony to change the hardware, you 
know. I think Nintendo knows that they 
are going to have to wait until 2001." 

If this developer is only in the plan¬ 
ning stages, how could they hope to 
have their game out alongside the 
Dolphin in late 2000? "If they do make 
it by 2000, third-party teams are going 
to miss the launch. There's just not 
enough time. And I think they know we 
aren't going to be happy if we're left 
out. Look at the good it did Sega to 
have all those games out at launch." 
Indeed, Sega did benefit from having a 
solid launch lineup. 

Would the mystery developer care 
to elaborate on what the Dolphin can 
do or what project he is working on? 
"Unfortunately, I can't. Nintendo has a 
timeline for letting people know what it 
has up its sleeve. I will say, though, 
that you will be very pleased. We are." 
As for the project, "If I told you, that 
would ruin the surprise. Expect a lot of 
surprises early next year." 
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Dreams Of A 
Little Blue Cyborg 

I heard that you can give 
information about anything. 
Well, I would like to know if the 
Dreamcast (the best in the whole uni- 
verse) is going to get a MegaMan Xgame, 
because that is my favorite game in the 
world. I've beaten every game, even the 
import Saturn version of MegaMan X3. I 
was just wondering if you can kick down 
some information about the future of X 
and if he's blasting his way to the 
Dreamcast. 

First time writer, and long time reader; 
Zeke Coley 
Via the Internet 

I've danced with the Man of Rock and 
his legion of enemies on many occasions, 
and the battles we've waged will go down 
in the annals of legend. No opposing 
cyborg or robot has dared stand before 
the combined might of MegaMan and 
Post-Fu. Because I am a veteran of 
MegaMan's past (and future), it is with 
sadness that I inform you that Capcom 
currently has no plans to deliver a 2-D fol- 
low-up to the MegaMan X series. In fact, 
we haven't heard any news on a possible 
3-D adventure with the little blue cyborg. 

Now, this disheartening information 
needn't cause you to abandon hope and 
wander into the hills, weeping aloud and 
questioning a universe in which a 
Dreamcast version of MegaMan doesn't 
exist (though I have been known to do 
this on occasion, and it's strangely quite 
therapeutic). MegaMan is one of 
Capcom's oldest, most respected 
names... and you can be sure they're not 
done with him yet. Whether or not his 
next adventure will hit the Dreamcast or 
Playstation 2, however, is another matter 
entirely... 

Is The Nintendo 64 Already Extinct? 

Dear Posty, 

What's up? I own an N64 and am con- 
cerned about them making the Dolphin. I 
have been with Nintendo since the 8-bit 
days, and don't think it's smart that they 
make the Dolphin too soon. I think they 
need to make more games for the N64 or 

Write to me, Tm running for president!!! 

The Postmeister 
6301 DeSoto Avenue Suite E 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

but that does not mean that they always 
have to appeal to women. I, personally 
am very excited about all of the girls that 
are coming out of the woodwork, but I 
think that the editors and the gaming 
industry are doing a great job. These 
games are not for just men or women but 
for everyone. I just don't want any more 
girls to gripe anymore about biases or NI 
go crazy! Thank youT" 

Shannon Delgado 
Richmond, VA 

It's good to hear from one of the 
ra rest of breeds... a female gamer who 
has trained her mind to ignore all else, 
and focus squarely on the solitary goal 
of the truly hard-core: To play and enjoy 
video games! A fact many women 
often forget is that ugly male video 
game characters are just as much a rar- 
ity as ugly females are! Not everyone 
can have the staggering charisma, chis- 
eled physique and incredible good 
looks of the Postmeister... but you'd 
never know it from the games that are 
released every year! It's the same way 
in Comic books and movies, though— 
the heroes are almost always perfect 
physical specimens, and the villains are 
usually twisted and evil-looking. It's 
not a plot to set women's lib back a 
decade... it's just a fantasy! 

That's not to say that certain gamers 
and game editors don't occasionally get 
a little "carried away" in their enthusi- 
asm for the latest female game charac¬ 
ters... because they do, they do! Those 
with the highest degree of self-discipline 
manage to contain their adolescent 
nature to occasional outbursts during 
gameplay. However, a few let their feel- 
ings roam to more public, less emotion- 
ally stable arenas. But enough about 
Shidoshi and his "Blue Mary" SNK fixa- 
tion; let's move on... 

Will Gates Take Over Gaming, Too? 

With the recent rumors of Microsoft 
releasing an X-Box system, doesn't it 
seem like Sega's days are numbered? I 
mean, the PS2 and X-Box will compete at 
the high end for people who want a set¬ 
top box that does everything, and the 
Dreamcast and Dolphin will be for the 
pure gamer who doesn't want the extra 
cost. Now, the Dolphin will be more pow- 
erful than the DC and also have the back- 
ing of Nintendo, unquestionably the 
greatest game designers ever (Mario, 
Zei da, etc.). 

It seems like only three could survive, 
and the DC seems like the most likely 

it will die out like 
Saturn. I want 

know what you 

A Concerned Gamer 
Asheboro, NC 

Worry not, my wor- 
risome Post-Fu acolyte... 

Nintendo knows all too 
well from whence their money 

flows... and you needn't worry 
that the N64 will stop receiving support 

any time soon. After all, Nintendo has- 
n't been the one flooding the system 
with software—oh no! That task has 
fallen to Rare and the legion of third- 
party publishers who are all too eager to 
cash in on the Big N's "fun machine." 
Nintendo's got big plans for the Dolphin, 
this much you know... but this is not 
why you have written to me. You have 
scaled the peaks of gaming wisdom, 
hoping to take a seat at my side because 
you want to know more. Fortunately; I 
can help you banish your fears regard- 
ing the Dolphin's upcoming release. 

The first thing you should realize is 
this: It probably won't be out until late 
2000 or early 2001... and that's just in 
Japan. That gives you a good year or 
more to enjoy your N64 without worry- 
ing about a new Nintendo system ren- 
dering it obsolete. There's plenty of new 
software coming for it, too... enough to 
keep you busy well into the prime 
annum of the new millenium. You ain't 
got no worries, junior—Nintendo's got 
you taken care of. Worrying about a 
Saturn-like abandonment isn't some- 
thing you should be expending effort on 
(check out how long Nintendo's stuck 
with the Game Boy!). Instead, you 
should be using that energy to perfect 
the skills that keep you on the bleeding 
edge of gaming! Your training in the 
Postal arts should be constant and dili¬ 
gent, so that one day you, too may drink 
deeply from the ever-raging river of 
gaming knowledge that runs at the feet 
of every true Post-Fu master! 

Girls Dig Video Games Too! 

Dear Posty, 

I am a great fan of yours and I look for- 
ward to your column every month. I 
missed you guys for a while there and I 
am so glad you are now going strong. I 
just wanted you to know that I am a 
female gamer, and I am sick and tired of 
females complaining that this industry 
does not pay enough attention to them. 
There are a lot more guys playing games, 
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casualty, though I would think it had 
almost two more years in it. Any 
thoughts? 

Justin Young 
Via the Internet 

BUI Gates is a smart man. A rich man. 
And just like every other smart rich man, 
he's always looking for ways to get richer. 
Microsoft sees video game consoles mak- 
ing a sharp move toward the mainstream, 
and you should know that my close, per- 
sonal friend, Mr. Gates, is all about getting 
on the leading edge of every technological 
wave, shredding that Silicon curl with the 
best of 'em. The X-Box is reportedly 
Microsoft's attempt to elbow their way into 
the video game "do it all" set-top box mar- 
ketplace, and even though this is a compa- 
ny with more money than you or I can 
imagine (and with a $5/month salary, I can 
imagine a lot!), they aren't exactly the only 
bully on the block right now—they're just 
the one with the most lunch money. 

I guarantee that the competition is paying 
real close attention to the "Big MS" right now, 
though any company with that much money 
behind it is a competitor right out of the stad¬ 
ing gate. However, the Playstation 2 and 
Dolphin won't be out till well into 2000/early 
2001, so Sega's got all the time they need to 
build the Dreamcast user base here in 
America. By the time the competition has 
something to show for all the hype, Sega will 
already have the lead in next-gen gaming 
hardware, and they'll probably be thinking 
about their own successor to the DC. Things 
happen pretty quickly in this business, and 
making predictions is silly when you have to 
consider this many players, this much money, 
and this kind of technology. Give it some time, 
pull up a seat with GameFan and watch these 
heavyweights slug it out... this should be one 
title fight worth the price of admission—if 
Microsoft doesn't pay off the referees, that is! 

Aliens Need Games Too... 

Postmeister, 

I am Novious, from the realm of 
Vismaci. I have taken the time out from 
reigning terror on the populous that is Cy- 
ops 9 to visit this primitive planet and wit- 
ness the event known as Dreamcast. I 
must admit it has created a buzz of sorts 
about my crew, and I bring forth the fol- 
lowing inquiries to your feet... in admira- 
tion, of course. 

1. Are the likes of Shinobi, Alex Kidd, 
Quartet, Zillion and Fantasy Zone to see 
the light of day on this system? 
2. To prepare for the next console wars, in 
your powerful and very credible opinion, 
do you feel Dreamcast will be upgraded to 
meet the challenge? 
3. This... "Bernie" human, what has become 
of him since his banishment from S.O.A? 
4. My best warrior, Metrel, would like to 
train in this "fu" you mention. Is it... lethal? 

Thank you for time Posty, 
Till X-time, 
Novious 
Supreme 6 

For a great many years, I have known 
the importance video games play in the 
lives of our extra-terrestrial friends. It 
seems like only yesterday, I was 
"beamed up" into that benevolent alien 
race's mothership, exposed to a variety 
of physical and mental tests, and 
exposed them to the vault of gaming 
knowledge that resides with in my skull. 
The results combined were enough to 
overload even their advanced technolo¬ 
gy, and this sparked an interest in gam¬ 
ing that burns to this very day. As the 
knowledge of gaming spreads through- 
out the universe, and the Postmeister's 
name is whispered upon the tranquil 
winds of the cosmos, it is my duty to con- 
tinually update the curious ET's whenev- 
er they inquire. Otherwise, I start hear¬ 
ing those voices again... 

1. To this point, none of the titles you 
mentioned have been announced, or 
even rumored, for the Dreamcast. It's 
particularly strange that we haven't heard 
from Shinobi in a while, since it's such a 
popular, long-running action series. Time 
will teil... but I wouldn't hold out much 
hope for any of the other titles. 

Another contribution from Andrew Madalora, 
who's sent us more lately than the illustrious 

Jen Seng! Keep 'em coming, Andy! 

2. Dreamcast is fully capable of being 
upgraded to meet a wide variety of stor- 
age, peripheral and modem updates. 
You probably won't see any serious 
increases in speed or processing power 
until a whole new Sega console is intro- 
duced, however. 
3. Mr. Stolar has not been seen or heard 
from in quite some time, though many 
speculate he's already been discussing 
positions with several established video 
game companies. By the time you read 
this, he may have already selected one... 
be sure you keep checking our website 
for updates! 
4. Metrel will need catlike reflexes, phe- 
nomenal good looks, an insatiable 
appetite for frozen foods of various 
kinds, a burning hatred for canned meat, 
and the patience to endure even the most 
strenuous physical challenges. 
Techniques such as the STB can be lethal 
if applied incorrectly, though only to the 
practitioner... 

For those who are not already aware 
of it, Post-Fu is a method of educating 
the most thick-skulled among gaming's 
great unwashed; it is not designed for 
the application of deadly force. Though 
there have been those who've reported 

headaches, nausea, insomnia and a vari¬ 
ety of other symptoms after long hours 
of training, the harmonious inner bal- 
ance attained after Post-Fu meditation 
usually eliminates any negative physical 
effects. As always, read the box and con¬ 
sult your doctor before undertaking any 
new training regimen... read on, as we 
delve even deeper into the enigma that is 
the Postal Arts! 

The Tao Of Post-Fu Training 

Oh great Postmeister, who has power 
greater than GameFan itself, I have spent 
all my years trying to be a true Post-Fu 
master and as I was meditating (with a 
box of wafers) it hit me!!! How does one 
know if he is a Post-Fu master? 

Your servant, 
Puff 

P.S. Vote proud... vote Posty! 

Your efforts will not go un-rewarded, 
Puff... you have trained hard, and have 
asked a valid question. It is one that I 
will answer for the benefit of both you, 
and the thousands like you who work 
patiently to unleash the hard-core Post- 
Fu master that slumbers deep within. 
One day, you will wake up moments 
before your morning alarm goes off, 
and your first instinct will be to play 
video games. Shrugging off that 
impulse with all your might, you will 
ingest massive quantities of junk food 
and caffeine; yet nothing will saté your 
hunger like a solitary bag of waffIe 
chips. The drive to eliminate canned 
meats of various kinds will force you to 
hit the local market, and within minutes 
you'll be recognized and cast from the 
store as an infidel from the city gates. 

Homeward you will travel, in your 
souped-up Postal 4x4 (the pride of any 
hard-core Post-Fu student)... anxious to 
play yet more video games, before 
undertaking hours upon hours of stren¬ 
uous martial discipline. You will train 
your body for the day when your newly- 
elected President invokes the most 
feared and revered edict known to 
mankind, the PTFF law. (Don't know? 
Read a few back issues!) The joy you 
take in informing the ignorant masses 
will be equaled only by your compas- 
sion in "giving a round" to a scrub in 
your favorite fighting game, as Master 
Dango has taught you. In your medita¬ 
tion chamber late that evening, you'll 
achieve a quiet serenity... and your spir¬ 
it will travel across the barriers of space 
and time, to a cave deep beneath 
GameFan Headquarters. On the spectral 
plane, you will face seven Postal chal¬ 
lenges within my cavernous abode. If 
you pass them successfully, you will 
have unlocked the vault of gaming 
knowledge that only the chosen few can 
access. It is a challenge only a true mas¬ 
ter can overcome... and one which every 
Post-Fu student aspires to. Your path is 
clear. I'll be waiting for you... 
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Fully destructible envi¬ 

ronments. over-the-top 

characters and break- 

through graphics. 

Morphing vehicle advance- 

ments, special attack 

moves, explosive realism, 

and even more multiplay- 

er options. 

Is it the second act or the 

second coming? Is it 

an evolution or a 

revolution? Is it a 

sequelor a quan- 

tum leap? What is 

the meaning of 

two? too? to? The 

all new and improved 

Gran Turismo 2 wil amaze 

your eyes as well as you senses. 

New cars, new tracks, more fun! 

Gran Turismo 
U.S. 
PSX 

Utilizing a stunning new 3D game engine, 

negotiate through complex R&D facilities 

featuring amazing visuals and special 

FF2 features fierce hand-to-hand 

combat including deadly combination 

moves and an arsenal of over 20 weapons. 

U.S DC 

KTT\TU£>É 

Over 40 of your favonte WWF Superstars 

like The Rock, Stone Cold Steve Austin, 

The Undertaker, D-Generation X, 

Mankind, Kane, Val Venis, Ken 

Al Snow, and many more! 

Carrier 
U.S. DC 

$49.99 

Castlevania Resurrection 
U.S. DC 

$47.99 

□reamcast 
Armada $44.99 
Bass Fishing $39.99 
Caesars Palace 2000 $42.99 
Carrier $49.99 
Castlevania Ressurrection $47.99 
Centipede $38.99 
Dark Angel: Vampire Apocalypse $49.99 
Deep Fighter $43.99 
Draconous: Cult of the Wyrm $40.99 
Dynamite Cop $45.99 
Egg $49.99 
Evolution $49.99 
Fighting Force 2 $37.99 
Incoming $44.99 
Jeremy McGrath Supercross 2000 $43.99 
Microsoft Combat Flight Simulation $49.99 
NBA 2000 $45.99 
NBA Showtime $42.99 
NFL Quarterback Club 2000 $44.99 

Psychic Force 2012 
Rainbow Six 

$26.99 
$44.99 

Resident Evil Code Veromca $42.99 
Rippen Riders 
Sega Rally 2 
Shadow Man 
Slave Zero 
Soul Calibur 
Soul Fighter 

$45.99 
$42.99 
$44.99 
$44.99 
$39.99 
$38.99 

South Park Chefs Luv Shack $44.99 
Speed Devils 
Street Fighter Alpha 3 

S44.99 
$38.99 

Suzuki Alstare Extreme Racing $44.99 
Test Dnve 6 
Toy Commander 

$42.99 
$45.99 

Vigilante 8: 2nd Offense $44.99 a 
Vrod Wild Metal Country 
Worms Armageddon 
WWF Attitude 

$49.99 
$36.99 
$45.99 

Roadsters 
U.S. DC 

$Call 
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U.S. Videa Games 

Software Nintendo 64 Software 
The legend returns in his 

biggest adventure yet. Explore 

massive worlds with old 

favorites such as Donkey 

Kong and Diddy. as well as 

new characters Tiny, Lanky 

and Chunky all with their own 

special abilities and firearms. 

U.S. 
N64 ; 

Cmsaders of Might and Magie 
U.S. PSX 

$35.99 

Shao Lin 
U.S. PSX 

$36.99 

Jeremy McGrath Supercross 2K 
U.S. N64 

$45.99 

Resident Evil 
U.S. N64 

$53.99 

Playstation 
Action Man $35.99 
Alien Resurrection $34.99 
Balder's Gate $34.99 
Broken Sword 2 $37.99 
Caesar's Palace 2000 $40.99 
Carmageddon 2 $34.99 
Die Hard Tnlogy 2 $34.99 
Dune 2000 $34.99 
ESPN NBA 2000 $34.99 
ESPN World Speed Rally $34.99 
Fighting Force 2 $34.99 
Flmstones Bowling $34.99 
Gekido $40.99 
Intellevision Classics $24.99 
International Track & Field 2000 $34.99 
Jeremy McGrath Supercross 2000 $36.99 
Knights of Carnage $30.99 
March Madness 2000 Call 
Mission Impossible$34.99 

Mulan $34.99 
NBA in the Zone 2000 $34.99 
NBA Live 2000 $37.99 
NCAA March Madness 2000 $36.99 
Official Formula 1 Racing $34.99 
Road Rash Unchained $37.99 
Rugrats: Search for Reptor $17.99 
Shadow Tower Call 
South Park Chefs Luv Shack $36.99 
South Park Rally $36.99 
Special Ops $34.99 
Supercross 2000 $37.99 
The Smurfs $33.99 
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2000 $37.99 
Time Loop 
Urban Chaos 
Vandal Hearts 2 
Vermin 
Worms Armageddon 

Call 
$34.99 
$34.99 
$34.99 
$35.99 

IXIintendn 64 
40 Wins $45.99 
Armorines: Project Swarm $45.99 
Asteroids Hyper 64 $39.99 
Bass Masters 2000 $44.99 

NBA in the Zone 2000 $43.99 
NBA Jam 2000 $45.99 
NBA Showtime $45.99 
Nuclear Strike $44.99 

Battlezone Call 
Brunswick Circuit Pro Bowling $44.99 
Caesar's Palace $48.99 
Carmagedon $45.99 

Castlevania: Legacy of Darkness $45.99 
Cyber Tiger $46.99 
Donkey Kong 64 $57.99 
Elmo’s Number Journey $45.99 
Harvest Moon $48.99 
Jeremy McGrath Supercross 2000 $45.99 
Looney Tunes: TAZ Express $43.99 
Major League Soccer $43.99 
Museum 64 $25.99 

Perfect Dark $57.99 
Resident Evil 2 $53.99 
South Park Chefs Luv Shack $45.99 
South Park Rally $45.99 
Space Invaders $43.99 
Supercross 2000 $46.99 
Tony Hawks Pro Skater $45.99 
Top Gear Hyperbike $43.99 
Toy Story 2 $45.99 
Turok: Rage Wars $45.99 
Vigilante 2nd Offense $45.99 
Worms Armageddon $40.99 
WWF Wrestlemania 2000 $51.99 

Resident Evil Code Veronica 
U.S. DC 

$42.99 

Army Men: Sarge’s 
U S PSX 

$35.99 

Tron Bonne 
U.S. PSX 

$30.99 

Carmageddon 
U.S. N64 

$45.99 

Perfect Dark 
U.S. N64 

$57.99 



Import Video Games 

Drammcomt iofiwirs Playstation !i Saturn 

graphically advanced RPG ever. Sony Computer 
Entertainment is giving Squaresoft a run for their H 

... 

^r-rtpr rnoney. Jj 

|||[\, 

Doom & Shadow Over Mystaria, 

KÏ* tjPiL. tófc ! t Import ^^6» QQ 
Saturn 

Virtua On Berserk Silent Bomber Vampire Hunter D Vampire Savior 
Import DC Import DC Import PSX Import PSX Import Saturn 

$54.99 $54.99 $58.99 $59.99 $49.99 

Fighter Zero 3 
Import Saturn 

$49.99 

Dreamcast 
Aero Dancing Todorokfs HD $54.99 
All Japan Pro Wrestling 2 $54.99 
Baldur-s Gate $54.99 
Bangaio $54.99 
Berserk $54.99 
Black Matrix AD $54.99 
Carrier $54.99 
Dancing Blade Complete $48.99 
Death Crimson 2 $54.99 
Ecco the Dolphin $54.99 
Elemental Gimmick Gear $49.99 
Eternal Arcadia $54.99 
F-1 World Grand Prix $54.99 
Geist Force $54.99 
Giga Wing $54.99 
Grandia 2 $54.99 
Gundam SS 0079 $54.99 
Hiyruu No Ken Retsuden $54.99 
Jo Jo Adventure $54.99 

Langrisser Millenium $54.99 
Lune Caster $54.99 
Mercurius Pretty $54.99 
Metal Max 3 $54.99 
New Japan Pro VWesÖing 4 $54.99 
Panzer Front $54.99 
Rainbow Cotton $54.99 
Revive $54.99 
Space Channel 5 $54.99 
Space Griffon Hamlet $54.99 
Speed Devil $54.99 
Star Gladiator 2 $54.99 
Street Fighter 3 Dbl. Impact $54.99 
Street Rghter 3 Impact W $54.99 
Super Producers $54.99 
Super Runabout $54.99 
Undercover AD 2025 $54.99 
Virtua On $54.99 
Zombie Revenge$58.99 

a | ;VL" % ■hij HT7W 
Beast Wars Metals $54.99 Gran Turismo 2 $58.99 
Bio Hazard Gun Survivor $58.99 Grandia $54.99 
Brightis $58.99 Harlem Beat $58.99 
Chocobo Stallion $58.99 Jo Jo Adventure $58.99 
Countdown Vampires $58.99 Koudelka $58.99 
Dark Tales From the Lost Soul $58.99 Legend Of Mana $58.99 
DDRevo Append Club Ver. 1 $38.99 Macross Remember Love $58.99 
Devilman $58.99 Macross VFX $38.99 
Dewprism $58.99 Macross VFX 2 $54.99 
Dragonball Z Legends $37.99 Panzer Front $54.99 
Dragonball Z U22 $37.99 Patlabor the Game $54.99 
Dragon Quest 7 $58.99 Psychic Force 2 $54.99 
Dragonball Final Bout $37.99 Rival Schools 2 $58.99 
Exciting Bass 2 $58.99 Rockman 4 Special $38.99 
Fatal Fury Wild Ambition $48.99 Rockman 5 Special $38.99 
Final Fantasy Collections $54.99 Sokaigi $63.99 
Fire Pro Wrestling G $58.99 Star Ixiom $49.99 
Front Mission 3 $58.99 Valkyrie Profile $54.99 
Gaia Master $58.99 Wild Arms 2 $52.99 

Import Saturn 

$59.99 

Rangers 
Import Saturn 

$29.99 

Nintendo 64 Software 

All Japan Pro 
Import DC 

$54.99 

Ecco the Dolphin 
Import DC 

$52.99 

K»2I 
Aiasü! D2, not for the M2, 
but for the DC, so you can 
get FNC, with a BFG, 
causin' some major D... 
untill your little heart is con¬ 
tent 

Rockman 6 Retro 
Import PSX 

$38.99 

Street Fighter EX 2 Plus 
Import PSX 

$59.99 

Somethin’ ugly’s brewin'! Aya’s back and this time 
she’s really pissed off! Movie quality cinemas com- 
bined with unparalled, heart stopping action wiil quite 
possibly cause momentary loss of bodily functions. 

Bangaio 
Import N64 

$69.99 
Import N64 

$79.99 



Feil Frmm @rdtr Olie? |8881 GARÊE-CAVE 

Info Line: fBBEJ 330-1300 
Specials are l'tmited to stock on hand and in most cases quantites are limrted. Prices are subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling are extra. Returns subject to 
evaluation and re-stock fee. Import Playstation games are not compatible wrth newer systems Call for details. Artwork copyright their respective compames. Al! rights reserved. 

Mi» lljfMI (W SMIj Bleem! runs hundreds of 

M/MBI||0M(MAK5 great Playstation games 

OM TOUR KI on your PC'VVi’h no extra 
hardware required! In 

**T*emi "Software Mode" Bleem! 

delivers great compatibility 

^and PlayStation-level 

Even older systems get 

mrmxrOOaÊMnONOMWrUtriaam great results with many 
|tittes, And lf you have a 

recent 3D accelerator card, Bleeml's "3D Hardware Mode" will blow 

you away! Many compatible games are also "D3D Enhanced" - 

instead of Standard 320x200 Playstation resolution, you can play at 

640x480, 800x600, and even higher - for unbelievable clarity and 

detail. With Bleem! Add a newer 3D accelerator, even older PC's 

can perform like raging game platforms. 
Bleem is not compatible with all games. 
Go to www.bleem.com for more information. 

Daikatana takes 1 st person ■ 
shooters to a whole ne.v 

Ie vel with beautifu! Graphics I 

kinsane weapons and 

h intense 3D action. 

O^^Travel between 4 

^S^^worlds and battle hords of enemies 

^using the latest in 3D technology. 

As one of five distinct character types, expkxe the worid 

of Diabto II, joumey across distant lands, fight 

new viBains, discover new a ^ ÉÊËfc 

andent mysteries. 

Windows 

Windows 

MLB ESPN: Sports Center 
Monopoly Casino 
Myth: The Total Codex 
Nascar Digital Camera CD Piayset 
NBA ESPN: Sports Center 
NHL ESPN: Sports Center 
NHRA Extreme Drag Racing 
Official Formula One Racing 
On the Trail of the WhitetaTl 
Oni 
OperationalArt of Vter. Elite Edtion 
Oriënt Express 
PC Know-lt-AII 
Pro 18 World Tour Golf 
Pro Pool 3D 2 
Qbert 
Quake 3 Arena 
Reach for the Stars 
Risk 2 
Rollercoaster Tycoon Corkscrew 
Siërra Sport Nascar Craftman Truck 
Silent Hunter 2 
Sim Theme Park World 
Slot City 2 Plus Video Poker 
South Park Chefs Loveshack 

South Park Rally 
Space Invaders 
Star Trek Armada 
Star Trek Klingon Academy 
Star Trek Voyager 
Star Trek Vulcans Fury 
Star Wars: Force Commander 
Supreme Snowboarding 
Talonsoft's Rising Sun 
Test Drive 6 
Test Drive Cycles 
Test Drive Rally 
Tomb Raider. The Last Revelation 
Tonic Trouble 
Toy Story 2: Action Game 
Toy Story 2: Activity Center 
Tnvial Pursuit Nascar 
Tuskegee Fighters: Courageous 
Ultima Ascension 
Urban Chaos 
Vampire 
West Front: Elite Edition 
Who Wants to Be a Millionare? 
Wild Wild West 
Wings of Destiny 

gOfó^feRage Fury AGP 32MB. 

HgiK|jThe Rage Fury is a high per- 

~ ^Énfformance 128-bitgraphics 

üiijlll accelerator, and is po we red 

by ATl’s Rage 128 graphics 

I technology and up to 32MB of 

y|n2H memory for explosive 3D gam- 

ITfMË 'n9 action. No other 3D graph- 

jcs board comes close to ATI 

RAGE FURY's 3D features and advanced 

■ 3D performance. 

1602 AD 
20,000 Leagues: Adv. Cntn. 
Age of Wonders 
Amen 
Anachronox 
Animaniacs Get Hysterical 
BI 7 Flying Fortress 
Beckett Sports Card Coilection 
Best of Smart Game 
Boarder Zone 
Campaigns of The Civil War 
Chessmaster 6000 
Close Combat 4 
Croc 2 
Crusaders of Might & Magie 
Daikatana 
Dark Reign 2 
Deus EX 
Die Hard Trilogy 2 
Diplomacy 
Dukes of Hazzard 
Earthworm Jim 3D 

Flintstones Bedrock Bowling 
Games For Email: Nascar 
Guide to Physics 
Midden & Dangerous Mission Pack 
Hired Guns 
Indiana Jones Infernal Machine 
Infinite World 
Interstate 82 
Invictus: In the Shadow of Olympus 
Jeremy McGrath Supercross 2COO 
Journey to the Planets 
JRS Virtual Pets Pet Shop 
Kiss Psycho Circus 
Le Mans 
Legend of the Blade Masters 
Lemans 
Magie The Gathering Gold 
Max Payne 
Me2cam w/ Fun Fair 
Mech Commander Compilation 
Mech Wbmor 3 Expansion Pack 
Mission Impossible 
Missie Command 

Madness Gameware Adatpter Box. 

With this small unit, you will 

experience Dreamcast games 

the way they were meant to be 

seen. Just plug your Dreamcast 

into the box and then the box 

into your VGA computer monitor. 

With more lines of resolution 

of your monitor, games ■. \ 

look sharper and cleaner 

than ever before. / 

Riva TNT2 Ultra 32MB AGP. 

Features 128-bit architecture 

and a patented Twin-Texel 

dual-pipeline 3D rendering 

engine to deliver unprece- 

dented power and perform¬ 

ance for exceptional game- 

play. 

Ultima Ascention 
Windows 

Vampire 
Windows 

$42.99 

Test Drive Rally 
Windows 

$24.99 

Planescape Torment 
Windows 

8Seconds $14.99 
American Pie: Collectors Edition $16.99 
AnimalFarm $11.99 
Batman Beyond: The Movie $11.99 
Battle Angel $17.99 

Bowfinger $16.99 
Candyman 3: Day of the Dead $17.99 
DeadCalm $11.99 
DragorBjédlZ#16:TheGinryu Forces $14.99 
DragonbaliZ#17: Super Saiyan $14.99 
Fast Times at Ridgemont High $17.99 
Inspector Gadget $17.99 
Jumanji: Collectors Series $16.99 
Mystery Men $14.99 

Nazca: BladesofFate $17.99 
Ninja Resunrection $17.99 
Pump Up the Volume $14.99 
Run Lola Run $16.99 
Shakespeare sn Lcwe: Cotedor's Series $23.99 
South Park Vbl.04 $11.99 
South Park Vol.05 $11.99 
South Park Vol.06 $11.99 
SummerofSam $17.99 
The Exorcist 3 $11.99 
The Jungle Book $23.99 
The Littie Menmaid $23.99 
The Mosquito Coast $11.99 
The Outsiders $11.99 
The Shawshank Redemption $11.99 
The TTxxnas Crown Afeir $14.99 
The Usual Suspects $14.99 
Total Ecfipse $14.99 
Wld WkJWast $14.99 
Young Guns 2$11.99 

Dragonball Z & 
GT Action 

| Figures 
Volumes 10-43 available 

$8.99 to $19.99 
Gaurdian Figure Series 
These Final Fantasy action 
figures come completely 
assembled and pre-painted 
in amazing detail. 

I 1. Ifrite 
JjÈ 2. Cerberus 

3. Odin 

4. Siren 

Rockman X 
& 8 Figures 

Action Figüre Series 
■ Irvine Kinneas $8.99 
1 Laguna Loire $8.99 
■ Quistis Trepe $8.99 
1 Rinoa Heartilly $8.99 
1 Seifer Almasy $8.99 
■ Selphie Tilmitt $8.99 
1 Squall Leonhart $8.99 
■ Zeil Dincht $8.99 

Pokemon 
Figures 
$12.99 
each 

Windows 



Place geur order on aur secure «wet» site 

wwwwww.gfamecave.com 
Game Cave makes it easy to find and order the hottest titles in console games, PC games, portables, import music, action figures. art books, wallscrolls, 
posters, DVD and much more at the absolute lowest prices! Visit today and see for yourself why Game Cave is the undisputed king of al! things bad ass! 

Game Boy Colnr 
1942 $19.991 I Matchbox Caterpillar Construction $25.991 

Adventures of Mary Kate & Ashley $23.99 Mickey Racing $23.99 
All Star Tennis 99 $23.99 Micro Machines 1 & 2 $24.99 
AM F Bowling $18.99 Mission Impossible $23.99 
Armada: Secret Weapon $23.99 Mr. Nutz $23.99 
Armorines: Project Swarm $23.99 NBA 3 on 3 Challenge $25.99 
Army Men $23.99 NBA in the Zone 2000 $23.99 
Babe $24.99 NBA Showtime $24.99 

Battletanx $23.99 NFL Blitz 2000 $23.99 
Billy Bob’s Huntin & Fishin $23.99 NHL 2000 $24.99 
Boarder Zone $23.99 Ninja $23.99 
Bomberman $23.99 Polaris Snow Cross 2000 $24.99 

Brunswick Pool $18.99 Puzzle Master $23.99 
Bubble Bobble $23.99 R2R Boxing $26.99 
Burgertime $23.99 Rampage Universal Tour $23.99 

Carmageddon $23.99 Rampart $23.99 

Camival $22.99 Resident Evil $24.99 
Casper $23.99 Return of Ninja $25.99 

Cat Woman $24.99 San Francisco Rush $23.99 
Catz $22.99 Shamus $18.99 
Daffy Duck $23.99 Star Wars Episode 1: Racer $23.99 
Darts $18.99 Street Fighter Alpha $21.99 
Deer Hunter $22.99 Test Drive 6 $23.99 
Deja Vu 1 & 2 $22.99 Test Drive Off Road 3 $23.99 
Dogz $22.99 The Cage $23.99 
ESPN Special World Ralley $21.99 Thrasher: Skate & Destroy $23.99 
Evil Knievel $23.99 Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2000 $24.99 

F-18 Thunder Strike $25.99 Time Loop $23.99 
FIFA 2000 $24.99 TNN Outdoors Fishing Camp $23.99 
Game and Watch Gallery 3 $23.99 Top Gear Pocket 2 $24.99 
Gex 3: Deep Cover Gecko $23.99 Toy Story 2 $24.99 

Ghosts & Goblins $21.99 Turok: Rage Wars $23.99 

Godzilla $24.99 Uno $25.99 
Golf King $24.99 Vegas Games $23.99 
Grand Theft Auto $23.99 Vigilante 8 w/ Rumble $25.99 

Hello Kitty’s Cube Frenzy $23.99 WCW Mayhem $25.99 

International Track & Field $21.99 Wicked Surfing $23.99 
Jeff Gordon Racing $23.99 Wings of Fury $22.99 
Knockout Kings 2000 $24.99 Worms Armageddon $23.99 
Magical Tetris Challenge $23.99 WWF Wrestlemania 2000 $24.99 

Marble Madness $23.99 Yoda Stories $24.99 

Baseball Stars $27.99 
Beat Busters (Import) $39.99 
Biomotor Unitron $31.99 
Bust-A-Move $27.99 
Crush Roller $23.99 
Digital Primate (Import) $39.99 
Dragon's Wild $28.99 
Fatal Fury First Contact $31.99 
King of Fighters Adv. (Import) $39.99 
King of Rghters R2 $31.99 
Metal Slug Ist Mission $31.99 

Metal Slug 2nd Mission (Import) $39.99 
Neo Cherry Master $28.99 
Neo Mystery Bonus $28.99 
Neo Turf Masters $31.99 
Pac-Man $26.99 
Puyo Pop $27.99 
Puzzle Link $27.99 
Rockman Pocket (Import) $39.99 
Samurai Shodown 2 $31.99 
SNK vs. Capcom (Import) $39.99 
Tennis $26.99 

WonderSwan 

StratBgy Guides 

Available Colors 
• Clear Purple 
• Clear 
• Green 
• Yellow 

U.S. systems also available. Visit our 
web site at www.gamecave.com 
or call for available colors. 

Game Boy Color System 
These import versions of the world’s 

most popular hand held system will play Japanese AND 
American games. With hundreds of games to choose from 
and at a price like this, now there’s no reason not to own one. 

NeoGeo Pocket Color System 
NeoGeo Pocket Color’s 16 bit CPU generates unbelievable 
graphics and superior game play. Loads of awesome 
games to challenge and entertain everyone of all ages. 
Pack your Pocket for infinite fun to take anywhere. Get 
Pocket Power! 

WonderSwan System 
Squaresoft, Namco, Konami, Bandai... They're all here. You 
know if the big boys have signed on that this baby rocks. 
Ghouls and Ghosts, Evangelion, Beatmania, Klonoa, just to 
name a few... WEEEEE! 

Available Colors 
• Anthracite 
• Blue 
• Clear 
• Ocean Blue 
• Platinum Silver 
• Stone Blue 

Available Colors 
• Frozen Mint 
• Sherbert Melon 
• Skeleton Black 
• Skeleton Green 
• Soda Blue 

Beatmania Mini w/ Scratch Pad $49.99 Langrisser D $39.99 
Chocobo Dungeon $39.99 Macross World $39.99 
Evangelion $39.99 MSVS Gundam $39.99 
Ghouïs & Ghosts $39.99 Pocket Fighter $39.99 
Klonoa of the Wind $39.99 Rockman & Forte $39.99 

Import Dreamcast System. 
Now you can play both Japanese and American games on 
your Japanese Dreamcast system. Get the Import Dreamcast 
now for just $169.99. Call for price on converter. 

Alien Resurrection $12.99 
Braveheart $19.99 
Centipede $12.99 
C&C Tiberian Sun $19.99 
Conker's Quest $12.99 
Croc 2 $12.99 
Cutthroats: Terrorfrom the Deep $19.99 
Daikatana $19.99 
Darkstone $19.99 
Die Hard Trilogy 2 $12.99 
Drakan: Order of the Flame $19.99 
Dungeon Keeper 2 $12.99 
Gauntiet Legends $12.99 
Homeworld $19.99 
Hybrid Heaven $14.99 

Indiana Jones Infemal Machine $12.99 
Jade Cocoon $14.99 
Jet Force Gemini $12.99 
Jet Moto 3 $12.99 
Knockout Kings 2000 $12.99 
Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver $14.99 
Mortal Kombat Gold $12.99 
Oddworld: Abe’s Exoddus $12.99 
Pokemon Stadium $12.99 
Powerstone $12.99 
Rayman2 $12.99 
Shao Lin $12.99 
Star Wars Phantom Menace $14.99 
WWF Attitude $12.99 
Xena: Warrior Primcess $12.99 

Official Guide Official Guide 

$12.99 $12.99 
Official Guide 

$12.99 

Dreamcastt 
InterAct AC Cable $6.99 Nyko RF Game Switch $8.99 
InterActAstro Pad $21.99 Nyko S-Video Cable $8.99 
InterAct AV Cable $7.99 Pelican Extension Cable $7.99 
InterAct Quantum Fighter Pad $24.99 Pelican RF Switch $5.99 
InterAct RFU Adapter $9.99 Pelican S-Video Cable $6.99 
InterAct S-Video Cable $7.99 

PlayStatian 
InterAct AC Cable $3.99 Nyko Multi-Tap Adapter $18.99 
InterAct MultiPlayer Adpater $18.99 Nyko Super Cobra Lïght Gun $28.! 
InterAct RFU Adapter $7.99 Pelican 72x Memory Card $33.99 
Nyko AV Adapter $6.99 Pelican Light Gun $12.99 
Nyko Classic Trackball $29.99 Pelican S-Video Cable $6.99 
Nyko Extender Cable $7.99 Pelican X-Wing Controller $7.99 

IXIïntendo E4 
InterAct AC Cable 
InterAct Extension Cable 
InterAct Tremor Pack 
Nyko AC Power Adapter 
Nyko Extender Cable 
Nyko Game Switch 

$12.99 Nyko Hyper Alpha 64 $29.99 
$7.99 Original Controller $27.99 
$6.99 Original Controller Pak $19.99 

$18.99 Pelican AV Cable $7.99 
$4.99 Pelican Memory Card 256K $7.99 
$5.99 Pelican Super 64 Analog $21.99 

Game Boy Color 
InterAct Game Shark $21.99 Nyko Shock‘n Rock $19.99 
InterAct Mega Memory Card $24.99 Nyko Worm Light $8.99 
Nyko Pocket Vision $6.99 Pelican AC Adapter $5.99 
Nyko Power Grip Call Pelican Link Cable $6.99 
Nyko Power Pak $14.99 Pelican Rechargeable Battery $7.99 
Nyko PowerLink $5.99 Pelican Survival Kit $24.99 

InterAct Radius Controller 

for Dreamcast 

InterAct Fission Fishing 

Controller for Dreamcast 

Nyko 1 Meg Memory Card 

for Playstation 

InterAct DexDrive for 

Nintendo 64 & Playstation 

InterAct GameShark Pro 

for Nintendo 64 

Pelican Quake Pak 

for Nintendo 64 

Nyko AC Power Adapter 

for Nintendo 64 

:$23.99 

Pelican X-Wing Controller 

for Playstation 

Nyko Thunder Pak 

for Nintendo 64 

Game Boy 

InterAct Game Shark Pro 

for Game Boy Color 

Nyko Shock ’n Rock 

for Game Boy Color 

Pelican Survival Kit 

for Game Boy Color 

Pelican Power Grip 

for Game Boy Color 

Pelican Light Magnifier 

for Game Boy Color 
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Info Uns: (6B6J 330-1300 
Specials are limited to stock on hand and in most cases quantlies are limited. Prices are subject to change without notice. Stopping and handling are extra. Returns subject to 
evaluation and re-stock fee. Import Playstation games are not compatible with newer systems Call for details. Artwork copyright their respective companies. AH rights reserved 

Evangelion 
#42 

$19.99 

Queen Esmerelda 
#1 

$19.99 

X 1999 
#7 

$16.99 

Macross 
#14 

$17.99 

Ranma 14 #24 

$19.99 
Vampire Princess Miyu #2 

$17.99 
Ruro Ni Kenshin #9 

$19.99 
Slayers #6 

$19.99 

$19.99 $19.99 

Dragonball Z 
#13 

$14.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#3 

$17.99 

Macross 
#8 

$19.99 

Aki ra 
#1 

$19.99 

Street Fighter 2 
#7 

$17.99 

Dragonball Z 
#10 

$14.99 

Evangelion 
#33 

$17.99 

Samurai Shodown 
#2 

$19.99 

the Shell 
#16 

$17.99 

Ninja Scroll 
#1 

$17.99 

King of Fighters 
#15 

$19.99 

Dragonball Z 
#18 

$14.99 

Xenogears 
#1 

$19.99 

Final Fantasy 8 
#7 

$19.99 

Macross 
#15 

$19.99 

Tïfa Lockhart 

Sailormoon 

$19.99 

$19.99 

Sailormoon 
#2 

$19.99 



Place your order on aur secure web site 

WWW 
Game Cave makes it easy to find and order the hottest tities in console games, PC games, portables, import music, action figures, art books, wallscrolls, 
posters, DVD and much more at the absolute lowest prices! Visit today and see for yourself why Game Cave is the undisputed king of all things bad ass! 

Import Music 

STJBOCfJfL 

Ereat deals on Game Cave's top selling music! 

Final Fantasy 8 Arrangements 
Imagine having the choice granted to you 
to choose your favorite themes to the 
atmighty Final Fantasy 8, then bringing in 
a 60 piece orchestra to orchestrate your 
pies. This Vision is Final Fantasy 
Arrangements... 
Enjoy! 

Final Fantasy 5 Dear Friends 
The FF composer madman at his most 
funfilled moments. It would appear that 
our friend Nobuo Uematsu decided to 
take some serious pleasure in making 
this comp. Tailored towards children of 
the world, this splendor is a must own. 

Serial Experiments Lain 
Imagine all the glorious dark ambient 
doom of X 1999 orig, but without the peri- 
odical sax blaring abound. We must 
admit this CD is a tad depressing, but 
overall gorgeous non the less. Highly 
recommended. 

*19.99 

Final Fantasy 4 Celtic 

Moon $19.99 
Dracula X Original 

$14.99 
Dragonball & Dragonball Z Chrono Trigger Original 

5CD $48.99 3CD $42.99 
Final Fantasy 6 Grand 

Finale $19.99 
Bio Hazard 2 Original 

$23.99 
Evangelion Original Brave Fencer Original 

Vol i $28.99 2CD $29.99 

Sailormoon Orgel Fantasia 

$19.99 
Final Fantasy 7 Reunion 

$19.99 
Cowboy Bebop 

$17.99 
Silent Hill Original 

$19.99 
Final Fantasy 2 Piano Coll. 

$23.99 

Final Fantasy 8 Original 4CD 
The avant-garde award goes to the sound¬ 
track of the year. FF8 will inevitably dethrone 
all others in its path. Requiem lovers be pre- 
pared, the opening theme - breathtaking, 
pure angelic magnificence. 

Star Ocean Original 

2CD $32.99 
Tenchu Original 

$12.99 
Ridge Racer 4 Direct 

Audio $19.99 
Dragonball Z Music 

Collection $19.99 
Zelda 64 Hyrule 

Symphony $23.99 

Ghost in the Shell Anime Orig. Final Fantasy 2 Love Will Grow 

$19.99 $19.99 
Metal Gear Solid Original 

$19.99 
Shenmue Orchestra Version 

$19.99 
Xenogears Original 2CD 

$38.99 

Dragonball Z 1814 Special 

$14.99 
Final Fantasy Tactics 2CD 

$32.99 
Dragonball Z Never 

Ending 2CD $29.99 
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SONY NINT€NDO j PC j ARCAD€ j ' PORTAB16S _ 

k 1 midwayI j i 

COLUMNS POV ANIM6PAN 

BBwtiïiiiüCi 
NETWORK 

MOVI6S 

Ot/ttr Stuff 

Picture (GI 

Hot tafo (PC) -8/17/9$-$:00pm 

Jupjti Now (OC)- 8/177» - giOöpm 

Hot taf o (PC) • 8/17/S9 - 5:00pm 

Picturts (PC) ■ Slims - 5;00pm 

Advertïser’s 
n n ra 

3DO.42-43, 44-45, 128-IBC 

AD Vision.103 

Capcom.14-15, 26-27, BC 

DVD Express.54-55 

Eidos.IFC-1, 2-3, 9 

Extreme Interactive Media.127 

Game Cave.64-65, 120-125 

Interact.4-5 

Interplay.7 

Scoopswrestling.com 

EXAMPLE: 
Bill Clinton 

Politics - Real or Fake 
9 

Real News, Real Results, Real-Time EXAMPLE: ^ 
Holyfield vs Lewis f 

Boxing - Real or Fake ■ 

EXAMPLE: 
A 3501b 6 toot 4 inch giant does 

a back flip from 15 feet in the 
air on live television. 

Scoops Wrestling ... 
Everything else is 

FAKE! 
A Member of the Scoops Wrestling NetWork 



© 1999 The 3D0 Company. All Rights Reserved. 3D0, Army Men, Sarge's Heroes, Real Combat. Plastic Men., and their respective logos, are trademarks and/or service marks of The 3D0 Company in the U.S. and other countries. Nintendo, Nintendo 64 and the 
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AÏÏMY MlïiYt 

JARNYmENL 
fcAftGES HEftOES 

www.armymen.com 

START YOUR DAY FORTIFIED WITH 

AIR TROOPS, GROUND TROOPS, 

AND 8 ESSENTIAL VITAMINS. 

-SARGE 



The Survival 

Horror Game 

That Will Totally 

k Consume You. 

..The Most Fric.htening Game Of The Year. " - Next Gen 

RAVV INSTINCT TAKES OVER IN THIS NEW, ADREN ALINE- 

PUMPING JOURNEY INTO SURVIVAL HORROR. YOUR COVERT 

MISSION TO INFILTRATE AN ISOLATED ISLAND COMPOUND 

HAS GONE HAYWIRE. NOW, YOU FIND YOURSELF PURSUED BY 

A RELENTLESS PREHISTORIC TERROR 

RESIDENT EVIL 
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